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1. Introduction 

Facilities and financial support for the research programme 
I 

reported in this thesis have been generously provided by the Rubber 

and Plastics Research Association of Great Britain. This Association, 

with its close connections with the polymer supply and user industries 

is in a unique position to identify problems and opportunities 

connected by polymer applications. In such an environment it is there-

fore not difficult to devise research programmes with creditable 

technological objectives. However there are strong commercial pressures 

which tend to limit the depth and rigour of any investigation. The 

approach to the objective tends to be direct in deference to the law 

of diminishing returns. These commercial pressures do not operate to 

the same extent if the identified problem is a severe one. One such 

problem is the high incidence of brittle failure of load bearing thermo-

plastic components in service. These failures are generally quite 

unexpected because engineering thermoplastics, i.e. those chosen for 

load bearing applications, are invariably ductile on the evidence of 

standard material tests. RAPRA initiated a comprehensive research 

programme entitled 'Strength Criteria for Plastics' with the objectives 

of identifying the cause(s) of service induced embrittlement and the 

development of design criteria for the avoidance of this type of 

failure. The work reported here is one part of the strength criteria 

programme which concentrates on the simulation of service performance 

of rigid PVC (UPVC). It is reasonable to suppose that the behaviour of 

UPVC will be characteristic of other glassy amorphous polymers. 
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Research activity into the response of thermoplastics to applied 

stress has tended to concentrate on deformation behaviour rather than 

strength. Such a bias would be justified if the apparent ductility 

of the thermoplastic could be relied upon in service, because the 

design limit for extensible materials is appropriately a deformation 

limit as determined by the component's function. One explanation for 

the research bias in favour of deformation could be the faith of 

those researchers divorced from such activities as failure diagnosis,. 

in the resistance of so called engineering thermoplastics to brittle 

failure. Also, deformation studies which generally involve a , 
continuum mechanics analysis, can portray a degree of elegance that 

is difficult to match with strength studies. A study of strength in 
J A U'" 

isolation is often a very unsatisfactory p~rsuit. Strength da~ is 
. A. 

essentially single point and therefore to generate a functional 

relationship between strength and a material or service variable 
~ 

requires many individual tests. In addition brittle strength data yS 

relatively erratic, perhaps because of the localised nature of fracture. 

The approach adopted here has been to look for discontinuities 

in the deformation behaviour of UPVC and to attempt to correlate these 

with the brittle failure process. This approach has the premise that 

deformation and the initiation of the failure process have a strong 

interaction, i.e. one perturbs the other. Evidence to support this 

interaction in UPVC (.and other glassy amorphous polymers) is abundant. 

The connecting link between deformation and failure could well be craze 

initiation and growth. The evidence is as follows: 

-2-
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1. The critical flaw size for crack growth in glassy polymers is of 

of the same order as craze dimensions. 

2. The critical flaw is known not to be inherent and therefore 

must be generated under load. Crazes are not inherent and 

are also known to be generated under load. 

3. The fracture surfaces of failed specimens exhibit craze like 
(I... , 

layers. Also crazes have been seen to proppgate in advance 

of a moving crack. 

4. The. growth of crazes can, if this is sufficiently rapid ~ 

perturb the deformation process. For instance there is a 

significant increase in creep rate after the initiation of 

solvent induced crazing. 

The craze induced perturbation of the deformation process under 

simulated service conditions, where craze. growth is not rapid, would 

not be detectable by merely examining the creep response.· A special· 

. testing procedure was developed whereby the perturbation is in effect 

magnified and detectable. This so calledAR technique forms the basis 

of a mechanical ~on-visual) method of detecting craze initiation and 

assessing craze. growth in opaque as ·well as transparent polymers. The 

resolution of the method is such that the critical combinations of stress, 

strain, time and temperature for the initiation of the perturbation 

could be analysed in some detail. This analysis indicated that the 

-3-



cause of the perturbation, and by implication craze initiation, is the 

generation ?f a critical level of relaxed tensile strain. This 

criterion is apparently independent of all service variables, including 

chemical environment. In addition the generation of the critical level 

of relaxed strain is shown to coincide with the initiation of the 

failure process where this initiation is connected with an observable 

mechanical instability. 

The paradox raised by the observed difference in the failure 

of glassy amorphous polymers under laboratory and service conditions 

can be explained in terms of craze nucleation and growth. In the 

laboratory the conditions of test tend to favour craze nucleation 

at the expense of craze, growth. In service, craze growth is 

encouraged by such factors as low'stress levels and mechanical 

perturbations. It is generally accepted that a high craze (site) 

density precedes ,ductile' (yield) failure . and .sparse, crazing promotes 

brittle failure. It is consistent therefore to propose that under 

conditions which cannot be simulated in the laboratory (long service 

lifetimes) the primary cause of failure continues to be the initiation 

pf crazes. Thus provided the relaxed strain criterion for craze 

'initiation continues to operate at long times, (as its singularity 

under laboratory tests would indicate) a design criterion based on 

this should provide a rational method for avoiding in-service 

component failures. 

-4-



2. !~Mechanical .Properties of Glassy Amorphous Thermoplastics 

2.1 An introduction to the Glassy Amorphous State 

Commercially available atactic unplasticised polyvinyl

chloride (UPVC) is described as a glassy amorphous thermoplastic at 

ambient temperatures. Other important polymers in this category 

include polymethylmethacrylate (PMMA) , polystyrene (PS), poly carbonate 

(PC), styrene acrylonitrile (SAN), polyphenylene oxide (pPO) , and 

polysulphone. In addition rubber modified polymers include high impact 

polystyrene (HIPS), acrylonitrile-butadiene-styrene (ABS) , and modified 

PPO (Nory 1 ). 

The molec~~ar and.th~rmodynamic characteristics typical of 

the glassy state can be visualised by reference to the kinematical 

processes that occur during the cooling of the molten polymer to the 

solid state. In the molten state the kinetic energy of the molecules 

that constitute the material is sufficient to overcome all inter- and 

many intra- molecular energy barriers. Thus rotation and flexing of· 

the molecular chain, chain segments, and, where these exist, side 

groups, are free to occur. Thus although the molecular conformations 

are completely irregular and chaotic, the melt as a whole is in 

equilibrium with its thermal environment. On cooling,the volume of 

the polymer will decrease at a rate that initially maintains this 

. equilibrium. At lower temperatures the viscosity of the melt will 

begin to increase significantly with the result that at high.rates-6f 

cooling the volume will be unable to 'relax' at a rate sufficient 
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to maintain equilibrium. This condition is reached at lower temp-

eratures at lower rates of cooling. This effect is illustrated 

in Figure 2.1. As the material is cooled further the viscosity 

increases '''' 2 considerably and at a level of "'10· .'NS/m the liquid 

is considered substantially immobile. The frozen in amorphous 

(liquid-like) structure that results from such a cooling process 

is characteristic of the glassy state. Although this state is 

never in thermodynamic equilibrium it is considered to be a. meta-

stable state in that changes in the direction of equilibrium (e.g. 

volume relaxation) generally occur so slowly that they are insign-

ificant over the time scale of most observations. 

·The characteristic temperature at which the polymer changes 

from a liquid in equilibrium to that of a meta-stable glass is 

identified as the glass transition temperature Tg. The value of the 

glass transition temperature is both rate (1) and· pressure (2) 

dependent. It is also dependent to some degree on the mechanical (3) 

and thermal (4) history of the polymer in its glassy state. Volume 

relaxation is only one of many transitions that can be observed and 

hence used as the basis of measuring Tg. Other notable parameter 

relaxations include; ·enthalpy, electrical and mechanical energy 

absorption, stress/strain moduli, and yield strength.·· The relaxation 

time t , associated with the response of the polymer to thermal, 

mechanical, electrical, or electromagnetic stimulation X(t) can be 

defined by the equation: 

-6-
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where R(t) is the amplitude of the response to 
C 

exitation. 
~ 

Formally 

Iris the retardation time if ·the transition parameter is extensive 

rather than intensive. 

c.. 
Other sub-molecular units can also relax in response to exitation. 

" 
These are referred to as secondary relaxations. The relaxation and 

retardation times are shorter, and the transitions are at lower 

temperatures than those associated with a primary relaxation. A 

labelling system has become established to assist in the identification 

of different relaxations, these being 'in order of decreasing transition 

temperature,a (primary) and 13, t ,E, •.•.••• (secondary). In the case 

of atactic UPVC which has no chain side groups, the source of the 13 

relaxation has become associated with 'local mode relaxation of short 

chain segments' (5). By comparison PMMA exhibits a 13 and 0 transition 
S 

which can be traced to side group'rotation of ether and methyl groups. 

The secondary transitions increasingly influence ,the 

mechanical behaviour of glassy polymers with decreasing temperature 

below Tg. This has been demonstrated for yielding in UPVC (6) (7), 

PC (8) and PMMA (9). Boyer (10) has proposed that the 13 transition 

-8-
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·plays a dominan~ role in ~he craze ini~iation of Polystyrene. The 

evidence for this is that the activation energies for craze initiation 

(35-40 Kcal/mol}and the S transition (35 Kcal/mol) are similar. 

Similarly Sternstein and Sims (ll) have repor.ted that the respective 

activation energies for crazing arid the S transition in PMMA are 20 

and 21 Kcal/mol. 

The pressure dependence of the S relaxation process in UPVC 

and the independence of both the Sand C processes in PMMA (12) with 

pressure can be accounted for in terms of 'free volume'. Many other 

relaxation phenomena including gross effects such as macroscopic 

yielding (l3) (14), the pressure (2) and tensile stress (15) dependency 

of Tg etc., have been interpreted using free volume models. The models 

differ generally in their quantitative definition of free volume V
F 

or 

rather their definition of occupied volume V. The total volume of the 
o 

glass V is defined universally as: 

V = VF + Vo 

V is commonly termed the expansion volume where this is computed from .. . F 

the thermal expansion volume increase. V is the minimum (close packing) 
o 

v91ume at OOK. Fractional free volumes computed by using thermal 

expansion data for glassy polymers at Tg are in the range 0.12 - 0.14 (16). 

·With regard to the pressure dependence of the S relaxation process in 

PVC, this is seen as evidence that local mode relaxations are volume 

sensitive. Side group rotations of the type responsible for the S and 

C relaxations.in PMMA are sensibly independent of free volume in tha~ 

-9-



these can proceed without volume change. 

2.2 Creep and Recovery 

2.2.1 Step input of Stress 

The strain response of a viscoelastic material to a step 

input of stress defines the creep compliance C(t) of the material. 

Thus: 

C(fo) = 
E(t) 

H(t) <>0 
where H (t) • ~ 

H (t) ~ 

0, t ( 0 
1, t ~ 0 

Recommended procedures .for the experimental determination 

of C (t) are included ia BS (4618) (17). These emphasise the experi-

mental requirements of such measurements notable of which are the 

need for good temperature control, low friction, and rapid but critically 

damped load application (18). The same, set of documents (17) also 

recommend that c.reep data should be' presented in a graphical format. 
, ii...Ji-

The basic creep data ~(t) ~ plotted as 'a function of log t with stress 

level as the parameter. This is shown diagramatically in Figure 2.2 (a) '. 

Cross-plots taken from the basic creep data are shown in Figure 2.2(b) 

and 2.2(c) these being termed the isochronous stress/strain, and iso-

metric stress/time plots respectively. These reveal more obviously 

any non:clinearity (stres,s or strain dependence of the compliance) in the 

material's response. The isometric data can be used directly in design 
lW1 

where the maximum permissible strain is specified. }£ can also be used 

as an approximatioa to the stress relaxation characteristic. The 

isochronous data can be used conveniently as design data when the life-

time is specified. An additional graphical format shown in Figure 2.2(d) 

is C(t) versus log t with the parameter of stress or strain. The value 

'-10-
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of C(t) obtained from such a plot and relevant to the specified 

lifetime of the designed comp~nent can be substituted as the 

inverse of the elastic modulus in standard elasticity equations 

(e.g. elastic instability, deflection of beams etc). This process 

has become known as pseudo-plastic design. 

Apart from being temperature dependent the creep 

compliance is also generally stress and strain dependent at sign

ificant levels of stress, strain and time. This has been established 

for UPVC in tension, uniaxial compression (19) and shear (20). The 

bulk compression compliance for UPVC however has been reported as 

being independent of stress and strain (21). In tension glassy 

amorphous thermoplastics tend to display an apparently linear region 

up to experimentally significant strains and to exhibit a sharp dis

continuity to non-linear behaviour (22) (23). 

With reference to the difference noted (2.1) in the response 

of the S relaxation processes in UPVC and PMMA (the former being 

pressure dependent and the latter pressure independent) it is of interest 

to compare the creep response of these polymers. At low stress levels 

the creep characteristics are similar. At high stress levels the initial 

strain responses are still similar, but at longer times the creep 

compliance of UPVC increases dramatically in comparison to that of PMMA. 

This could be taken as evidence for the tensile stress dependence of Tg 

reported by Andrews (15) for UPVC' (UPVC has a lower Tg than PMMA) . 

The similarity of the initial compliance of the two polymers together 

with the differences at long times an,ci at: high stress might well also 

-12-
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be. connected with the volume changes observed by Benham and 

McCammond (24). Under uniaxial tensile stress the volume of 

PMMA increases initially but does not increase further with time 

under stress. PVC however was observed to increase in volume 

initially and with time under stress. 

The relationship between creep characteristics at 

different temperatures is complex and cannot be normalised by 

simple time/temperature super-position (25). This may be partly' 

due to the problem of defining the reference state at different 

temperatures. Turner (26) has demonstrated that the preconditioning 

time at the temperature of test has a considerable influence on the 

shape of the creep characteristic of UPVC. Even after 2000 hours 

preconditioning time there.was no evidence that a stable state was 

being approached. On this evidence alone it would be surprising if 

time-temperature superposition was ever possible with UPVC. Sternstein 

and Ho (3) have suggested that changes in free volume in glassy 

polymers do not have equal effects on different retardation processes. 

This may at least partially explain the phenomena. Specifically, the 

long term processes are preferentiallx affected. 

The molecular processes responsible for creep in glassy 

amorphous thermoplastics are not known in detail. This must be due 

partly to the difficulty of qualifying the molecular structure or 

conformation of these polymers. On a macroscopic scale, shear (deviatoric) 

deformations occur at constant volume. Thus it might be argued that the 

time dependent tensile creep strain of PMMA, which occurs without volume 

change (24) is totally due to shear deformations and that in PVC the 

-13-



deformation: is partly due to shear processes and partly due to 

dilatational processes. This concept has been developed successfully 

by Bucknall and Clayton (27) as a means of assessing the dilatational 

contribution (crazing)to creep deformations in rubber modified glassy 

'polymers. At a microscopic level however, particularly in the amor-

phou"! ,state,the nature of shear has not been established.. It is 

'conceivable for instance that the occupied (molecular) volume could 

change in response to an applied stress such that the ,total volume, 

which includes both free volume and occupied volume remained constant 

(28). This might imply, on a macroscopic level that the deformation 

is totally deviatoric, but at a molecular level this interpretation 

would not be strictly correct. 

2.2.2 Gate Input of Stress 

A gate input of stress can be formally defined as: 

0(£) tTo #(6) 

A step input of stress, of amplitude ao is applied at 

t = 0; at a time T the stress is removed step-wisely. The period 

t > T is known as ,the ,recovery period. The strain/time path of the 

recovery can be quantified in terms 'of either the residual strain 
I 

£ or the recovered strain £. These terms are defined in Figure 
res r 

2.3. The Boltzman (29; superposition principle would predict that a 

linear viscoelastic material would recover along a path: 

Ete.s(6) :: C(t) 00 - C (e -r) tr,. - [.!J 
~ (; -- c() , E'tJl,r -- £?,' 

Thus the Boltzman superposition integral would predict 

complete recovery if sufficient time is allowed to complete this 

process. It is experimentally difficult to check this because at 

-14-
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low levels of residual strain the retractive forces are so weak that 

friction in the measuring equipment could prevent further recovery. 

According to Turner (18) equation CLl represents a good approximation 

to the measured recovery behaviour of glassy amorphous thermoplastics 

provided the prior creep strain and creep time are' not excessive. 

However the recovery behaviour from • severe I stress histories is anomal-

ous in two respects. At small values of (t - T), that is short recovery 
I 

times, £ (t) exceeds that predicted for linear viscoelastic materials 
r 

by the Boltzman superposition integral. At large values of (t - T) 

the reverse is observed. Turner did not find these observations 

surprising. In fact he pointed out that the form of the non-linearity 

of these materials, that is 'strain softening', would be expected to 

lead to excessive initial recovery. However in the s,ame paper he reports 

that although the apparent compliance of the materia~E!(;)i~creases with 
() 

time under stress the actual compliance (A £/ A 0) t decreases with ,creep 

time. Thus the strain softening explanation for the observed high initial 

rates of recovery would not seem to be valid. 

Menges and Schmidt(30) have proposed that incomplete recovery 

in glassy polymers,is due to micro-damage initiation and growth during 

the creep' period. They further propose-',that the initiation of such 

micro-damage in the form of voiding or crazing, is responsible for the 

onset of non-linear viscoelastic behaviour. Menges did not extend this 

hypothesis to explain the excessive initial recovery behaviour (which 

is a form of non-linear interaction). In Section 4.1 of this thesis 

such an explanation is proposed. 

The recommended format (17) for the presentation of recovery 

behaviour is derived from the work of Turner (31). By the use of two 

-16-
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non-dimensional variables this format attempts to normalize recovery 

data over a wide range and combination of maximum creep strain 

£ (T) and creep time (T). These two variables are defined as: c 

Fractional Recovery F.R. = 
!,'(t) -
tc(r) 

and 

Reduced time R.T. 

The format is illustrated diagramatically in Figure 2.4(a). 

The advantage of this format is that the recovery data from widely 

ranging creep strains and times tend to superpose. A disadvantage is 

that it does not reveal readily the deviation (if any) of the recovery 

at short recovery times compared with that predicated for a linear 

viscoelastic material. This can be appreciated more readily in the 

alternative format shown in Figure 2.4(b). 

2.2.3 Repeated Gate input of Stress 

The growth of creep strain under conditions of intermittent 

stresses is of relevance in many component applications. Benham and 

Hutchinson (19) have investigated the strain or stress response of UPVC 

to the following stress or strain histories: 

Mode (1) Repeated gate input of tensile stress. 

cc; #(e) 

where N is the cycle number and T 

+/ 
0, 

= recovery period per cycle = creep period per cycle~and 00 is the 

tensile stress amplitude. 
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Mode (2)' Repeated tension/compression stress cycling 

+-1 

-I 

where the compression stress amplitude 

= tensile stress amplitude = / ~I 

+-r p+/)7 > -t 
'{'" e .. N -I) T ~ f: ,( 

Mode (3) Repeated tension/compression strain cycling 

1Hf) = +( 

/{t(;) = -/ 

~ {:<'N+1)T >-t ~ 
':fov {;LN -I)T ~ t: ,( 

where the compression strain amplitude 

= tensile' strain amplitude = )Co I = /.25 .%.' 

Benham and Hutchinson employed a superposition technique 

involving non-linear compliance functions and compared the experimental 

data with the predicted response. The non-linear compliance functions 

were established by generating compressive and tensile creep data at 

stress levels equal to the stress amplitudes as used in Modes (1) and 

(2) above. The stress relaxation modulus at a strain of 1.25% was 

used via a similar superposition technique to predict the stress 

response to the Mode (3) strain history. During the initial period of 

the cycling programmes the predicted and experimental strain responseS 

were in close agreement particularly for Mode (1) stressing. The 

observed strain did however increase more rapidly than the predicted 

response after an extended period of cycling at high stress amplitudes. 

Under Mode (2) stress conditions this transition to higher than 

predicted strain growth rate occurred earlier, at lower stress amplitudes, 

and was observed to be so severe that it could be readily associated with 

the onset of fatigue failure. The authors established by additional 
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experimentation that this so-called 'cyclic softening' phenomenon was 

not the effect of temperature increase. PMMA was observed (32) to 

exhibit this phenomenon but to a lesser extent than UPVC. 

The above observations are of particular interest here 

because the transition to cyclic softening represents a rational 

stability criterion for design against cyclic fatigue. The proposition 

that the transition is not thermally induced promotes some confidence 

in the extension of such a criterion to apply to 'low stimulus' fatigue 

situations i.e. realistic fatigue lifetimes. 

Jaksch (33) studied the strain response of polyethylene 

under intermittent tensile· stressing. Although the polymer is not 
/ 

glassy amorPhous, the detail of his study is such that it is useful 

to include a reference to it here. Ja~sch. observed that the main 

contribution to strain growth under,stress conditions defined by 

Mode (1) above was due to the increase in the instantaneous (unrelaxed) 
I:· 

strain response with successive cycling. Tqe time-dependent response 

(relaxed strain component) remained reasonably cycle_independent for 
.. 

extended periods. Jaksch attributed this to 'additional retardation 

mechanisms with very short retardation times arising from the amorphous 

regions I. 

2.2.4 Craze and crack detection by creep testing 

Apart from the visual detection of micro-damage during creep, 

which will be discussed fully in the next Chapter, two basically mech-

anical techniques have been used to detect, and assess the growth of, 

crazes during tensile creep. These techniques are only ad,equate if the 
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craze contribution to apparent deformation is considerable. , 
Bergen (34) has compared. the tensile creep behaviour of 

UPVC and other glassy amorphous .polymers in air and immersed in organic. 

solvents. The solvents induced severe crazing or cracking in the 

polymers. The stress, strain and time, coordinates for the 

initiation of this damage could be ascertained by the transition 

from a comparatively slow creep rate to a fast creep rate. One set 

of creep data, for UPVC in air and isopropanol is reproduced in 

Fig. 2.5. Bergen proposed on the evidence of this and other similar 

sets of data on ABS, PC, HIPS and SAN in environments of either 

'n-Hexane or isopropanol that craze arid crack. init:i:ation occurred at 

a characteristic level ·of tensile strain. He further proposed that 

these critical strains, tabulated in Table 2.1, are independent 

of stress level. 

.--, CRITICAL STRAIN % 

in 'nrooarlol in N":'Hexane 

PVC 1.20 0.80 

ABS 0.30 0.48 

PC 1.15 1.09 

HIPS 0.36 Swelling 

SAN 0.30 0.40 

Table 2.1. The critical tensile strains for craze or crack 

initiation in solve.nts.· (After Bergen (34) ). 

The.form of the craze instability in UPVC and the strain 

range for its initiation are similar to that observed for cyclic 

softening (discussed in 2.2.3). 
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Bucknall (35) and Bucknall and Clayton (27) have developed 

a different technique for ass~ssing the separate contributions of 

dilatational and shear deformations to total uniaxial tensile creep 

strain)suitable for rubber modified glassy amorphous polymers in an 

air environment. Dilatational deformations were assumed to arise from 

cavitational mechanisms such as crazing, cracking or voiding. On the 

evidence obtained from microscopy~crazing was shown to be the predomin-

ant mechanism. 

The technique involved the simultaneous measurement of both 

lateral and longitudinal creep strains. The volume strain during 

~ 
tensile creep was thus established. From ~ data Bucknall and 

Clayton (27) were able to make the following deductions regarding 

craze initiation and growth in HIPS. 

1.. Crazing is the major factor in the non-elastic creep deformation 

of HIPS. For instance at a total tensile creep strain of 5% the 

crazing processes were responsible for an estimated 3.8% strain. 

Other contributions were, instantaneous elastic strain 1.1%, and 

time dependent elastic strain 0.1% (shear 'viscoelastic 

effect,,'). 

2. Crazing was initiated at between 0.9% and 1.1% tensile creep 

strain. 

3. The induction time tcfor craze initiation increased with decreasing 

stress level such that: 
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where A and b are constants. This approximates to the Eyring (36) 

rate equation. A similar relationship was established for the rate 

of dilation (crazing). Both.processes had the same apparent 

activation volume. Thus craze initiation and craze growth were 

concluded to be one and the sam~ process,·. this being void nucleation 

and growth. 

4. The yield drop (yield instability) observed in glassy polymers 

is due to craze growth. 

If craze initiation is responsible for an instability 

in the behaviour of a glassy amorphous polymer after long service 

lifetimes then the induction time for this instability shown in 

Figure 2.6 might offer a more rational design criterion than for 

instance static fatigue data •. Unfortunately Bucknall and Clayton's 

technique would not be suitable for detecting craze initiation in 

unmodified glassy polymers in a passive-environment because the 

level. of dilatational strain would be small and the crazes 

dispersed • 

2.3 Stress Relaxati·on 

,. 
widely! 

i 

response 

The stress relaxation modulus M (t) is defined by the stress 

O(t) to an applied step input of strainH·lt) [0 such that: 

Oberst and Retting (37) have evaluated M(t) for UPVC over a 
~. 

wide range of temperature. Some of their data jA'included in Table 

2.2. The applied tensile strain was 0.5%. 
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M(t) 
1--'---+---

t secs 

1 3200 

3100 

3000 

2900 

2800 

1000 

600 

200 

50 

Table 2.2. The. tensile relaxation modulus M(t) of 

UPVC (after Oberst and Retting (37)). 

Oberst and Retting established the 'long term' relaxation 

H(-c) = 

spectrum H ('1:) using the equa tl.on : . 

~(t) cL ( 4 Mtt)) I 
et ~b I~-~ 

and extended the spectrum to short times by measuring the 109S. 

modulus E" over a range of frequencies. The equation used was: 

.., 

where tJ is the angular velocity. Thus the relaxation spectrum of 

-4 4 relaxation times between 10 and 10 seconds was established. The 

230 C spectrum is reproduced in Figure 2.7. The H (1;') 

minimum s~parates the 0<. (main chain) relaxation and.fJ (local mode) 

re.laxation processes. 

The dependence of M(t) on strain was not investigated by 

Oberst and Retting. Sternstein and Ho (3) have however shown that 
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PMMA exhibits non-linear tensile stress relaxation above applied 

tensile strain levels of rvl.O%. The torsional stress relaxation 

behaviour of the same material was reasonably linear over the 

strain range investigated i.e. at strains less than 2%. Sternstein 

and Ho concluded that the non-linearity·is induced by the dilatational 

~tress or strain component associated with uniaxial tensile stress or 

strain. In combined tension-torsion experiments the dilatational 

strain due to the tensile stress component increased the rate of 

torsional (shear) stress relaxation. However shear in a plane 

transverse to the tensile axis did not effect the tensile relaxation 

behaviour. Dilatational stress or strain influenced the rate of 

relaxation and the transition to non-linear behaviour. 

Yannas, Sung and Lunn (22) have st~died, in detail, the 

transition to non-linear stress relaxation behaviour in polycarbon-

ate. The transition was observed to be sharp with a well defined 

strain range for linearity. The critical tensile strain for the 

transition decreased with increasing temperature and time. Some 

values are given in Table 2.3. 

-
CRITICAL TENSILE STRAIN % 

~. Ws 
·3 

t = t = 10·s 
R R 

20 1.30 1.10 
40 1.29 1.09 
60 1.28 1.08 
80 1.25 1.06 

100 1.17 0.95 
120 1.05 0.78 

Table 2.3 - The critical tensile strains for transition 

from linear to non-linear relaxation modulus E (tR) at various temp-

eratures below Tg. (After Yannas, Sung and Lunn (22) ). 
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Mercier, Aklonis, Litt and Tobolsky (38) have demonstrated 

that above its Tg poly carbonate exhibits a stress relaxation modulus 

that is independent of strain up to elongations of ~25%. Yannas 

and co-workers have proposed that ,a minimum critical strain for the 

initiation of non-linear behaviour occurs at a temperature equal to 

the Tg of the polymer. In a later paper by Yannas (39) the critical 

stress/strain coordinates of both tensile creep and tensile relaxation 

tests were found to be linearly related i.e. 

0.35+ 

where t: (%) and 0.; are the critical strains and stresses for the 

transition to non-linear viscoelastic behaviour. k is a constant 

that is independent of temperature and time. It might be reasonable 

to conjecture here that at long times or at Tg: 

OC -- 0 

and that the minimum critical strain is 0.35%. If non-linearity is 

connected with 'irreversible damage initiation then this minimum strain 

could be a potential rational de~'ign limit. Yannas, Lunn and Doyle 

(40) in fact provided evidence that the non-linear viscoelastic 

behaviour of polycarbonate is due to the rupture of secondary, inter

chain valence bonds. 

2.4 Macroscopic Yielding 

Yielding of amorphous glassy polymers below Tg has been 

regarded as evidence of a stress or strain induced transition from the 

vis co-elastic to the liquid state. Conceptually the yield process is 

initiated when the deformation response is no longer completely recover

able - i.e. at the onset of plastic flow. This however is difficult 
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to determine experimental"ly. In practice, like other diffuse 

transi tions, yield is characterised by defining, a yield point, 

which is readily identifiable under conditions of constant strain 

rate. The yield stress at the yield point is commonly defined as: 

(ja~j 
• k.(&1A.4+~ ") , 0 ~ t % 

". 
!> 

The yield point together with typical post-yield behaviour are 

illustrated in Figure 2.8. 

From an engineering design aspect the yield stress of 

a glassy polymer is of limited use. Although it represents the 

ultimate load-bearing capacity of the polymer, premature brittle 

failure commonly precludes yield. This is particularly the case 

at long service lifetimes, or when tensile stresses are invol;ed 

or if immersed in a non-passive chemical environment. However 

there is considerable evidence that the phenomenology of macroscopic 

and microscopic yielding are similar. Therefore a knowledge of 

gross yielding is useful in understanding craze-phenomena. It is 

for this reason that this section has been included. 

2.4.1., Yield Behaviour 

In common with other transitions in the· behaviour of a 

,glassy polymer the yield point changes with (strain) rate and 

temperature. The polymer in its response to shear stress can be 

classed as a highly non-Newtonian liquid which requires activation 

before flow can proceed. The, Eyring (36) viscosity equation has 

been adopted by some workers and modified by others to model the 

measured temperature, and strain rate dependence,of yield. This 

equation can be . 
C 

expressed conveniently as: )1/ 
= Ir.£--x.p {A U ,- 0'" V '/ k T 
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where er is the shear stress·, 6rl the activatio~ energy of the 

(yield) flow pr;cess, V is the activation or flow volume, k is 

Boltzmanns constant, and T the absolute temperature. The equation 

predicts that: tlm. 

i[it) = :LkT/V 

and that Clj/r = ~U + (~) 

Thus assuming 

between ty,,{-
a constant activation volume V the relationship 

• 
and ln t is linear with a gradient that is 

independent of temperature. 

Bauwens-Crowet, Bauwens and Homes (7) have established 

that the unmodified Eyring equation accurately fits the measured 

yield stress behaviour of poly carbonate over 5 decades of strain 
: .. -

rate, from 210C to l400 C and down to yield stresses o.f 10 MN/m2 • 

The same authors found that the generalised Ree Eyring (41) equation 

was required to fit their UPVC yield data. The generalised equation 

can include several activation modes with different activation 
w ......... 

energies and volumes. The UPVC data (Figure 2.9) ;;as modelled success-

fully by using two ~ctivation energies, these being 70 ·and 14 k cal/mol. 

These energies were identified with the ~ and~ relaxation processes. 

Roetling (9) similarly reported for PMMA, activation energies of 81 

and 24 k cal/mol, these being close to thoseof the o(and~transitions 

(42). The reason given for the comparatively regular behaviour of 

Polycarbonate was that the 0( and.l processes of this polymer are 

widely separated compared with UPVC. 

The yield strength of glassy polymers decreases with 

increasing temperature. At test temperatures that approach Tg the· 
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yield stress of PVC (7), PMMA (43), PC, and PPO and polysulphone (13) 

have been shown to approach zero. This feature has promoted the 

proposition that yield is a ·stress induced reduction of Tg (44),or a 

stress fnduced increase in free volume, (14) (45). The fact that both 

yield stress and the glass transition temperature increase similarly 

with hydrostatic pressure lends some support'to this hypothesis. 

The dependence of yield stress on hydrostatic pressure has 

been the subject of several studies (46), (47), (48), the main object-

ive of which has been to develop yield stress criteria. Rabinowitz, 

Ward and Parry (46) have measured the shear yield stress of PMMA up to 

pressures of 700 MN/m2 . The yield stress o-y increased linearly with 

hydrostatic pressure P according to the relationship: 

~ == S-o.3 + o.?.o4-F (/VfN /~) 

The shear yield strain was observed to increase with increasing hydro-

static pressure fromrv 0.15 at atmospheric to '" 0.3 at 300 MN/m2 and 

then to decrease with further increases in pressure. The lin'ear 

dependence of shear yield strength ~ith hydrostatic pressure is similar 

to the Coloumb yield criterion (49) which states 
o 

:: 0; +...,A- 0"1\. 

that: 

where ~ is the compressive stress on the yield plane. 

The increase in yield stress with hydrostatic pressure 

would be expected to lead to the prediction that dilation occurs in 

advance of,or at, yield. , 'Whitney (50) has demonstrated that this 

indeed is the case with PS, PMMA and PC under uniaxial compression 

and tension. Volume increases of up to -0.5% were recorded. However 

other workers have reported a similar decrease in volume at yield 

under tension (52) and compression (51). The decrease in volume at 
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yield, ·presumably due to molecular orientation/.has thrown some 

doubt (53) on free volume e~planations for yielding. One 

possible approach which does not seem to have been considered 

is to look upon free volume as a vector quantity. Molecular 

orientation equally implies orientation of free volume. Thus 

although the total free volume may be reduced (density increased) , 

the effective free volume and its influence on decreasing the 

resistance to shear yielding is increased. 

Dibenedetto and Trachte (13) have proposed a strain 

criterion for yielding in glassy polymers. The tensile stress! 

strain behaviour of polycarbonate, ppo, polysulphone, and PMMA 

up to yield w·as recorded over a wide temperature range. Dibenedetto 

et al observed that the 'viscous strain' component ·at yield was 

linearly proportional to TT - T ,where T ·is the test temperature 
g T 

and T the glass transition temperature of the polymer under test. 
,-t......g a...L 

T;v.rs data y(reproduced in Figure 2.10. The definition of· viscous 

strain Cv was given as: 

where t y and er y are the tensile strain .and stress at yield and 

E is the initial modulus. This defines the relaxed or time 
o. 

dependent strain component at yield rather than the viscous strain, 

a distinction not made by the authors. Dibenedetto et al proposed 

that the increase in free volume .6.~ with dilatation is due only to 

viscous strain. That is,elastic strain does not involve conformational 

changes and therefore does not generate free volume. 

= . . 
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where V is Poisson' s ratio. Using the definition of free volume 

change proposed by Litt and Tobolsky (54) together with the above 

equation, it is stated that: 

where / 
0( '.1a 

and _/ 
V\gc are the volumetric coefficients of thermal 

expansion of the polymer in its amorphous state and close packed 

(crystalline) state respectively and where V and V are the amor-
a c 

phous and crystalline specific volumes. These are regarded as 

constants. The data shown in Figure 2.10 all qualitatively agree 

with this analysis. Furthermore the slope of the Polycarbonate 

data is in good agreement with that found independently by Litt and 

Tobolsky (54). 
- , 

Basically the critical 'viscous' strain theory proposes 

that yield occurs when the Tg of the polymer is depressed to the 

test temperature where this depression is brought about by the 

• viscous , dilatational strain. The importance of the viscous, 

dilatational or anelastic strain in the yield process has been further 

emphasised by Robertson and Patel (55). They recorded the plastic 

(non-recoverable), el~stic (immediately recoverable)) and anelastic 
Sk.... . '. 

(delayed recovery),,.of polycarbonate prior to tensile .x1elding. They 

calculated that at the.yield point the elastic, anelastic and plastic 

strains. were. respectively 6.75%,3.90%, and only 1.35%. Robertson et 

al deduced from this that the molecular processes responsible for 

yield were associated with anelastic strains. It was proposed that 

Robertsons' previous theory of yielding (56) should be modified to 

account for this evidence. The original theory visualized yield as 
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the stress induced 'liquifaction' of the polymer due to molecular 

shape distortion or the formation of 'kink bands'. This was 

quantified by identifying two molecular segment energy states; 

the cis (high) and the trans (low). The stress increases the 

density of cis segments at the expense of trans segments up to the 

point when yield occurs. Tne modified theory would now start with 

the premise that the transition from cis to trans is connected 

directly with the anelastic strain rather than,stress. Conceptually 

it is more satisfactory t,o imagine the anelastic strain as being 

an effect rather than the cause of the energy transition. 

2.4.2 Post-Yield Behaviour 

The post-yield behaviour 'shown in Figure 2.8 is typical 

of a glassy amorphous polymer under uniaxial compressive or shear 

stress. Similar behaviour.can be observed under uniaxial tension, 

but premature brittle failure and 'necking' make this mode of testing 

less conclusive.. The drop. in· true' stress after the yield point is 

termed strain' softening or simply 'the '};ield drop'. 

Strain softening is always accompanied by some form of 

strain inhomogeneity in the polymer. This can take the form of a 

neck, an inclined neck, or a shear band depending on the stress system 

and the specimen geometry. 

The drop in engineering stress that accompanies necking 

after tensile yield. is termed plastic instability. This phenomenon is 

of interest here because Haward, Murphy and White (57) have proposed 

that crazing in.glassy polymers is a consequence of this instability. 
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Brittle plastics such as polystyrene exhibit severe plastic 

instability and also show a propensity to craze. Polymers such 

as cellulose nitrate, which extend uniformly after yield and 

therefore do not show plastic instability are strongly resistant 

to crazing. Furthermore,orientation in the direction of stress 

is known to both decrease the severity of the instability (58) and 

the propensity to craze (59). Haward et al point out that the 

energy required to deform the polymer locally is less than that 

required to give homogeneous deformation if the polymer exhibits 

plastic instability. 

It is of interest to recall (Section 2.2.4) that Bucknall 

and Clayton (27) propose that crazing is the cause of plastic 

instability rather than the reverse. 

Orientation hardening, identified by an increase in 

engineering stress, of ten follows the yield drop. This.tends to 

stabilise the neck. The orientation on a molecular scale is seen 

by Bueche (60) as the alignment and extension of chain entanglements . 

. Yield in amorphous glassy polymers does not therefore primarily involve 

flow but a decrease in configurational entropy. Indeed it has been 

demonstrated on many occasions that a yielded specimen will return 

almost ·exactly to its original shape and size with heating 

zero stress}. 
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2.5 Brittle Fracture 

Brittle Fracture, or the separation of a material into 

two or more parts at a strain substantially below that expected 

for yielding is a catastrophic instability of singular importance 

in design with plastics. Unlike yield, which can be predicted 

with some certainty and hence avoided in design, brittle fracture 

is very sensitive to often qUite subtle changes in the service 

or testing environment, or to small changes in the condition or 

state of the material. 

All glassy amorphous polymers can be made to fail by either 

yield or fracture by choosing appropriate test conditions. The 

propensity of a polymer to fracture is increased by an increase in 

the level of hydrostatic tensile stress. This can be locally increased 

at the tip of a notch or other stress concent~ator when the material 

as a whole is subjected to uniaxial tensile stress. For this reason 

the condition of the surfaces of the material is of considerable 

importance in determining the fracture stress. If the surfaces are 

chemically attacked this too can decrease the fracture stress. 

At high straining rates and/or low temperatures the propensity 

to fail by brittle fracture increases. Orowan (61) proposes that all 

polymers have inherent brittle fracture and yield strengths, 
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both of which are affected by changes in test conditions but to a 

different degree. The combination of conditions that give equal 

probabilities of ductile and brittle failure defines the so-called 

ductile-brittle (d-b) transition. This is not to be confused with 

the brittle-ductile (b-d) transition which is observed in some 

plastics after long periods under stress. The b-d transition will 

be discussed in Section 2.6. 

2.5.1 Macroscopic Fracture Theories 

Although fracture of a polymer must involve the rupture 

of molecular bonds it is generally agreed that the low brittle 

strength of glassy polymers,and indeed many elastic materials)is 

induced by a macroscopic perturbation in the applied stress field. 

Such perturbations may be existing cracks or inherent flaws. Linear 

fracture mechanics (62) has been applied with success to linear 

elastic materials. Basically the theory involves the analysis of 

the stress distribution in the-vicinity of an existing flaw of known 

geometry. The problem of the stress singularity at the tip of the 

flaw, which for certain flaw geometries may be infinite is eliminated 

by proposing that the crack propagates, not at a critical stress, but 

at a critical stress intensity factor. Without modification linear 

fracture mechanics can only strictly apply to polymers under infinitesimal 

strains. 

The very relevant condition of a plastic (yielded) zone 

in advance of a flaw or crack under stress has been considered by 

Dugdale (63). By extending the approach adopted in linear fracture 

I 

-mechanics Dugdale was able to show that the fracture of an elastic-
(' 

plastic solid is governed by a critical crack opening displacement 0 
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and the yield stress of the material ~ is governed by the separation 

of the fracture surfaces at the crack tip. Mills (64) has used the 

Dugdale model to calculate the critical stress intensity factor and 

critical yielded zone length for UPVC under plane stress conditions, 

these being 2 
_3/2 

MNm and 0.5 mm respectively. 

The Dugdale model may prove in the course of time to be 

ve'!;y rele·/c.nt to the fracture of polymers where crazes occur in 

advance of the crack. However it has been the thermodynamically based 

fracture theory first proposed by Griffith (65). that has ·proved in the 

past to be general enough to accommodate the fracture behaviour of 

polymers. The theory requires the existence of flaws or cracks which 

propagate if this is energetically favourable to do so. For slow 

(isothermal) crack propagation the major energy considerations are the 

work required to increase the crack surface area and the change in the 

elastic stored energy that results from such an increase. The criterion 

for fracture can be expressed as: 

-(~i~) 't 
Where d En is the change in elastic stored energy resulting from an 

increase in crack surface area J A. The energy per unit area l( was 

originally associated by Griffith with the surface free energy, indeed 

the fracture of inorganic glass provides a value of « that agrees 

reasonably with independent estimates of surface free energy (66). 

Estimates of t via fracture studies on polystyrene and PMMA (67) (68) 

(69) provide values of 102 - 103 J/m2 . These values are several orders 

higher than the known surface free energy of these polymers. 

the Griffith 

For a sheet of infinite area with an edge crack of length C 

theory would predict a fracture (tensile) stress U of: 
c 

(2- d"E /TTC ) V'1. 
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where E is Young's Modulus. Berry has verified this prediction 

by measuring the fracture stress of polystyrene (68) and PMMA 

(67) containing artificial pre-formed cracks. The fracture stress 

measured on specimens with no pre-formed cracks indicated a maximum 

natural flaw length in polystyrene of 1 mm and for PMMA of 0.05 mm.' 

The fact that these flaws are not visible in the unstressed polymer 

suggests that these are induced during the application of the stress. 

2.5.2 The Fracture Process 
, 

Visible flaws are not observed in unstressed polystyrene, 

but they are observed under tensil.e stress in the form of crazes. 

Berry ~68) proposed that the low craze resistance of polystyrene was 

responsible for its low fracture strength. 

The large discrepancy between the theoretical values of 

surface free energy and the measured values of the fracture surface 

energy of polymers indicates that fracture involves the dissipation 

of energy through viscous or inelastic processes. In glassy polymers 

this process must be very localised as there is no evidence of visible 

yielding. The fracture surface of PMMA does however reveal, interference 

colours and the high reflectance of craze material. Berry (71) 

suggested that the interference effects were compatible with a thin 

surface of polymer with a low refractive index. A craze containing 

voids would also have a low refractive index. Kambour (73) succeeded 

in directly observing a craze ahead of a propagating crack in both 

polystyrene and PMMA. Using an interference technique Kambour was able 

to establish the size and shape of the craze region ahead of the crack 

for both polymers. The craze in advance of a propagating crack was 
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1. 2jt m maximum thickness and·a length of 25/'- m for PMMA. These 

craze dimensions in Polystyrene were respectively ~< m and 559!lm. 

The thickness of the polystyrene craze layer is responsible for the 

high fracture surface energy of this polymer. Kambour estimated the 

following energy contribution to fracture: 

(1) Surface free energy of craze voids < 3%. 

(2) Plastic work of crazing 11-16%. 

(3) Elastic energy of craze deformation 40%. 

The elastic energy would be dissipated as heat on 

fracture of the craze. 

Recent electron microscopy studies of the. fracture 

surface notably by Murray and Hull (74) and Doyle (75) indicate that 

the 'fracture' of the craze in advance of a crack is not necessarily 

restricted to its median plane. This can give rise to t·he character

istic 'mackerel' pattern on the fracture surfaces of polystyrene. It 

has been proposed that this is due to the crack oscillating from one 

craze/polymer interface to the other. Doyle suggests that the crack 

can propagate through the craze by either of three mechanisms. 

(1). viscous flow of the craze layer. 

(2) enlargement and coelescing of· craze voids. 

(3) quasi-brittle fracture along the craze/polymer boundary. 

These processes tend to predominate at different velocities, 

with quasi-brittle fracture occurring at high fracture speeds. 
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2.6 Fatigue 

The effect of stress history, that is the combination 

of stress and stress duration, was not considered explicitly in the 

sections on yield and fracture. Obviously for engineering applicat-

ions the long term strength of the polymer is of predominant interest. 

Long-term laboratory strength tests are necessarily· 

pragmatic in their objectives. Elegant and exhaustive investigations 

into the mode and mechanism of failure would not be a realistic 

venture in tests that singly may last for several years. The objective 

is generally to simulate a service history. Simulations involving 

static or quasistatic loads are commonly termed static fatigue tests. 

Those involving intermittent or dynamic loads are termed dynamic 
~.~ .. 

fatigue tests. 

2.6.1 Static Fatigue 

The observed attenuation of the strength of a polymer 

with time under static load is variously termed creep rupture, creep 

strength or static fatigue. The stress and temperature dependence 

of the time to failure can often be expressed approximat·ely as: 

where A B.and C are constants, 0- is the applied stress, T the temp-

erature and t
f 

the time to fail. This empirical relationship was 

adopted by Zhurkov (76) as a fit to experimental static fatigue data 

on PMMA. The equation is analogous to that proposed by Bueche (77) 

(78) in his molecular theory of time dependent fracture~hich can be 

stated as: 
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.. where t· is the period of 'atomic vibration'~V is the activation o J 0 -

energy of the f.;ti~!lre mechanism, k is Boltzmanns' constant and A a 
, ~ .. 

Zhurkov's.data and t~enerated by Peschanskaya and constant. 

-13 
Stepanov (79) provide .values of to·of the order 10 seconds. The 

experimentally determined values of vo(the activation energy)are 

very similar to the dissociation energies of the C-C bonds of those 

glassy polymers under investigation. Peschanskaya et al· correlated 

detailed discrepancies between their static fatigue data and the 

Bueche theory with secondary relaxation transitions. Discontinuities 

in the time-dependence of the brittle failure stress coincided with 

the secondary (side-group) relaxations in terms of temperature and 

time. Combining this with the proposition (to) that craze initiation 

is controlled by secondary relaxation processes· emphasises the role of 

inelastic deformation and other entrOpy based processes in the fracture 

of glassy amorphous plastics. 

The monotonic decrease in strength with the logarithm of 

time under stress cannot be relied upon,nor unfortunately have the 

limits been adequately defined. It would indeed be a simple procedure 

to extrapolate laboratory test data to realistic service lifetimes if 

this were not so. A so-called ductile-brittle transition (to be 

disting'lished from the .b;rittle-ductile transition) is often observed 

in the static fatigue characteristics of both glassy and crystalline 

polymers. The transition is recognised by a sharp increase in the 

attenuation of strength with time. The onset of the transition is 

accelerated by: 
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(1) hydrostatic tensile stress (80) 

(2) increase in temperature (81) 

(3) solvents and wetting agents (82) 

(4) notches and other stress conce~trations (83) 

(5) Reduction of Mw of the polymer (84) 

The 'accele"ration ' of the transition with increasing 

temperature is shown diagramatically in Figure 2 ... 11. 

The most comprehensive investigation of the static 

fatigue of a glassy polymer is available through the work of Andrews 

and Curran (85) on PMMA. Various specimen surface treatments includ-

ing sanding and/or polishing always led to a reduction in the static 

fatigue lifetime. Fatigue' failure, at other than the highest stresses 

(shortest fatigue lifetimes), was preceded by crazing or micro-cracking. 

, . 
Gotham (86) has presepted static fatigue data on PMMA and 

UPVC in such a way as to include the craze ·initiation envelope. The 

crazing stress/logtime curve preceded the static fatigue characterist-

ic by a minimum of 2 decades of time. It might be reasonable to 

propose that the time to fail under.static load tF is simply 

where t is the time for craze initiation and t . is the time 
er cr1t 

required for the craze or crazes to grow to a critical length for 

fracture. 
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SI-IOvVING THE DUCTILE' BRITTLl:: 
TRANSfTION. --. _. _. 
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2.6.2 Dynamic Fatigue 

A considerable proportion of published dynamic fatigue 

data on glassy polymers has concentrated on short-term fatigue 

lifetimes. The reason for this must be to satisfy experimental 
a. ..... 

expediency rather than, to supply d";ta which i-£ of any value in 

designing to avoid failure. 

Failure after short fatigue lifetimes is predominantly 

due to thermal instability. At high stress amplitudes and/or 

frequencies, commonly employed in this type of 'accelerated' test, 

the rate of heat generation in the specimen can exceed the rate of 

heat loss leading to a runaway increase in ,temperature. Opp, Skinner 

and Wiktorck (87) generated dynamic fatigue data up to a maximum of 

1000 seconds on several polymers including PMMA, poly carbonate and 

UPVC. Opp et al proposed two failure criteria. The first is that 

'melt fracture' will occur when the temPerature of the specimen 

reaches its Tg. 'This derives:' from the thermal part of the hysteresis 

energy. The second is that fatigu~ failure will occur by crack 

propagation. This, they propose, is derived from non-recoverable 

mechanical energy (at stress concentrations in the region of micro-

scopic cracks). This (so-called) combined energy model predicts that 

polymers tested at temperatures below their Tg,will exhibit an 

endurance limit; that is there will be a stress and strain amplitude 

below which the fatig'Je lifetime will be infinite. 

The dynamic fatigue in flexure of several glassy polymers 

including PMMA, PVC and Polycarbonate have been characterised by Gotham 

(86) at a frequency of 0.5 Hz. Gotham adopted a 'square wave' cyclic 
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stress or strain input to enable a direct: comparison to be made ,. 
between the static and dynamic fatigue characteristics'. Generally 

for short fatigue lifetimes the dynamic and static characteristics 

sensibly superpose, but after longer fatigue lifetimes the 

characteristics diverge with the dynamic fatigue failure occurring 

earlier than the static. This is illustrated in Figure 2.12. It 

can be seen from this graph that the long-term dynamic fatigue 

characteristic tends to superpose with the craze initiation envelope. 

An explanation has been proposed by Vincent (88) for the 

rapid deterioration in the capacity of a 'glassy polymer to resist 

crack propagation under intermittent stress or strain. Vincent assessed 

the size of the plastic zone in advance of a crack under both steady and 

cyclic loading using polarization microscopy. He observed that the zone 

size increased with crack propagation under static load, but under cyclic 

load the zone size stabilised after. the first cycle. He concluded that 

.the 'plastic zone' is partially recoverable on removal of stress and that 

each subsequent loading cycle merelY,re-equilibriated the zone size. 

Thus the fracture surface energy of a Crack propagating under static load 

increases with crack growth whilst under cyclic loading the fracture 

surface energy remains constant. This interpretation has been reinforced 

by Brown, Harris,and Ward (89) who reported that crack growth under 

cyclic loading was limited to the on-loading period (during the rise time 

of the load). Negligible crack growth was observed during the remainder 

of the loading cycle. It might be reasonable to expect that the growth 

of craze length is more rapid under cyclic load as compared with that 

under static load. 
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Gotham (86),in addition ,characterised the dynamic fatigue 

of UPVC under conditions of controlled strain amplitude; Table 2.4 

includes some of his data relating. strain amplitude with time to failure. 
~ 

Gotham did not make any attempt to. extrapolate ~s data, but obviously· 

if a safe threshhold strain is operative this will be less than 0.3%. 

This valuE<. does not support the proposal by Menges (30), namely that 

fatigue damage (crazing) in UPVC is initiated at tensile strains in 

excess of 0.85%. 

fatigue strain 
life secs. amplitudes % 

3 x 103 1.0 
7 x 103 0.8 
4 x 104 0.6 
106 0.4 

Table ·2.4 Time to fail at various strain amplitudes .. 

Reversed flexural fatigue at 0.5· Hz. A·fter Gotham (86) . 

. .. : .... 

Research by Lortsch (90) on polyethylene and UPVC pipes 

under pulsating hydrostatic pressure reveals clearly the differences 

in fatigue behaviour between glassy amorphous and crystalline polymers. 

For any given maximum pressure, the dynamic fatigue lifetime of UPVC 

pipe is reduced by increasing the pressure amplitude. In the case of 

polyethylene pipe for any given maximum pressure the dynamic fatigue 

lifetime is increased by ·increasing the pressure amplitude. Thus the 

severest condition for UPVC is:-
p <= 0 

o 
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and for polyethylene: 

p~= 

where P is the minimum (static) pressure, P the peak pressure o _. max 

and P the dynamic pressure amplitude. Therefore glassy polymers 
a 

.... 

are fatigue damaged more readily by a sequence of creep and recovery 

periods than by static creep. For polythene the situation is 

reversed which would imply that.fatigue in crystalline polymers is 

controlled by contin?um viscoelastic deformation processes. As 

Benham and Hutchinson (19)'have demonstrated, the deformation behaviour 
!' .' 

of UPVC under intermittent stressing is governed by continuum visco-

elastic processes but only below a critical combination of stress 

amplitude, strain amplitude, (presumably temperature) and time. When 

these critical conditions are exceeded another deformation process 

'becomes predominant leading to cyclic softening and eventual dynamic 

fatigue failure. The dynamic fatigue failure of UPVC and the 

post-critical deformation process,;!." according to Martin and 

Johnson (91) are both due to craze initiation and growth. 
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3. Craze' Geometry, Structure,' Initiation and Gro'...tth 

It is evident from c~apter 2 that crazing has a consider

able influence on the mechanical properties of glassy amorphous 

polymers. It has been established that fracture is often (if not 

inevitably) initiated by a craze of critical length, and· that 

crack growth is preceded by craze growth. Under conditions that 

lead to static and dynamic fatigue failure, crazing is observed to 

precede both ductile and brittle failure. In this chapter the 

craze phenomenon will be examined in detail. Special emphasis is 

given to the initiation of crazes, because this condition offers 

potential as a rational design criterion. 

3.1 Craze Geometry and Structure 

On a macroscopic scale crazes are distinguishable from 

cracks in the former's ability to support and transmit a tensile 

stress. Like cracks they appear to grow in the plane normal to 

the principal tensile stress or strain direction. However because 

cracks are planar voids they cannot in themselves transmit or 

support a tensile stress. Sauer, Marin and Hsaio (92) ·observed that 

a craze completely covering the cross-section of a polystyrene 

specimen had a tensile strength of 50% of that for the bulk polymer. 

It .was generally accepted in view of this and other evidence that 

cra~es are not voids, but are sharply defined regions of oriented 

polymer .. 
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Spurr and Niegisch (93) succeeded in providing the first 

electron 'micrographs of the craze cross-section. The resolution was 

not sufficient to provide more than a hint of the detailed structure 

within the craze but it was sufficient to prove that there was 

material bridging the craze walls. Spurr et al reported a fine 

structure of 'tiny particles' of diameter ,fV 50 nm. 

Kambour (94) exploited the optical properties of the craze 

to calculate the density of craze material. He immersed a poly-

carbonate specimen in ethanol, applied a tensile stress and succeeded 

in developing thick crazes. Whilst still under stress and immersed 

in the liquid, light was reflected from the craze/polymer surface. 

The angle of incidence was varied until the critical angle for total 

reflection was determined. From this the refractive index of the 

craze material and ethanol mixture could be c,alculated. The 

Clausius Mosotti (95) equation' relating density and refractive 

)( 

idep was employed to estimate the density of the craze. Using a 

simple law of mixtures and assuming a saturation level of ethanol 

in polycarbonate Kambour estimated a void content of 50-55% in the 

craze material. Kambour (96) replaced the ethanol with a silver 

nitrate solution' and after exposure to light succeeded in taking 

electron micrographs of the silver doped craze, of, sufficient resolution 

and contrast to reveal its structure in some detail. '"The craze 

material consisted of voids (containing silver) some of diameter 

rv 100 nm but the majority were less than 2 nm. The voids were inter
J 

connected, this being evident by the rapidity with which liquids 

penetrated the craze material. 
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.Kqmbour (96) used. the same optical technique to assess the 

void contents of' crazes in polystyrene, styrene acrylonitrile and 

PMMA. The values obtained were 40%, 60% ·and 40% respectively. The 

measurement of the critical angle of reflection for the PMMA craze 

was particularly difficult. The crazes of PMMA tended to be thinner 

·than those of the other polymers tested. When the craze thickness 

approaches the >lavelength of light it is no' longer visible to the 

naked eye and reflection from the polymer craze boundary is frustrated. 

Although there is a minimum craze thickness that can be 

detected with the naked eye craze thicknesses as low as 30 nM have 

been detected with electron microscopy (97). The craze thickness 

is remarkably constant over its area with a taper towards its leading 

(advancing) perimeter. The taper is generally no more than 1 or 2 

degrees. Knight (98) proposed ·that the tapered craze boundary is 

'cusp like'. That is, similar to the craze cross-section observed by 

Kambour (73) in advance of a propagating crack. This is reproduced 

in Fig. 3.1. 

The internal structure of the craze can be either essentially 

fibrillar or conta~n spherical voids. Kambour and Holik (99) observed 

that in a growing craze the older and thicker partste~d to be fibrillar 

and the craze tip region can be a single line of spherical voids. The 

fibrils are assumed to be highly deformed with a high degree of molecular 

orientation. 
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Baer and Wellinghoff (100) studied the craZe structure of 

polystyrene with "varying molecular weights. Stable cavitation by 

voiding in localised yielded zones was not observed in the low molecular 

weight polymer (Mw = 10,000). The yielded zones propagated by crack 

growth. Polystyrene of molecular weight 37,500 exhibited stable 

cavitation by voiding followed by the development of fibrils parallel 

to the tensile stress axis. The fibril diameters were in the region 

of 20 nm, but this could be reduced to 10 nm by increasing the stress. 

Baer et al suggested that the difference in the ability of high and 

low molecular weight polymers to form stable crazes is connected with 
--+ ~.--,,--~ 

their capacity to form -,_~_~~c:~·glem.ent networks I •. 
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3.2 The Inititation of Crazes· 

3.2.1 Sites for Craze Initiation 

Stress induced crazes are generally initiated on the free 

surfaces of the polymer 1 if the polymer is homogeneous .and the 

specimen isotropic. Crazes can be induced to initiate internally 

in a homogeneous polymer if the internal molecular orientation is 

transverse to the tensile stress direction and the surface molecular 

orientation is parallel to this direction. This has been demonstrated 

by White, Murphy and Haward (lOll on injection moulded polystyrene. 

The explanation proposed by Knight (102) , Gent (lo3) and 

others for the propensity of crazes to initiate on free surfaces is 

that: 

(i) The free surface is more likely to be damaged by stress concentrating 

flaws and scratches and by chemical contamination. 

(ii) The stress concentrating capacity of a flaw on the surface is 

twice that of the same flaw internally. 

The belief that crazes are initiated by chance imperfections 

on the surfaces of test specimens is probably the main reason for the 

dearth of serious experimental studies into initiation behaviour. The 

surface topography cannot be controlled or known in detail, and if the 

phenomenon is expected to be so sensitive to fabrication it would be 

futile to attempt to establish materials based initiation criteria. 
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·There exists however considerable evidence that the polymer 

itself has an important role, perhaps even the predominant role in 

determining the conditions for craze initiation. This evidence can 

be summarised as follows: 

(i) The number of crazes initiated per unit area of surface is very 

sensitive to the temperature and stress level at initiation (104). 

This so-called craze density is apparently also very dependent on the 

polymer type. Craze densities in polycarbonate are almost inevitably 

higher than those observed in polystyrene or PMMA specimens. 

(ii) The mechanics of craze initiation and of craze growth are thought 

to be very similar. Indeed Bucknall and Clayton (27) have established 

identical activation energies for both processes. Electron micrographs 

(99) of long crazes have shown that crazes grow without deviation along 

a defined plane (if the polymer is homogeneous and isotropic). Perturbat

ions in the preferred direction of growth might be expected if craze 

growth (and implicity craze initiation) is sensitive to macroscopic 

discontinuities in the material. 

(iii) Craze initi·ation is often observed to occur at sites with no 

macroscopic flaw (105). In addition it is not inevitable that crazes 

~re initiated at even quite severe surface scratches or stress 

. concentration.!: (93) • 

·(iv) The inter-specimen variability of the critical stress and strain 

for craze initiation is smaller than would be expected if surface 

stress concentrations played a predominant role. 
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Ohviously the craze site must differ from the bulk polymer. 

On a micro-scale this need not imply the presence of inclusions, flaws, 

or other chance features, as there are various molecular models of the 

glassy amorphous state that provide for a short-range variation in 

molecular order, free volume, conformational entropy and yield strength. 

The sites for craze initiation and hence the criteria that control the 

process might therefore be regarded as characteristic of the material. 

Baer and Wellinghoff (100) have recently reported on an 

investigation into the micro-yield mechanism prior to craze formation. 

Their observations provide convincing evidence that craze initiation is 

not a chance event. Ultra-thin sheets of polystyrene were subjected 

to tensile strain and examined under an electron microscope. Highly 

strained regions of approximately 20 nm were initiated which moved on 
J 

increasing the strain to coflesce into lines perpendicular to the 

tensile strain direction. On further straining the linear yielded 

zone cavitated at a critical strain. It is of interest to note that 

the minimum craze thickness observed by Kambour (Section 3.1) is very 

similar to the diameter of these pre-craze yielded zones. 

3.2.2 Craze Initiation Criteria 

Gent (103) has proposed that crazing in glassy amorphous 

plastics can be attributed to 'stress-activated devitrification of 

polymer at the tip of a chance flaw' or stress concentration. Under 

the action of the hydrostatic tensile stress the polymer, which at the 

tip of the flaw is in the rubbery state, (above its glass transition 

temperature) cavitates. Knight (102) gave a similar emphasis to the 

role of chance flaws in the surface of the polymer but did not include 
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the influence of dilation in reducing Tg. Knight proposed that the 

hydrostatic tensile stress at the tip of the flaw results in a 

'splitting action' and the formation of fibrils, the axes of which 

are parallel to· the direction of the principal tensile strain. The 

electron micrographs of nascent and developed crazes published by 

Kambour (99) would tend to support Gent's cavitation hypothesis rather 

than that of fibrillation. 

Gent computed· that the stress concentration factor K due 

to machining marks will be in the range 10-50. By involving a 

relationship for the increase of Tg with pressure Gent calculated 

that the critical stress ~ required to develop a thin band of 

softened polymer in advance of a flaw is: 

Dc. :0 ~ (1J - -r) + FJ /K 
where T is the test temperature~ P the hydrostatic pressure and~ is 

the linear coefficient of the pressure dependence of Tg. The cavitation 

behaviour of soft rubbery solids (106) was used to predict that profuse 

. cavitation would occur within the thin band of softened polymer when the 

hydrostatic tensile stress is sufficient to depress the Tg about 200 C 

below the test temperature. The Gent hypothesis accounts qualitatively 
. , 

for: 

(i) The suppression of crazing under hydrostatic pressure. 

(ii) The reduction in crazing stress with the polymer immersed 

in solvent(due to solvent induced reduction in Tg(plasticization) ). 

(iii) The dependence of crazing stress on temperature. 
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The qualitative predictions of the hypothesis are apparently 

satisfactory but this depends critically on the value of,K. It could 

be argued, for instance, that the effect of surface plasticizatiori, by 

solvent action would be to eliminate macroscopic surface flaws. 

Similarly although the stress concentration factor of a typical surface 

may be high, the surface stress might be expected to be only a fraction 

of the applied nominal stress. 

An alternative approach that does not rely upon stress 

concentrations as such is to assume that the craze initiation process 

is controlled by void 'initiation' and growth. The hydrostatic tensile 

stress or required to expand an existing void of radius r has been derived 

by Hill (107) for a classical 'elastic-plastic solid: 

~=- 2 OJ (-In E _ t Ij + 
3', 3~ Cl-V) 

cry is the yield strength',E is Young's modulus, JJ is 'Poisson's where 

Ratio and S is the surface tension. Obviously the approach does 

require the existence of inherent vo'ids. Drabble, Haward and Johnson 

(108) have calculated the value of the first'term in the equation for 

polystyrene. This value was reported to be: ' 

and ther",fore even without the surface tension term Hill's unmodified 

equation is quite inadequate for predicting the crazing stress. Drabble 

et al proposed that 'overlapping proliferation of voids' could 

reduce the above value considerably. They calculated that for a craze 

of 40% void volume, the critical hydrostatic stress could be as low as: 

0.07 ~ 
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The hydrO'static tensile stress required to' increase the 

surface area of a~ existing void of radius r is significant when 

r < 1 nm. This is cO'mparable with 'sO'me O'f the partially develO'ped 

vO'ids detected O'n KambO'ur's (96) micrO'graphs. An apprO'ach adO'pted 

by Haward (109) using Irwin's (110) mO'del fO'r the 'tensile strength' 

O'f liquids dO'es nO't invO'lve the value O'f the inherent vO'id radius. 

The hydrO'static tensile stress to' fO'rm a vO'id in a liquid is given by: 

0= 

where T is the absO'lute temperature and k a dimensiO'nless cO'nstant 

that is characteristic O'f the liquid. Haward estimates that the vO'id 

nucleatiO'n stress fO'r pO'lystyrene at rO'O'm temperature is abO'ut 30% 

O'f the stress required for vO'id grO'wth; 

The limitatiO'ns O'f the vO'id nucleatiO'n and grO'wth, and yield 

in advance O'f a stress cO'ncentratiO'n apprO'aches is that they are 

derived thrO'ugh the application O'f cO'ntinuum mechanics which ignO'res 

micrO'scO'pic variatiO'ns in the state"'O'f the material. On the evidence 

published O'f shO'rt-range macrO'-mO'lecular features in glassy amO'rphO'us 

pO'lymers (Ill) (112), it wO'uld nO't be justified to' assume hO'mO'geneity 

at dimensions on a nanometer scale. 

Sternstein and, Ongchin (113) have develO'ped a phenO'menO'IO'gical 

mO'del fO'r 'nO'rmal stress yielding' (craze initiatiO'n) under a biaxial 

tensile stress system. Tubes O'f PMMA were internally pressurised to' 

gi ve a hO'O'p stress (1'1. 'In addi tiO'n a tensile stress 0-; was generated 

in the axial directiO'n. Sternstein et al O'bserved the cO'mbinatiO'ns 

O'f ({ and er required to' initiate crazing. A stress cri teriO'n was 
1 2 

= t1(r) -f 
prO'pO'sed: 
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where fTb is the 'stress bias' and equal to /er; -
I 0-2 / and' ,1}-

is the first stress invariant ~ +cf2. A (T) and B(T) are 

temperature dependent material parameters. For 0;: = 0 the above 

equation defines a critical first stress invariant. Sternstein et al 

propose+ that this is sufficient to increase the molecular mobility 

to the point of normal stress yielding. The limitation of this and any 

criterion based on.stress is that in common with other viscoelastic 

processes craze initiation is time dependent, wi"th the initiation stress 

reducing with time under load. 

Experimental observations aimed specifically at separating 

the stress and defo,rmation components have tended to support the thesis 

that it is the tensile strain and not the stress that is critical for 

craze initiation. Theoretic,al research ,has to an extent ignored this 

evidence and concentrated on stress criteria. The reasons for this 

could be: 

(i) Stress rather than strain is historically the primary descriptive 

variable in ·continuum mechanics - particularly for shear and fracture. 

(ii) Most data on initiation in air have been published in terms of 

stress. This is understandable for short term tests involving Instron 

•. * ... 

-~.~~. type machinery. 

(iii) Associated phenomena, for example the increase of yield strength 

.under pressure, and the lowering of Tg under hydrostatic tension are 

invariably discussed in terms of stress. 
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Early experimental investigations (114) provided some 

evidence that the ,tensile strain played a primary role in,craze 

initiation. However the large proportion of effort made in this 

direction is due to Menges and co-workers (30) (104) (llS) (1l6) 

(117) (118) at the Institut F~r Kunststoffverabeitung (IKV) Aachen. 

Menges et al employ uniaxial tensile creep over comparatively 

extended periods of time. With transparent specimens the onset of 

crazing is established visually. With translucent specimens sUdden 

clouding or increase in opacity is detected by means of a photo-

electric cell (118). The stress, time, strain and temperature 

conditions that are critical for craze initiation (or micro-crack 

initiation in the case of partially crystalline thermoplastics) are 

thus established. 

Figure 3.2 is typical of the data generated by Menges et al. 

By performing tensile creep tests 'for a number of stress levels a 

craze initiation envelope supe,rimpo~ed ~nto a family of creep curves 

is developed. The features observ';'d were; 

(1) At any given stress level an induction time is required before 

craze initiation. 

(2) The induction time increases as the creep stress decreases. 

(3) The critical tensile strain for crazing decreases with decreasing 

creep stress. 

(4) The stress dependence of the critical strain appears to become 

insignificant after ,long creep periods. This defines an asymtotic 

tensile strain value Elf; below which crazing will never occur. 

(5) Although the induction time for craze initiation decreases with 

increasing temperature" the minimum critical strain G~ is independent 

of temperature below the 'softening point' of the polymer (104) . 
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(6) Under biaxial tension, [,p (principal tensile strain) is the 

same as under uniaxial tension (30). The only specific effect of 

the hydros}:atic tensile component is to reduce the indu'ction period 

for crazing. 

(7) [cJj is independent of the action of wetting agents* (30). 

(8) The initiation of non-linear viscoelastic behaviour coincides 

with the initiation of crazes, 

Menges (l04) proposes that critical tensile strains above s: 
ascertained when the induction period is short and the creep stress 

is high are not valid initiation strains. He argues that ~~ is 

singular for all stress levels and creep times, but the growth of a 

craze to a size that can be detected takes a finite time. Menges 

suggests that 'particle bOundaries that are normal to the tensile 

stress axis suffer 'adhesive failure'. Using a fracture mechanics 

approach he developed a relationship for the critical strain: en - ..•. ([ 
1i-.. .£ 

where L is the length of the boundary, ( the surface tension, E is 

Young's Modulus and C is a. constant. L is primarily dependent on the 

granulated raw material and the quality of its processing. It is 

therefore surprising that different polymers processed in different 

laboratories should display similar critical strains. Additionally 

at elevated temperatures (o/E- )"" will be increased. (1l9) 

leading to a temperature dependent value for If," as 

Menges suggests, the value of is sensibly. constant at 

temperatures up to the softening point then this removes the opportunity 

of explaining the increase in craze site density with temperature. 

*This was later found not to be valid (117). 
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The proposition that [ . is independent of stress level 
;,0 

is suspect if considered in conjunction with the work of Bucknall 

and Clayton (27) (see Section 2.2.4). In this work craze initiation 

was detected non-visually and therefore the artefact referred to by 

Menges to explain the apparent stres.s dependence of the cri tical strain 

did not apply. Bucknall et al reported a regular dependence of craze 

induction time ~ on stress level (1" 

-I 1: = k ..e. b.r 

Thus for finite stress levels 1: is always greater than 

zero'. However, Menges would propose that '7:: = 0 when the stress 

is sufficient to generate an initial elastic strain in excess of ~oO 

The proposition that non-lin·ear behaviour is an effect of 

damage initiation and growth is a reasonable concept. However, the 

very comprehensive study. of non linea~ 'initiation' by Yannas (39) 

does not support this quantitatively. Yannas estimates that the 

transition from l·inear, to nan';',linear viscoelastic behaviour in poly-. 

carbonate occurs at a minimum tens:Cle strain of ."-! 0.35% whilst 

Menges (30) estimates a minimum Craze initiation strain of AJ 0.9% 

for the same po lyrner • 

A lim~t~tion of the experimental techniques so far discussed 

is that they are not des·igned to isolate conclusively the influence of 

the variables. Many criteria have been suggested including critical 

principal tensile stress (102), stress bias (113), tensile strain (114) 

(30), dilation (121) .shear strain energy (122) and total strain energy 

(123) (124). Hm<ever because these variables operate simultaneously, 
e 

a special experimental approach is required to dylineate between them. 

Kwei, Matsuo and Wang (125) developed such an approach . 
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Matsuo et al prepared specimens of polystyrene containing 

embedded steel balls of diameter .V 3 mm. The specimens were loaded 

in tension at a constant cross-head'speed. Photographs revealed that 

crazes were iniated at the interface between the steel ball and the 

polymer matrix at a polar angle of 'e = 37.20. This is shown diag

ramatically in Figure 3.3~ According to the Goodier (126) solution, 

the maxima of the relevant stress, strain, and energy variables are 

as shown in Table 3.1. 

Variable 9 

Tensile Strain 37° 

Dilatational strain 0° 

She'ar stress 44° 

Tensile stress 240 

Shear energy 390 

Total strain· energy 44° 

: ... , 

Table 3.1. The Polar ancjle e' (w.r.t. the tensile strain 

axis) for the maxima 'of variables. Spherical 

inclusion of greater rigidity than the matrix 

after Goodier (126). 

'I'he result therefore strongly' supports the critical tensile 

strain hypothesis proposed by Menges. Wang et al extended the study 

to rubber inclusions in polystyrene to investigate the stress bias 

criterion of Sternstein and Ongchin (113).. On the data obtained, Wang 

et al concluded tha,t the predictions' of the stress bias criterion were 

physically inadmissible. 
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3.3 'Craze 'Growth and Recovery 

3.3.1' 'Growth' under static tensile stress 

The growth of a craze, which ;ls essentially restri.cted 

to a €~~~ normal to the principle' tensile stress, differs 

fundamentally from that of a true cracK. Under axial tension 

the stress concentration at a crack tip increases with the growth 

of the crack leading inevitably to a catastrc?phic instabili ty. Such 

an instability is not observed in the growth of a craze unless the 

craze Jtself ruptures, The many repcrts ot: crazes completely covering 

the cross~section of tensile specimens is ample evidence that the 

growth can be completely stable. 

The stability and hence the growth characteristics of a 

craze is generally assumed to derive from the load bearing ability of 

craze matter, Knight (98L calculateq the !probable' stress distribution 

around a Craze under uniaxial tensile stress a- using classical elasticity 

equations together with certain geometrical assumptions. The craze was 

considered to be parallel sid,ed with a !craze opening displacement of 

2 P except in the region of ,the craze tip where the thic'q~ess decreased 

to zero oyer a length k. The, peak stress Ir a't the craze tip was 

""'" 
calculated as: 

61) 
k 

where b = 1.8 ( I - »1) EIT[".J and can thus be considered as a 

constant at constant; temperature. According to Knigh,t, therefore, 

th,e peak, stress is'not influenced directly by tfie total length of the 

craze. Knight proposed that lr must exceed a critical stress max 

before the pOint will propagate, Proyided the base of the craze does 

not advance, the propi-lgation rate o,f the point will decrease with time 

because k will Jncrease and eventually reduce 
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stress. (The base is the perimeter of the parallel-sided part of 

the craze). However if 0 exceeds both the critical·stress 
max 

for propagation of the point and the· base, as might be expected when 

the applied tensile stress is high,then the craze will propagate 

linearly with time. 

Regal (123) [r~~AJ, and Sato (124) [polycarbonate]both 

reported that under constant tensile stress the length of crazese(t) 

increased as: 

where a and t are constants. Sauer and Hsaio (127). reported a linear 
c 0 

rate of craze propagation in polystyrenei' (after the initiation stage). 

~+) = re (tJ- ()o") 
H 

where ~ is the initiating stress. Knight (128) combined both growth. 

characteristics which in fact applied·to different parts of the total 

growth characteristic. Craze growth begins rapidly followed by a 
. .. 

decreasing growth rate, and ·.i£ the applied stress is sufficient, 

a final period of constant growth r·ate. 

The constant growth rate of crazes under static tensile stress 

has been observed by Bucknall and Clayton (27) for rubber modified glassy 

polymers. 

At high levels of tensile .stress and/or temperature, the length 

of craze marks appears to be restricted by the high density of craze sites. 

Thus although they grow at a faster rate after initiation than at lower 

temperatures or stresses they reach a ·stable length very rapidly. Cohen 

and Haslett (129) have sl\ggested that th~s ~s due to the attenuation of 

the stress concentration on individual crazes by their near neighbours. 
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3.;3.2 Growth and Recovery under Intermittent Stress 

It was observed in the earliest studies of crazing 

phenomena that when the stress was removed from a crazed specimen 

the craze marks slowly disappeared. Sp~rr and Niegisch (93) 

found that crazes in polystyrene and P~MA could be 'healed' within 

5 minutes at a temperature of lOOoC. In retrospect it is possible 

to argue that the crazes did not heal but merely contracted in 

thickness to less than the ,,,avelength of light. However, Spurr 

et al noted than when the stress >las re-applied ,crazes were not 

observed immediately and when they were.initiated these did not 

always correspond with the original craze ·sites. (This may be 

regarded as additional evidence to support the argument that crazes 

are not inevitably init:i:ated at surface flaws or other stress 

concentrators) .• 

There are several mechanisms that can be identified 

that would aid the recovery of a craze. It is probable that each 
!'" 

contributes to the process. Spurr arid Niegisch point out that the 

'contraction' of the craze 'on heating' is similar to the recovery 

of yielded specimens above the softening point. The craze contains 

yielded material which is oriented, At high temperatures the 

oriented polymer undergoes reversion to the random state. At lower 

temperatures the process would continue but at a lower rate. Basically 

therefore this is an entropic process. Kambour (130) has calculated 

the surface area of voids in craze matter. This is extremely high, 

being of the order of 100 m2 jcm3 • Kambour and Kopp (131) have in 

addition calculated the 'retractive stress' in a polycarbonate craze 

due solely to surface energy. Using a value of surface energy of 
. . 2 

40 ergs/cm2 , the estimate wasJ'J 5-8 MN/m. The entropy contribution 
, 

was calculated to be a similar quantity. A third factor which 
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does not appear to have been oonsidered is the effect of the stress 

distribution in the vicinity of the craze. On the removal of the 

applied stress a residual stress would remain due to distortion of 

material particularly in advance of the craze tip. This would 

encourage the rapid collapse of the craze. 

In Kambour and Kopp's measurements of craze recovery in polycaroon-

ate this third factor was absent because the craze completely covered the 

cross-section of the tensile specimen. The strain in the craze material 

tc was calculated from measurements of craze thickness. It was reported 

that over a period of 105 days tre craze strain recovered under zero load 

at ambient temperatures according to the relationship: 

where t is the recovery period. Corresponding measurements with the craze 

under tensile stress revealed a craze modulus of' N 560 MN/m2 which is 
r 

approximately one fifth of the tensile modulus of the pajent material. 

Tak!'hashi (.l32) succeeded in indirectly measuring the rate of the. 

initial elastic craze recovery :i:n an ABS/MMA copolymer. A notched specimen 

was subjected to an impact tensile load and the light transmissability ?f 

the material in the vicinity of the propagating crack was monitored. A 

rapid elastic recovery was followed by a slow viscous recovery. The first 

phase accounted for about 50'1; of the total craze recovery'and was completed 

within 30/< secs. This short period corresponded to the time required 

for the propagation of a stress wave through the affected zone. 

/ 



The recovery behaviour of craze material may be 

responsible for the relatively high rate of crack propagation under 

intermittent stressing as compared with static stress, and indeed 

may be responsible for the difference between the static and dynamic 

fatigue characteristics as discussed previously in section 2.6.2. 

Vincent's (88) explanation for this would seem appropriate. The 

partial recovery of the 'plastic zone' in advance of the crack tip 

when under zero or compressive stress is sensible if the plastic 

zone is identified with craze material. Partial recovery of the 

craZe during the recovery period would lead to a·temporary increase 

in stress intensity at the crack tip on re-application of tensile 

stress. 

The mechanism of craze recovery could account for various 

features observed in the dynamic fatigue behaviour of glassy amorphous 

polymers. These include: 

(a) The dynamic fatigue lifetime at the same frequency and stress 

amplitude is longer for sinusoidal cycling than for 'square wave' 

cycling (133), For' square wave cycling the craze in advance of a 

propagating crack is not completely re-established during the rise 

time of the stress.' Thus for a short period'the full stress amplitude 

is applied to the specimen whilst the stress intensity at the crack 

tip is high. For sinusoidal stress cycling the 'rise time' is consider

ablY' longer which allows the craze(s) ·to be completely re-established. 

(b) The same argument can be extended to explain the rapid growth 

rate of cracks during the rise time and the very slow growth rate 

during the actual stress period reported by Brown et al (89) for 
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Isquare.wave l cyclin~. 

(c) Cyclic softening of UPVC (see section 2.2.3) occurs earlier 

and is more severe for tension/compression cycling, than for tensio~ 

only cycling (19). Craze recovery is more rapid?nder compressive 

stress (131) and it cculd therefore be expected that the stress 

intensity associated with a collapsed craze during the rise time 

(increasing tensile stress) of the stress will be higher if this 

is preceded by a period of compression. This leads to the speculation that 

cyclic strain softening, the pre-cursor to dynamic fatigue in UPVC, 

is due to craze initiation and growth. 

3.4 Crazing and Solvent Plasticization 

The critical tensile stress and strain for craze initiation 

in glassy polymers can be severely reduced' by contact with o.rganic 

.liquids and vapours. Earlier studies, notably by Wieser (134), tended 

to concentrate on the fracture stress in contact with liquids and to 

correlate,quite successfully, the reduction of brittle strength with the 

surface tension 6f the liquid. It was argued that crack initiation 

and growth essentially involves the creation of new surfaces. Liquid 

with a low surface tension would assist the cracking procesS. However 

with the increased knowledge of the role of crazing in brittle fracture, 

and in addition the fact that crazing is essentially a micro-yield 

process, attention became directed to the role of solvent plasticization 

in this phenomenon. 

Bernier and Kambour ~35J designed an experimental programme 

aimed directly at isolating the roles of surface tension and solvent 
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plasticization. The degree of plasticization increases directly 

with the concentration of solvent in the polymer. The solubility 

of a solvent and polymer combination increases as the difference 

between the solubility parameters of the liquid [;.t and pOlymer f p 

dec're'ases. The surface tension of the liquid solvent increases 

monotonically with' 2;,t. 

Bernier et al carefully prepared thin strips of rubber 

modified PPO. Each strip was pre-equilibriated by soaking in one 

of thirty organic liquids. The solubility parameter eft of the 

liquid ranged from 5.85 to 19 (cal/cm3)~. The solubility parameter 

Op of PPO was estimated as 8.9 (cal/cm3)~. The strips were 

bent over an elliptical former and the critical strain for crazing 

measured 3 hours after the application of strain. 'The minimum 

critical strain of value 0.1% coincided with the condition that 

= O. It was therefore concluded that solvent 

plasticization and not surface energy is the predominant causative 

mechanism in solvent s,tress crazing. 

In a later paper Kambour (1361- extended the study to 

polystyrene, SAN, and polysulfone. The results' supported the 

conclusions of the previous study on PPO. The polysulfone critical 

crazing strain data ~""'reproduced in Figure 3.3 whe:re" ~Plotted 
,against the Tg of the swollen polymer. The critical strain reduces 

with decreasing Tg until this equals or falls below the test 

temperature TT' When TT ~ Tg,the minimum critical strain is N 0.1%. 

It would be reasonable to suppose that,as the stress (or strain}to 

initiate macroscopic yielding tends to zero when TT -+ Tg (13), 

(17), this would also ?pply to the initiation of microscopic yielding 
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or crazing. Kambour suggests that the surface tension of the 

liquid does-have a secondary role in promoting the stabilization 

of localised yielded zones and hence suppressing homogeneous 

(shea,j yielding 

Kambour and Bernier chose organic liquids which were 

known not to interact with the polymers via hydrogen bonding. 

Vincent and Raha (137) used a similar 'bent strip' test technique 

to measure the critical tensile strain for craze or crack initiation 

of UPVC, PMMA and polysulphone in contact with 72 organic liquids. 

Th~y concluded that hydrogen bonding is an important factor in 

determining whether a combination of liquid and polymer will result 

in swelling (and shear yielding), cracking or crazing. However, 
) -

although hydrogen bonding is an important factor in determining 

the solubility of the solvent in the polymer, this does not detract 

from 'Kambour's general conclusion that plasticization is the major 

influence in solvent stress crazing or cracking. The results of 

Vincent et al do however show that the quantit:' 

is not sufficient in itself to predict the deterioration in mechanical 

properties bY'organic chemicals. The critical strains for crazing or 

cracking of UPVC in contact with a selection of liquids are included in 

Table 3.2. 

Liquid Critical tensile 
, crazing strain 

Diethyl ether 0.23% 
Toluene 0.15% 
Acetic acid 0.31% 
Ethanol 0.72% 
Methanol 0.68% 
n-Pentane 1. 23% 
-Glycerol 1. 36% 
Water 1.90% 

Table 3.2. The minimum critical tensile strain for craze initiation 

of UPVC in various liquids. Vincent and Raha (137). 
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A study by Crook, Earl, Johns and Loneragan (1381 

has also emphasised the role of plasticization f in solvent 
I _ 

stress crazing. The procedure adopted differs from that of 

Bernier and Kambour in that the quantitY(Tg - TT) was varied 
, 

Over a range by varying the test temperature TT' Polystyrene 

and PMMA in the form of bent strips were immersed in various 

elcohols and the critical crazing strain measured over the 

temperature range -400 C to + 60oC. The data obtained in each 

case included the features shown in Figure 3.4. These are: 

1. A significant discontinuity on the crazing strain data at a 

characteristic temperature. This temperature was found to be 

related directly to the Tg of the polymer/solvent mixture. 

2.At temperatures above the discontinuity Le{Tg - TT) {, 0, 

the craze initiation strain is a minimum and independent of a 

further increase in TT' In this respect the data fully support1 
fI;:;...... , 

tty{t published by Bernier and Kambour (US).. The minimum critical 

strains are included -in Table 3.3'. 

Polymer Liquid Initiation Strain 

Methanol 0.2% 
Ethanol 0.15% 

Polystyrene n-Propanol 0.10% 
n-heptane 0.05% 

PMMA Methanol 0.4% 
n-butanol 0.1% 

Table 3.3. The minimum critical strain for craze initiation of 

PMMA and polystyrene in various alcohols, Crook, Earl, Johns and 

Loneragim (138).. 
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3. At temperC\ture such that(Tg .., TT) '7 0 the critical strain is above 

the minimu;" but independent of further decrease in TT' In this 

respect the behaviour differs from that observed by Bernier et al. 

In their case the critical strain increased with increasing value 

Crook et al commented that craze initiation and stress 

relaxation would appear to be intimately (cause and effect ?) 

connected. An increase in temperature or decrease in Tg reduced 

the period for craze initiation and increased the rate of the 

relaxation process by the same degree. This they claim·might offer 

an explanation for the observed independence of critical strain with 

temperature. No explanation was offered for the disparity between 
. '.-.. rt,..v-
the,ir own data and ~t published by Bernier and Kambour (compare 

Figures 3.3 and 3.4). 

The low tensile strains for craze initiation in contact 

with solvents (invariably .ru 0.1\) cannot be accounted for rationally 

by the critical tensile strain criteria approach championed by 

Menges and co-workers (see 3.2.2). It is implicit that earlier, 

Menges (30) had assumed that the surface energy effect was 

responsi.ble for environmental- stress crazing. He concentrated on 

wetting agents which tended to support his hypothesis, and totally 

excluded solvent interaction as such. In a recent paper Menges and 

Riess (117) have finally included a study on solvent stress crazing_ 

the results of which generally support the view that CIfJ is not 

singular. The paper is confusing in some respects. They report 

that the minimum critical strain for crazing of UPVC in air (O.8%) 
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~.~ ,t;equceq to 0.1% by immersion in water and reduced to 0.2% 

by immersion in wetting agent. Water is not generally regarded 

as a stress cracking or crazing agent for UPVC, and indeed the 

pol,ymer is used extensively in water distribution. Also Vincent 

and Raha (137). measured a critical strain of 1. 9% for UPVC in· ·water. 

The severe effect of the wetting .agent is quite at variance with the 

earlier publications by Menges Dol.. No attempt was made to explain 

this reversal in their conclusions. 
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4. Experimental Model and Equipment 

Craze initiation,on the evidence presented in Chapters 2 

and 3,would appear to be an attractive prospective design criterion 

for amorphous glassy polymers .. For this to be a practical criterion 

however, craze initiation must be detected unambiguously and precisely, 

if the combination of service conditions such as stress, strain, time, 

temperature,and chemical environment,are to be established as operational 

design limits. The visual detection of craze initiation used extensively 

by Menges (see 3.2.2l. in combination with tensile creep,and also used by 

others in conjunction with solvent stress crazing (see 3.2.3lis limited. 

The most serious limitation is that only transparent polymers can be 

studied. Additionally the method is highly subjectiv~particularly 

when the craze density is low. Crazes of thickness less than the 

wavelength of light cannot be detected visually (see 3.1). Additionally 

it is often not possible to monitor visually the surface condition of a 

specimen under stress; for instance under dynamic load and when 

immersed in an opaque environment. 

Many of the limitations of the visual detection techniques 

do not apply when crazes are detected mechanically. Craze initiation 

and growth contribute to the creep strain. The perturbation in the 

.characteristic is however small,unless crazing is very severe. 

Bergen (34), for instance,detected solvent crazing by comparing the 
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creep response in air with that for the polymer immersed in solvent. 

: Apart from the fact that crazing in air introduces onl~ a minor 

perturbation,it is obvious that no reference characteristic (uncrazed) 

can be developed to compare the air-crazed creep response with. 

Therefore it is not possible to resolve the initiation criterion for 

crazing in air simply by the examination of creep characteristics. 

The technique developed by Bucknall and Clayton (27) (see 2.2.4) again 

is only adequate when crazing is a major deformation process; hence 

its exclusive use with rubber modified polymers. 

The mechanical technique for craze detectio'n discussed 

here has been developed specifically for homogeneous glassy polymers 

where crazing is a minor contributor to deformation but nevertheless 

a major factor in determining the mechanical integrity of the material. 

The technique is based on a concept which is conveniently embodied by 

the term 'Core stress Model'. 

4.1 oil',e Core Stress Mode 1 

The crazes contribute to the creep deformation because 

each craze represents an incremental extension of the material. The 

craze also has a low tensile modulus (13l) which combines to effect a 

reduction in the apparent modulus of the craze damaged skin. The 

undamaged core of the specimen therefore has a higher tensile modulus 

than the crazed skin. Thus in addition to the increased rate of creep, 

surface craze initiation and growth leads to a modification of the stress 

distribution acrOSS the cross-sectional area of the specimen. 
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Consider the case of a,linear viscoelastic material subjected 

to a step input of uniaxial tensile stress erN Crazing is initiated 

on the free surfaces of the specimen after a time tc' The undamaged 

core area Ac,the total cross-sectional area A,and the area of craze 

damaged skin A*,are simply related if lateral contraction is neglected: 

A D A· -t Ac. 

From compatability considerations: 

[s1 

where ~ and 0; are the core stress and skin .stress respectively. 

E* and Ec are the moduli of the craze damaged skin and undamaged core 

respectively. 

From equilibrium considerations: 

= [41 

Combining equations rc] ) [3J and (4-1 give: 

CY
N 

[., - Af-(I_ E"\ T' 
A Ec 

(5] 

Therefore provided A > A* > 0, and E* < Ec,the mean core stress will 

exceed the applied (nominal) stress <Y
N

, The effect of this re-distribution 

of stress might be detectable by an appropriate creep and recovery experiment 

(see 2.2.21. 

For simplicity assume that due to surface craze initiation 

the core stress increases from (f'l to 0"(. at time tc after load application, 

as shown in Figure 4.1. In practice of course this will not be a step 

increase but will increase in accordance with craze growth and the further 

nucleation of craze sites. However the assumption is reasonable in that it 

will be used cnly as an aid to the definition of physically measurable 
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parameters. 

The damaged specimen is unloaded after a total creep period 

Tc and allowed to recover. Linear superposition theory (29) would predict 

a maximum creep strain(jUst prior to load remova~ of: 

[JTJ = C(T< )~-t C (rc - t<. ') (~-o-N) [(,] 
~--

Similarly the creep strain at time a after load application 

== 

The residual strain at timee after the removal of stress is: 

E~/-r..+e) " C(Tc .. e)~+c(rc.i"~-tcX~-lJ..) - Cle)lf, [gj 

The recovered strain Er(e\ at timeB after the removal of 

stress is defined as: 

[(f}) = Fe (Tc.J -
IJ $«Tc ~ C((+B) ~ c..(Tc} 
o..M e>j.,...;hL [(,]) [8] Q.,.o(. cq] ~'v~: 

fJ.'iJ)::::: C{9)~ 
Comparing equations (7] and [101 reveal that if surface crazing is 

initiated during the creep period then provided e« lie, 

i.e. the initial recovered strain exceeds the initial creep strain. The 

damage parameter is defined here as: 

= EJ#) - ~(e) 

= Ec (T,J - ErJ.Tc."" e) - ~(e) 

[10) 

where the subscript CR denotes sequence of strain comparison. The core stress 

model would predict that if crazing occurs during the creep period then: 

and for. no surface 

? 0 

crazing (J = ) c. 

A f<c.f1.. . ~ 0 
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In practice e is not infinitesimal ,and therefore slightly negative 

values of 4R would be expected for an undamaged linear viscoelastic 
C&. , 

material. 

J The rapid initial recovery of the core of a surface crazed specimen 

would be resisted by the comparatively sluggish recovery response of 

the damaged skin. However, the resistance offered by the craze to 

compressive collapse, must by the nature of their structure be small 

compared with the tensile stresses that caused their' initiation and 

growth (131). It is proposed therefore that the 'energetic' recovery 

of the core is the major factor in determining, at least initially', the 

recovery of the specimen as a whole. The core stress model therefore 

predicts that the recovered strain of a surface crazed specimen of linear 

viscoelastic material at a short time after the removal of load,exceeds 

the creep strain at the same time after load application. 

Alternative definitions of the damage parameter can be derived 

to suit the experimental conditions. Consider the stress input and 

strain respo,".se for intermittent creep and recovery cycling shown in 

Figure 4.2. If the effect of recovery time is to be studied,a one and 

a half cycle stress history namely creep, recovery,and creep,would be 

appropriate. Obviously is not sufficiently flexible to c,pply 

in this situation. However, the core stress model would predict that if 

surface damage is initiated during the first creep cycle, and if this 

damage is not completely healed during the recovery period then: 

tc (Tc.i"TR+e) - [reseT.: +TR.) >" £Je) 
i.e. the additional strain respcnse to the second stress cycle exceeds 

n 
that of the first. This leads to the definition of the damage parameter LlRc~ 

1 
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where n is the cycle 

" tJ. RCc. = 

number. : 

Cc [(1'\-0) (T<tTI1.)+e] 

- E [(h-l)(T<tTIt.)] - Cc((j) ... ~ 
Similarly, and again with reference to Figure 4.2, if no 

(1~1 

damage is initiated in the first cycle (which must be considered 

the usual case in practicel then: 

b.r<; :: Cc. [n.Tc.. -\- (,,-i)' RJ C>eS(hl,. -+(,,-1 )TIt. +-6 J 
-E.c(T,,) -t [~.\( T, + &') 

" n'" 1'112 "-Although the three definitions of damage parameter ~ Relit) lJ. "CC) CM...e-l RI<: 

given a'e,ove differ,it would be expected that the transition from zero 

to positive values would all coincide with craze initiation. 

Various workers have reported positive values of 6. Reil. 

on both semi-cryst~.:'line and glassy amorphous polymers. Iiadley and 

Ward (139) reported that,for polypropylene fibres after a constant 

creep period under tensile creep stress, : 

Thus Ll~ is always positive and increases with stress level. Iiadley elt 
et al used this as evidence to support a multiple integr'll superposition 

technique for non-linear viscoelastic materials. It is therefore 

implicit that a positive ~R~iS compatible with the predictions of 

continuum mechanics. This is supported by the smooth continuous functional 

relationship between Ll.I2.Cltand stress level. Iiowever Hadley and Ward 

pre-co:"di tioned their creep specimens very severely. The specimens were 

cycled at a strain amplitude of 3-4% prior to creep and recovery testing 

to ensure 'repeatability'. Menges and Alf tllS). r .. ported the initiation 

of micro-cracking in polypropylene at tensile strains in excess of 2.5%. 

It is therefore probable that the non-virgin specimens tested by Hadley 
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et al were damaged. It is therefore not surprising that LlRcQ. (0) 
is a continuous function under these conditions. 

TUrner (31) observed that for PMMA, PVC, polypropylene, 

and acetal, fj. RCR was positive for short recovery periods and 

negative for long recovery periods. L1 RCR' as measured after a 

short recovery period = '5 seconds),as a function of 

tensile strain proved to be a common characteristic for all the 
~ 0..0(.. 

plastics studied. Th\s data ;S reproduced in Figure 4.3. It 
'i4CJ-

would also appear from tys data that Ll RCR values for UPVC are 

,only significantly positive at tensile strains in excess of'" 1.0%. 

This feature, which was not commented on by TUrner, is interesting 

because the strain limit almost coincides with that for craze 

initiation (117). 

1\ 
Positive values of A R U .Cc 

. .. i\ 

An" and U .... 
, Roll. 

have not been 

reported explicitly.' However the paper by Jaksch (33),discussed 

in Section 2.2.2, does indicate that positive values are eXhibited by 

polyethylene. 

Recently a considerable interest has focused on the pheno-

menon. The interest appears to be exclusively one of mathematical 

curiosity. Brereton (140) has developed an analytical approach 

for non-linear viscoelastic materials which predicts positive values 

Of.4 R
CR

. Lockett (141) has developed a modified 'spring and dash 

pot' model wh~ch gives the same (retrospective) predictions. Without 

exception the explanations offered by Hadley and Ward, TUrner, 

Brereton, and Lockett all invoke the continuum deformation properties 

of the polymer. They predict, therefore, values of !1 ~ .. that are 
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continuous and positive. The core stress model on the other hand, 

is essentially mechanistic and predicts a Ll R function that is 

positive but discontinuous. The continuity or otherwise of the 

Ll R' function can be ascertained by a comprehensive experimental 

programme involving strain measurements of high resolution. The 

next section includes a detailed description of the high strain 

resolution tensile creep machine and extensometry,developed as an 

integral and necessary part of this study. 

4.2 The RAPRA Tensile Creep Machine 

4.2.1 Design Considerations 

At the time of the initial design phase only one commer

cially available tensile creep machine warranted serious consideration, 

this being the Macklow Smith/ICI machine described by Turner and Mills 

(142.) This equipment satisfies the recommendations of BS4618 and 

indeed is often recognised as the example used in the preparation' 

of this advanced British Standards document. The specimen geometry 

and the principles of the extensometer used in this equipment are shown 

in Figure 4.,4. The widespread use of this specimen geometry in the 

UK was sufficient reason to adopt the same for this work. 

The modified Lambextensometer shown diagrammatically in 

,Figure 4.4 incorporates an optical lever system which essentially 

transforms linear displacement into angular displacement. In the 

standard model with rollers of 12.5 mm diameter and an 80 mm gauge 

length the angular displacement of the light spot reflected from 

mirrors on both rollers combines to give 0.256 radians per 1% 

extension or contraction of the specimen gauge length. The light 
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spot is focused on a curved graduated scale of radius 50 cm with 

the mirrors at its centre. Thus a specimen strain of 1% displaces 

the light spot (and fine hair-line image) a distance of 128 mm on 

the scale. It is argued by the manufacturers that the position 

of the hair-line can be determined to within + 0.1 mm,which is a strain 

'resolution r:ifbett';r than 0.00'2%. This is within the r.equirements of 

Class A (BS4618) extensometry. The strain resolution can be increased 

easily by decreasing the diameter of the rollers, however this reduces 

the maximum strain that can be recorded. Unfortunately difficulties 

arise in determining the hair-line position accurately when this is 

moving appreciably; as will. be the case a short time after the 

application or removal of load. The operator must record the scale 

reading at a'specified time. 

The uniaxial tensile load is appliej, to, and removed' from, the 

specimen via a lever arm and a slide-guide alignment system. The 

alignment of the load axis with the central aXis of the specimen is an 

important design feature. The flexibility of plastics and difficulty 

in preparing planar specimens combine to create a considerable align

ment problem. 'Passive' alignment mechanisms such as the universal 

couplings,used in the testing of metals,are not appropriate in this 

case because friction in the bearings must be overcome by the mis

alignment torque developed in the specimen itself. The slide-guide 

system adopted in the ICI machine is 'active' but contact between 

sliding surfaces and therefore friction cannot be avoided with this 

mechanism. 

To ensure that the load is applied to the specimen rapidly 

and without transient overloading a critically damped 'dash pot' is 
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incorporated as shown in Figure 4.5. The dash pot is not activated 

when the load is removed. The problem with the arrangement,as shown 

in Figure 4.5,iS that when the load is removed the specimen recovery 

is resisted by the substantial inertia of the lever arm. This was 

considered as a possible source of error in measured recovery strains 

after short recovery periods. 

A second machine justifying serious consideration at the 

design stage waS that developed at the Cranfield Institute of Tech-

nology and described by Darlington and Saunders (143). The equipment 

was not available commercially, but certain features of the design 

-
were attractive. A·linear displacement capacitive differential trans-

ducer is employed as the basis of automatic strain monitoring. The 

transducer offers an excellent potential strain resolution of 

+0.002% with a specimen gauge length of only 1.2 cm. It can be 

argued of course that the resolution of an analogue device is 

meaningless without reference to its stability and the stability of 

the energising and recording equipment. The limitation on the 

practical resolution of such a device is invariably dominated by 

stability. The Cranfield system adopts sophisticated electronics 

to improve stability - particularly of the energising voltage. The 

system is costly. However the equipment was designed specifically 

for small specimens to study the effect of orientation in polymers 

and sections of moulded parts. It is also capable, by addition of 

further instrumentation, of measuring strains developed orthogonally 

to the principal tensile strain. Lateral contraction and dilatational 

strains are thus capable of being measured (see Section 2.2.4). 
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In a later development of the Cranfield machine the slide 

guide alignment mechanism was replaced with a single cantilever spring 

system. For the small displacements.the loading axis is constrained 

to coincide .lith the specimen axis without friction. This was 

considered as an important design feature. 

4.2.2 Design Details 

Patents have been applied 
/" 

for the j.n' UK, Australia, Germany 
~ 

and Japan for the extensometer described in 4.2.2.1. below. Patents 

have been granted in the USA (3802781), France (72030293) and South 

Africa (72/524444). The extensometer and creep machine is licensed 

to,and manufactured by,H~pden Test Equipment Ltd., Rothersthorpe 

Avenue, Northampton. A copy of the UK Patent Specification is included 

in Appendix I. A copy of the manufacturer's specification is included 

in Appendix II. 

4.2.2.1. The Moire Fringe Extensometer 

It was considered that an intrinsically digital strain 

monitoring device based on the phenomenon of Moire Fringes would 

satisfy both the stability and resolution requirements of this 

research programme. 

Moire fringes are produced when light is passed through 

two similar gratings aligned so that their rulings are sensibly 

parallel to one another. For coarse 'line and space' (photogrid) 

gratings the modulation of light intensity can be understood by 

reference to Figure 4.6. The transmitted light intensity varies 

approximately sinusoidally in the direction at right angles to the 

direction of the rulings and in the plane of the gratings. For a 
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parallel transmitted beam of light incident normal to the plane of 

the gratings, ,the fringe separation ~ ·is given simply as: 

( ~) 
where d is the grating pitch and oZ is the (small) relative 

angle between the rulings. If one grating is fixed and the other 

displaced a·distance ~ in the plane at right angles to its rulings 

then an individual Moire fringe ·will be displaced by an amount Y, 

where 

The periodic change in intensity at any point with displace-

ment of the gratings can be represented as: 

I 
where I, is the background illumination, 21 is a measure of the 

m1n 0 

fringe contrast and x is the grating displacement. The inclusion of 

~ simply normalises the intensity at x = o,at all points in the 

image. Thus at any point within the image the light intensity changes 

through one complete 'cycle' for each incremental grating displacement 

of d (the grating pitch). This 'periodicity' is independent of the 

angle between the grating pair provided the relative grating movement 

is at right angles to the rulings on one grating. The periodic 

change in light intensity (one cycle per grating pitch of relative 

grating displacement) can be easily monitored using photocells or 

photodiodes in the fringe image. The electrical current or voltage 

output from such devices is sensibly proportional to the incident 

light inten8ity. 

L,ine and space gratings with a grating pitch less than 

about 0.025 mm are not commercially available. The optical interference 
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effects rather than simple shadowing become predominant with 

gratings of 40 lines per mm or more. For high incremental 

displacement resolution, diffraction gratings are used with the 

profile as shown in Figure 4.7. The blaze angle of such gratings 

is chosen to match the spectral sensitivity of silicon photodiodes 

(peak sensitivity 0.85~m). This ensures that the maximum 

potential fringe contrast will occur in the infra-red region of the 

diffraction image. This image includes a central undiffracted image. 

with symmetrical diffraction patterns on either side as shown in 

Figure 4.8. A full analysis of the interference pattern generated 

by a pair of diffraction gratings has been published by Guild (144). 

Commercially available transparent diffraction gratings 

can contain up to 400 rulings per mm. A thin plastic replica of a 

master grating is adhesively bonded to a flat glass plate. The 

contrast of the Moire fringes which determines the photodiode signal 

response decreases with an increasing gap between the grating pair. 

The rate of attenuation of contrast with increasing distance between 

the gratings depends to a significant degree on the grating pitch. 

Shepherd (145) suggests that gratings of pitch 0.01 mm should have an 

inter-grating gap of no greater than 0.12 mm. The first mechanical 

requirement therefore for a high resolution Moire fringe extensometer 

. is that the inter-grating gap must not change significantly during 

relative displacement. The second stringent mechanical requirement 

is that the grating pair must not rotate relatively during displacement. 

Such rotation will change the fringe spacing with a resultant loss of 

photodiode signal stability. It is important however to emphasize that 

neither rotation or changes in grating separation would alter the 
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Fig . 4 . 8 The Moire Fringe Diffraction Image 
Showing The Optimum Position of the 
Photo-diode Assembly . 
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inherent digital resolution of the grating pair. 

An assembly drawing of the Moire fringe extensometer 

is shown in Figure 4.9. With reference to this diagram the 

following parts can be identified. 

(1) Stepped cross-members with integral knife edge - two off. 

(2) Flat cross-members with integral knife edge - two off. 

(3) Leaf springs - 4 off. 

(4a) and (4b) Tensioning rods and nuts respectively - 4 off each. 

(5) Rotatable index grating yoke. 

(6) Rotatable 'output' mirror. 

(7) Miniature precision roller bearings with side washers - 4 off. 

(11) Reflecting Prism. 

The extensometer is supported by the specimen at the four 

knife edges with contact pressure supplied by the four leaf springs. 

The specimen dimensions (see Fig. 4.4): :>re identical to those used 

in the IeI - Macklow Smith machine. The gauge length of the specimen 

(66.66 mm) is defined by the axial distance between the knife edges. 

The four roller bearings have flanges in the form of accurately ground 

washers which ensure that relative movement of the cross-members is 

'constrained to move parallel with the specimen axis. The accurate 

concentricity of the bearings together with the fact that the 

cross-members are machine ground to be accurately parallel ensures 

that no significant relative rotation of the cross-members can occur. 

Thus the o'nly degree of freedom available for relative cross-member 

movement is parallel to the axis of the specimen. 
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Part (5) is critically dimensioned because this determines 

the inter-grating gap. The diffraction gratings - the larger being 

termed the reference grating,and the smaller the index grating,are 

mounted on.glass plate of 1 mm thickness (nominal). The reference 

grating is bonded to the stepped cross-member and the index grating 

is bonded to the yoke, using adhesive. It was found necessary to 

carefully reduce the thickness of each yoke individually, because 

of variations in glass thickness, to ensure an optimum inter-grating 

gap of 0.05 mm.". A detail of this region is shown in .Figure 4.10. 

The extensometer is difficult to attach onto the specimen 

without a jig. The device shown in Figure 4.11 is designed to allow 

rapid exchange of specimens and also serves to accurately fix the 

gauge length at 66.66 mm. 

The total weight of this extensometer carriage plus mirrors 

and gratings is 90 grams. 

4.2.2.2. The optical system 

The light ,source and fringe detection devices are too heavy 

to be supported by the extensometer. In addition the heat from the 

light source adjacent to the specimen was considered to be unaccept

able. Light guides were tried but these absorbed a significant 

proportion of the infra-red part of the spectrum. Also some twisting 

of the specimen due to the weight and stiffness of the light guides 

could not be avoided. 
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Fig. 4 . 11 Extensometer setting-up jig for changing 
test specimens 
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The problem with an optical system supported other than 

by the extensometer is that",as the specimen deforms, the gratings 

are themselves displaced with reference to any external reference 

point. Therefore a simple linear system of light source - gratings -

detectors would not be adequate. The system adopted is shown in 

Figure 4.12. The light source is a Mazda F.IO. which is operated 

at only 9 volts to extend the lifetime of the filament. The light 

beam is collimated with the aid of a moveable lens of focal length" 

5 cm. The optical axis is horizontal at this stage. The collimated 

light beam is reflected vertically (approximately) by a rotatable 

mirror which, in common with the light source and lens, is fixed 

to the machine base. The light beam is directed through the grating 

pair by a right angular reflecting prism supported on a rotatable 

yoke which in turn is attached to the extensometer cross-member which 

makes contact with the specimen at the lower knife-edge. 

Attached to the same cross-member via a second rotatable 

yoke is an index grating of dimensions 6 mm x 8 mm x 1 mm (nominal 

• thickness). The reference grating (8 mm x 20 mm x 1 mm) is attached 

to the other cross-member. Both gratings have 250 rulings per .mm. 

-Finally the appropriate portion of the Moire fringe image is selected 

by a rotatable mirror and directed almost vertically downwards onto a 

photodiode assembly_ Thus, axial strain of the specimen changes only 

the optical path-length and not the position of the image. 

The spectroscopic arrangement shown schematically in Figure 

4.13 is generally regarded as the optimum for fringe contrast,with good 

tolerance to variation of the inter-grating gap "(145) • In this 
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arrangement the incident angle at the gratings should be equal to 

the emergent angle of the part of the diffraction image most 

appropriate for the detectors. As seeri from figure 4.8 the best 

position for. the detection is in the brighte;- of the two 1st 

order diffraction images. With silicon photodiodes, with a peak 

spectral sensitivity at wavelengths of ":: 0.8S./"m, the optimum 

position is as s~own~just beyond the visible red region. This 

corresponds to an emergent diffraction angle of 70 • The first 

rotable mirror (part 3 in Fig. 4.12) is used, in practice~to optimise 

the grating incidence angle and hence the fri~ge contrast. This of ' 

course means that the optical path is no longer unaffected by 

specimen strain. However, in practice the incidence angle required 

for the spectroscopic arrangement is relatively small and the 

movement of the image with strain is tolerable (certainly up to 

tensile strains of N 10%) • 

o 

The final stage of the optical system is a rotatable assembly 

of 4 MS9AE Ferranti silicon photodiodes. The assembly is arranged 

as shown in Figure 4.14.and positioned within the image as shown in 

Fig. 4.8. The assembly is designed to provide a means of not only 

monitoring the light intensity, but also the direction of fringe 

movement and hence whether the gauge length is increasing or decreasing. 

The fringe spacing is set equal to the width of the photodiode assembly 

by rotation of the index grating. Therefore L1 ~ 4 mm. The voltage 

output 

according to equation 

= 

= 

from the parallel pair of photodiodes A and B 

[lS]iS: 

k [TY'I''''- L ... ,~ (o";,I"(~-f)- loc;""(~"'-JHi) 
2k1o S"I\ (:Ld..=-'--f1) 
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where k is a constant. If the photodiode assembly axis is parallel 

..-
to the Moire fringes V

CD 
= V

AB
• In practice the assembly is rotated 

so that V
CD 

leads or lags V
AB 

by a phase angle of 

Thus: 

If the amplified outputs VAB and Vco are connected respectively to the 

X and Y plates of an oscilloscope then the coordinates (X, Y) are given 

by: 

A IS 

.. 

Therefore the oscilloscope trace describes a circle of radius 2kI A. 
o 

This is shown in Figure 4.18. One circle is completed for each 

extension or contraction of the gauge length equal to the diffraction 

grating pitch (4~m). The direction of rotation of the displayed 

signal is reversed when the direction of specimen strain is reversed. 

Therefore. this arrangement of photodiodes: 

(a) Doubles the signal amplitude. 

(b) Reduces or eliminates variations in background light level I . 
ml.n. 

(c) Provides the basis of directional discrimination. 

4.2.2.3 Electronics and Recording Equipment 

The voltage amplitudes from the photodiode assembly normally 

do not exceed 'V 20 mv. The current amplitude is normally in the 
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region of. only 2~a. The photodiode signals are amplified and 

processed by specially designed electronics. In Fig. 4.16 the 

first stage is a pair. of D.C. operational amplifiers, (o~e for VAB 

and one for V
CD

) with variable gain and offset level control. 

The final stage shown in Figure 4.16. is a power switch with 

variable hysteresis control. The function of each stage can be 
• 

appreciated by reference to Fig. 4.17. The low voltage amplitude 

input includes electrical noise and inevitably a D.C. level. The 

signal is amplified and the D.C. level removed by operation of the 

offset level control. The amplified signal is used to switch to a 

level of + or - 10 volts when the signal amplitude exceeds ~~ H 

volts where H is the hysteresis (variable) voltage. Thus two 

noise-free, out.of phase, square wave voltage outputs are generated. 

Obviously the noise level should not exceed the hysteresis level, 

otherwise multiple switching would occur. 

The photographs in Figure 4.18 show: 

(a) Amplified signals V
AB 

and V
CD 

(taken at monitor 1 of amplifier 

1 and 2(Figure 4.16' applied to the X and Y amplifiers of an oscillos-

cope. The specimen is undergoing rapid creep. 

(b) Amplified signal VAS from monitor 1 applied to the X axis and 

the switched output from monitor 2 applied to the Y axis. Rapid 

creep rate. 

(c) The switched outputs from monitor 2 of both amplifiers applied 

to the X and Y amplifiers of an oscilloscope. The spot changes position 

for each extension or contraction in the gauge length of ~m. 
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T ELEQUIPMEN T 

Fig. 4.l8(a) Amplifier signals displayed on an oscilloscope 

X - plates , VAB from Monitor 1 

Y - plates, VCD from Monitor 1 
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• 

T ELEQUIPMEN T 

Fig. 4.1B (b) Amplifier signals displayed 
on an oscilloscope 

X plates, VAB 
from t1onitor 1 

y - plates, VAB 
from Monitor 2 
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Fig . 4 . l8(c) Amplifier signals displayed On an oscilloscope 

X - plates , VAB from Monitor 2 

Y plates , V
CD 

from Monitor 2 
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The logic circuit shown diagramatically in Figure 4.19 

is designed to sense the direction of specimen strain using the 

output (C) in Fig.4.18. The amplifier pair connected to one creep 

machine generates a sequence of rapid changes in voltage level 

from negative (say off) and positive (say on) levels. The logic 

circuit is designed to separate changes in level that signify a 

positive and negative increment of strain. One square wave input 

is differentiated and provides the counter pulse. The other input 

to the logic is used as a gate. Two logic outputs are provided: 

. Logic output I. Positive counts, from gates 1 and 4. 

Gate 1 is gated by an inverted input 2,with counts provided by the 

inverted differential of input 1. These account for the level 

changes identified as Q) in Fig. 4 . 20. Gate 4 is gated directly by 

input 2 with the counts provided by the differential of input 1. 

These account for the level changes identified as @ i~ Fig. 4.20. 

Logic output 2. Negative counts from gates 2 and 3. Gate· 

2 is gated directly from input 2 with counts provided by the inverted 

differential of input 1. These accounts for the level changes 

identified as @ in Figure 4.20. Gate 3 provides a pulse at level 

changes identified as G) in Figure 4.20. 

The logic circuit therefore provides two pulse outputs; 

repr~senting increments of positive and negative strain. These 

increments represent· a gauge length extension or contraction equivalent 

to one half of a grating pitch, i.e. 2~m, or for a gauge length of 

66.66mm, a tensile strain increment of +0.00003. Double this 

sensitivity can easily·be achieved by suitable modification of the 
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logic circuit. It is proposed however that for Class A (654618) 

requirements the digital resolution of 0.003% is more than satis-

factory. It is noted that the Class A extensometry requires a 

minimum detectable strain change 0.002%. It would be incorrect 

to compare these figures directly and to conclude that the Moire 

fringe extensometer does not satisfy Class A requirements. By 

i 
simply displaying the signal on a scope a 'subjective strain resolution' 

of + 0.0001% can be readily achieved. 

Finally the pulses are recorded either by totalising on a 

bi-directional decade counter, or on a digital event recorder. The 

bi-directional counter is used when the count rate (st~ain rate) is 

high, for instance at the start of the creep test. The amplifiers 

and counter can accept frequencies up to 5 kHz. This is equivalent 

-1 
to a strain rate of ~ 0.15 sec which exceeds the maximum envisaged 

in practice. The counter is manufactured by Orbit Ltd. When the 

count rate is below ~ 0.5 HZ,the logic outputs are transferred to a 

twenty four channel digital event recorder type WX504 marketed by 

Environmental Equipment Ltd. This records the time of an event (a 

positive or negative increment of strain) and identifies, by means 

of a letter, the source and polarity of the increment. Figure 4.21 

is a reproduction of a typical event recorder print-out. Positive 

and negative strain increments from machines I, 2, 3, etc., are ident-

ified by the letters AB, CD, EF, etc. Thus the creep data from 12 

machines can be recorded simultaneously and automatically. 

4.2.2.4 Machinery hard-ware and Environmental control 

Design drawings of the creep machine base are included in 

Fig. 4.22. These were cast integrally in aluminium alloy and although 
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the specimen dimensions are the same as used by I.C.I. Ltd., the 

casting is considerably smaller than those used in the construction 

of the Macklow-Smith creep machine. Basically the casting consists 

of a solid rectangular column and a solid 'triangular' base. The 

base is designed to stand on a table top via three adjustable screw 

supports. 

The main machining operations are all performed with the 
n 

casting bolted in one position to ensure correct ali~gment. Only , 
five basic machining operations are required. These are: 

(a) An area on the front face of the support column is faced vertical. 

This provides the mating surface for the alignment system. 

(b) A slot is machined on the top surface of the oolumn with the base 

of the slot horizontal and the sides of the slot parallel with the 

machined surface described in (a). This locates the knife edge 

supports. 

(c) A slot is machined on the top surface of the front of the base. 

This locates the lower specimen hook. 

(d) A small area on the upper surface of the base is machined to be 

horizontal. This is the location point for a small spirit level. 

(e) A pair of holes are drilled and tapped in the machined surface 

of the support column. These are positioned about a central line 

passing vertically through the centre of the lower hook location 

slot. The alignment mechanism is bolted to the casting via these 

holes. 

Special attention was aimed at designing a specimen alignment 

mechanism which would not introduce stick-slip friction. This was 
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achieved by the use of a particular arrangement of spring steel 

cantilevers and floating supports. The assembled arrangement is 

shown in position on a creep machine in Fig. 4.23. The spring 

geometry is such that the stiffness in the direction of specimen 

strain is very low compared with stiffness in all other directions. 

The mechanism is located on the casting such that the effective 

hook separation is 0.5 mm greater than the effective length of the 

specimen (for specimen dimensions see Fig. 4.4). The springs thus 

supply the specimen pre-load. With springs of thickness 0.38 mm 

the pre-load is~ 2.5N. With increasing specimen strain the pre-load 

decreases and becomes zero at ~ 0.5% tensile strain,and - 2.5N (i.e. 

compressive load) at ~ 1.0% strain. The load required to generate 

an elastic tensile strain of 1.0% in a typical glassy polymer specimen 

of the dimensions shown in Figure 4.4,' is 5OON. The spring restoring 

force is therefore typically only 0.5% of the applied force. 

A 5:1 (25 cm: 5 cm) lever arm amplifies and transmits the 

load from the weight pan to the specimen via segment and chain couplings. 

The rear and forward segments have radii of 25 cm and 5 cm respectively. 

The purpose of the segments is to ensure that the lever arm ratio is 

independent of lever arm rotation over the practical range of interest. 

In fact a specimen strain of 20% can be tolerated before the lever 

ratio is affected by arm rotation. 

The lever arm fulcrum is normally either a pair of roller 

bearings or knife edge supports. Both arrangements have advantages 

and disadvantages but on balance the heavy duty bearings were considered 

to be a source of excessive friction. The knife arrangements chosen 
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here suffers from not being positively located. However, the spring 

alignment system, unlike the slide guide system adopted for the 

ICI/Macklow-Smith machine, can tolerate a loading axis which is not 

exactly co-linear with the central axis of the alignment system. 

It was considered important that the problem of lever arm 

inertia discussed in Section 4.2.1 should be eliminated by the 

appropriate design of loading system. This was achieved by locating 

an hydraulic actuator at the front end of the lever arm, i.e. ahead 

of the fulcrum, as shown in Figure 4.23. Thus the lever arm chains 

and weight pan can be balanced by adjusting the position of the 

jockey weight at the front end of the lever arm. On recovery with the 

actuator in the 'down' position,the specimen is effectively disconnected 

from the lever arm and resistance to recovery due to lever arm inertia 

is eliminated. 

The loading and unloading system is shown diagrammatically 

in Figure 4.24. Air at a pressure of between 0.4 and 0.8 MN/m2 is 

used to pressurise oil in either one of two air/hydraulic reservoirs. 

With air switched via reservoir A the actuator piston extends and 

removes the load from the specimen. With air switched via reservoir 

B the piston detracts and the load is applied to the specimEn. The 

rate of movement of the piston can be controlled by adjustment of the 
WM 

flow restrictor valves. It ~d found necessary to use 2 mm thick 

rubber sheet between the actuator piston and the levpr arm when high 

loads were applied to the specimen to prevent osc'illatory over-load. 
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The pneumatic switch used to direct the pressurised air from 

reservoir A to reservoir B and vice versa is manually controlled for 

normal creep and recovery tests. For low frequency cycling the manual 

switch is replaced by a solenoid switch powered by a low frequency 

square wave generator. The generator built for this purpose has a 

minimum cyclic period of 4 mins and a maximum period of 1000 minutes. 

The creep to recovery ratio for any selected period within this range 

Can be 11:1, 5:1, 3:1, 2:1, 1:1, 1:2, 1:3, 1:5 or 1:11. 

For elevated temperature testing it was considered preferable 

that the whole machine be placed in a large oven rather than just 

enclosing the specimen. This reduces the temperature gradient in the 

region of the specimen. It also eliminates the rapid cycling between 

two temperature limits that is common with ovens of low thermal capacity. 

Hutchinson and McCrum (146) have recently published results that indicate 

anomalous creep behaviour when the temperature of a specimen is rapidly 

changed. 

The oven used for the work reported in this thesis uses an air 

blower to circulate air over heating elements within the oven. The volume 

rate of air flow and the voltage of the heating coils is controlled by a 

proportional temperature controller type TH2 supplied by AEI Ltd. 

A Cu/Con thermocouple positioned near to the specimen is used to 'drive' 

the temperature controller. A similar thermocouple is used to monitor 

the temperature using a digital thermometer type 3000 supplied by Comark 

Ltd. ~lthough several hours were sometimes required for the temperature 

• 
in the oven to stabilize, the temperature was controlled when stabilized 

to within +O.2SoC. The humidity in the oven is not controlled. The 
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oven temperature control is therefore superior to that of the creep 

laboratory which was controlled to within 20 + loe and 50% + 2% RH 

by an installation manufactured by Spencer and.Halstead.: 

Photographs of one creep machine and part of the creep testing 

facility (including the signal processing and recording installation) 

are included in Figures 4.25 and 4.26 respectively. 

Detailed setting-up and operating instructions for the 

machinery described in this section are included in Appendix Ill. 
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4.25 The Tensile Creep Machine 
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4 . 26 The Creep Facility 
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5. Experimental Procedures and Results 

The major experimental effort has been directed at 

establishing the value of f1 R (defined in section 4.1) for 

unplasticised PVC over a range of combinations of service variables. 

These variables include, time, temperature, tensile stress and 

tensile strain. Both static and intermittent stress histories have 

been emplqy~d. In addi tio n f1 R has been measured with the UPVC 

immersed in an organic solvent (N-hexane). To complete the 

experimental progranune the /::,. R function was established over a 

limited range for rubber modified polyphenylene oxide (Noryll. 

5.1 Thermal Conditioning of UPVC 

Calendered sheets of UPVC (Cobex 018 Grade supplied by 

BXL Ltd) of nominal thickness 3 mm were stored in the creep laboratory 

for 2 years at 20oC, 50% rh prior to any mechanical testing. The 

purpose of this storage (which in fact coincided with the period 

required to construct and install the creep facility) was to attempt 

to eliminate.or reduce the inter-sheet variability. Following this, 

an attempt was made to reduce this variability further by annealing 

sheets at temperatures below Tg. TIlis small programme ats~ served 

a.s :an adequate commissioning exercise for the newly installed creep 

machinery. 

A full description of the test procedure and results (147) 

is given in Appendix IV. Although the consequence of the annealing 

programme was negative in the sense that it was not adopted as a 

specimen conditioning procedure, the results did influence the 

procedure and conclusion of the major experimental prOgramme. It is 

for these reasons that the following brief discussion is considered 
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relevant: 

(a) The unannealed (room temperature conditioned) 

UPVC was more stable than annealed UPVC. A stable 

state here refers to one which exhibits no perceptible 

change in mechanical properties with delay in testing. 

It was for this reason that the annealing procedure 

was not adopted. Classically the annealing of a 

glassy amorphous polymer below the Tg should lead to 

a more stable state (148). 

(b) Annealing would be expected to result in an increase 

in density and tensile modulus (148). The increase in 

modulus would be expected to be greater the longer 

the annealing period. However the results of the annealing'~ 

programme show that for annealing temperatures in excess 

of 4SoC the modulus is decreased and that this effect is 

greater the shorter the annealing period. 

(c) For annealing temperatures below"" 4SoC,rapid 

'softening' is not observed. 

(d) It is proposed that the 4SoC transition in the 

response of UPVC to annealing is due to the change from 

one form of volume relaxation to another. Below ·4SoC 

small crystallites or regions of zero configurational 

entropy (149) are formed by the local expulsion of free 

volume. These are rapidly disrupted on heating above 

4SoC. Volume relaxation above 4SoC pr~c~d¥s by the 
" 

(classical)' hoinogeneous. diffusion of free volume. 

(e) Pictorially the proposed state below 4SoC is similar 

to the fringed micellar grain model of the glassy state 
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adopted by Yeh (150). The regions of high molecular 

disorder would be expected to exhibit high molecular 

mobility, reduced Tg, and a reduced resistance to 

yield deformation. 

Thus a high density of microscopic yield sites (craze sites) 

would be predicted prior to macroscopic yielding >lith unannealed 

specimens. Yeh has proposed that the density of the yield sites has 

a considerable influence on the ductility of the polymer. The site 

density in polystyrene - which tends to be brittle is low, whilst that 

for polycarbonate - which is tough, is hig!,. Also it is generally 

agreed that annealing of glassy polymers results in a decreased brittle 

strength (151). The explanation proposed here would be that annealing 

homogenises the free volume distribution and thereby reduces the 

density of potential microscopic yield sites. 

As a direct result of these observations it was decided not 

to anneal the UPVC sheet prior to the evaluation of A R. In addition 

it was decided to limit any elevated temperature investigations to 

below 450 C. Obviously if any change in the material state occurs 

during the creep period then any comparison between the creep and 

recovery response would be difficult to interpret. 
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5.2. The Damage Parameter in Response to Static Stress Histories 

The 200e creep characteristics of upve at tensile stress levels 

of 20, 25, 30, 35, 40, 45, and 50 ~'/m2 are displayed graphically in 
~ 

Figure 5.1. The tabulated data for one stress level (35 ~/m2) ~ giv~n 

in Table 5.1 as an example. The isochronous stress strain cross-plots 

for creep times of 10, 102 , 103 , 104 , 105 and 106 seconds have been 

extracted from Figure 5.1 and plotted in Figure 5.2 .. An estimated one 

second isochronous characteristic has also been included. This was 

achieved by the simple expedient of extrapolating the creep curves in 

Figure 5.1 to shorter times. It is observed that the complian~e C:(t) 

is not singular over the entire stress and strain range for 1:. > \0 s 
~ .. 

seconds. For t ~ 1 second a linear region (stress pndependent com-

pliance) is observed below stress levels of rv 45 MN/~~ 

Similar creep and isochronous data generated at a temperature 
~ ~ 

of 350e are shown in Figures 5.3 and 5.4. ~s creep data ~of a 

tt:..... , 
significantly higher quality than ~t generated at 20oe. The 200e 

data exhibitf a perceptible oscillation which followf the periodic 

fluctuations in laboratory temperature; this having an amplitude of 

±loe and a period of approximately 20 minutes. This feature was not 

observed in the elevated temperature characteristics because the 

oven temperature fluctuations were only 3o.250e,with a period of less 

than 5 minutes. 

On completion of the creep period the removal of stress 

was delayed or advanced to ensure that the laboratory or oven temper-

ature was within O.lOe of the temperature prevailing when the stress 

was originally applied. The purpose of this was to reduce errors in 

LJ R due to temperature variations. 
eR 
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Time (S) Strain Strain % Time (S) Strain Strain % 
Increments Increments 

5 339 1.017 89,880 402 1.206 

10 340 1.020 103,900 406 1.218 

20 342 1.026 138,600 410 1.230 

35 343 1.029 161.700 414 1.242 

56 344 1.032 183,300 418 1.254 

82 345 1.035 210,200 422 1.266 

110 346 1.038 220,600 426 1.278 

152 347 1.041 255,800 430 1.290 

181 348 1.044 321,000 438 1.314 

222 349 1.047 422,700 446 1.338 

295 350 1.050 680,800 454 1.362 

998 354 1.062 742,000 462 1.386 

2,472 358 1.074 963,700 470 1.410 

4,128 362 1.086 1,110,000 478 1.434 

5,822 366 1.098 1,222,000 486 1.548 
( 

9,243 370 1.110 1,556,000 494 1.482 

13 ,179 374 1.122 1,937,000 502 1.506 

20,020 378 1.134 2,525,000 510 1.530 

30,160 382 1.146 3,152,000 518 1.554 

39,270 386 1.158 3,902,000 526 1.578 

47,980 390 1.170 4,777,000 534 1.602 

58,230 394 1.182 5,200,000 542 1.626 

71 ,110 398 1.194 5,908,000 550 1.650 

Table 5.1. Tensile creep data for UPVC at 20°C and 35 MN/m2
• 
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The recovery periods for these initial tests were generally 

ten times longer than the creep period preceding them. Two recovery 

characteristics are included in Figure 5.5 together with the respective 

creep characteristics. It is observed that ~ R is positive for 
C~ 

short recovery times (a) and negative at long recovery times. Values 

of D.~(e) are given in Table 5.2 for the 12 creep and recovery tests 
'11. . 

performed at 200 C and 3SoC. On the evidence provided by these initial 

tests it was concluded that AR (e-) is reasonably independent of e 
elL 

"-
when e is less than fV 50S. Timing errors would be unaccepj!ble 

for e< 15S: It was decided therefore that an optimtun 'monitor time' 

would be 20s. Therefore the experimental definition of fl.RCR is: 

[...(20) - cjZo ") 

Where E.~2.Q)and [C(~) are the recovered strain and creep strain as 

measured 20 seconds after load removal, or load application: Thus 

for all additional creep and recovery tests only three strains were 

recorded for each test, these being EJ20) ~(T) and [te~(2.o). 

is the final creep strain as measured just prior to the removal of stress 

(after a creep period T) and C~lo) is the residual strain 20 seconds 

after stress removal. Er!zo) is simply: 

Virgin speciments of UPVC were creep tested at selected tensile 

stress levels at 200 C and 350 C over a range of creep periods (T). The 

strain measurements Cc.(u,) and CC (T) were recorded. On recovery,the residual 
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.6 RCR (al (% l 

Temp. Creep Stress Creep time J, 
°c MN/m2 (Tl secs a = 5s a = lO)3'S. a =,lOS a = 20s a = 50s a = lOOs a = T 

20 50 8.5 x 104 +0.660 +0.666 +0.666 +0.663 +0.663 +0.654 -0.321 

20 45 1.6 x 105 +0.291 +0.285 +0.288 +0.288 +0.288 +0.282 -0.153 

20 40 9.2 x 105 +0.111 +0.114 +0.111 +0.111 +0.111 +0.105 -0.267 

20 40 2.0 x 104 +0.069 +0.066 +0.066 +0.069 +0.066 +0.060 -0.006 

106 
.... 

+0.079 
.. " 

, 
20 35 6.2 x , +0.079. , +0.079 +0.079 i ' . +0.072 +0.066 -0.057 ., , , 

x 104 I 
20 35 4 +0.048 +0.048 +0.048 +0.048 +0.048 +0.042 -0.003 

20 30 2.1 x 106 +0.027 +0.030 +0.030 +0.027 +0.027 +0.027 -0.066 

20 25 7.5 x 106 +0.006 +0.006 +0.006 +0.006 +0.006 +0.006 -0.006 

35 35 9.5 x 104 +0.495 +0.492 +0.498 +0.498 +0.495 +0.480 -0.210 

35 27.5 l.8x 106 +0.273 +0.270 +0.270 +0.270 +0.273 +0.264 -0.189 

106 
.. .. . . . .. .. 

35 20 9 x +0.051 ! +0,.051 ' +0.048, '·+0.048 i +0.048 :+0.048 -0.0126 , 

35 15 107 +0.030 +0.030 +0.033 +0.033 +0.033 +0.033 -0.090 

TABLE 5.2 The Damage Factor' D..RCR (al at various values of a for UPVC after various creep histories, 



~ 

strain (20) was recorded. The computed~R (20) data ,t presented 
res eR 7'" 

graphically in Figures 5.6 (200 C) and 5.7 (350 e) as a function of 

creep time with stress as the parameter. In addition the ~RCR(20) 
, a-o-r-

data ~ plotted as a function of maximum creep strain E c(T) in 

Figures 5.8 (200 C) and 5.9 (350 C), again with stress level as the 

parameter. Data from the 40 MN/m2 (200 e) tests are tabulated in 

Table 5.3 as an example. 

Micro-damage was observed in all specimens which, as a 

result of their stress and strain historY,had provided significantly 

positive values of .11\i 20). The two photographs shown in Figure 

5.10 (a) and (b) are of the damaged surfaces of specimens with a 

severe (a) and moderate (b) stress history. The increase in micro-

damage site density with stress level is similar to that observed with 

crazing (129). To confirm that the surface micro-damage was in fact 

crazing,the technique suggested by Kambour (96) and discussed in 

section 3.1 was adopted. The minimum .incidence angle for the total 

reflection of light from the crack/polymer, craze/polymer boundary 

was in all cases in the range 560 - 680 . This suggests that the 

void content of the micro-damage regions in recovered or partially 

recovered specimens was in the range 20% to 30%. Similar measure-

ments on selected specimens under load provided values of void 

content in the range 40% to 45%. It was therefore concluded that 

the damage observed in upve dUring,and/or after} creep tests of 

sufficient severity was predominantly crazing. 
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I .... 
U1 
W 
I 

Creep time 20 second Final creep 20s residual 20s recovered LlRCR (20) 
(T) Creep strain strain strain strain 

E (T) cres (20) % er (20) 
~ Er (20)-secs Cc(2t;:,) a/. . % % 

c % 

-

180 1.140 1.203 0.072 1.131 - 0.009 

590 1.149 1.254 0.096 1.158 + 0.009 
I 

810 
I 

1.131 1.245 i 0.108 1.137 + 0.006 
I 

3240 1.137 . 1.275 0.096 1.179 + 0.042 

20,000 1.140 1. 374 0.165 1.209 + 0.069 
, 

93,000 1.143 1.587 0.351 1.236 + 0.093 

920,000 1.149 1.986 0.726 1.260 + 0.111 

8,100,000 1.143 2.610 1.305 1.305 + 0.162 

TABLE 5.3 Measured values of Cc (20) , cc(T) and t res (20) , and calculated values of Er (20) and 
~RCR(20) for the 40 MN/m2 , 200 C Tests. 

':c (20) 



Fig . S . lO(a) UPVC Surface Crazing (XlSO) . 
After recovery from a tensile stress 
of 40 MN/m2 at 200 C 

~4 . 



Fig. 5.10(b) UPVC Surface Crazing (X150) . 
After recovery from a tensile stress 
of 25 MN/m2 at 20oC. 
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Specimens which had provided near zero or negative values 

of 6Q(2o)were generally observed to be undamaged although this was 
e12-

not conclusive. On some occasions several craze like events were 

observed at the routed edge of the specimen but detection and 

identification of these events was so subjective that a confident 

visual assessment of the critical craze initiation condition cannot 

be offered. 

5.3. The Damage Parameter after a Variable Rest Period 

Approximately one half of those specimens used for the 

measurement of 4~lQ}.Jere not removed after recording E (~) but were 
CA. "'-' 

left under zero load for a selected period of time -r~ 

Just prior to the re-application of stress the residual 

strain E.JTg.)was recorded. 

seconds after the start of 
~ 

This is denoted as t;JJc). 

In addition the creep strain twenty 

the second creep period was measured. 

The damage parameter LlR (1,,) as 
Cc. 

defined in Section 4.1 equation (13) is: 

= t "'(20) -c. 

I 
where ~(~o) is the creep strain 20 seconds after the start of the 

first creep period. 

The ratio: 
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is plotted against rest period TR in Figure 5.11(20oC) amd 5.12(350 C). 

It is evident that for long rest periods: 

!:.((Cc. ( :20 ) < .6 QCfi'J.o) 

and for short rest periods : 

,1R (20) ';> A ~cJ.2.0) 
Cc. 

5.4 The Damage Parameter in Response to Dynamic Stress Histories 

The stressing sequence shown schematically in Figure 4.2 

was adopted. Automatic control of stress application and removal 

was achieved using a low frequency square wave generator to energise 

and de-energise the loading system. The total period, that is 

~ + Tiz., could be selected together with an independent selection 

of the ratio ~: TR. All tests were performed at200 C and at 

stress amplitudes which were estimated would provide craze initiation 

within 5 days of continuous cycling. 

The strain response to cyclic stressing could not be 

recorded automatically because of the rapidly changing frequency of 

the extensometer output. Consequently the strain response to each 

cycle could not be monitored. However, for the measurement of the 
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growth of " the fu",ct,~" l!2(.lo) it was necessary to monitor the strain 
Ilil. > 

response at selected cycles only. Generally monitoring involved 2 ., ' 

strain recordings per cycle these being 
IN" ( 

, ! CC(TJ a...d-. C ... ~ ?<» 

where N is the cycle number. In addition some cycles were monitored 

by recording the strain response during the recovery period. 

" £'IT) .1 T \ . 
The strain response t '(, with time under load \N le) is _ 

displayed graphically in Figures 5.13, 5.14 and 5.15 for stress 

amplitudes of 30, 35, and 40 MN/m2 respectively. The creep to 

recovery periods investigated were 13205: 1205 (11:1), 9005 : 3005 

(3:1), and 1205 : 1205 (1:1). Each graph also includes for 

comparison, the strain response to static stress (00:1). 

The strain responses of individual recovery cycles are 

given in Figures 5.16-5.24. These present the recovered strain 
rI 

Cr(e) as a function of recovery time tJ) where: 

\t;.s-e 
It is observed, on inspection of ~ data that the initial 

('unrelaxed') recovered strain increases significantly with cycle 

number whilst the time-dependent ('relaxed') component of individual 

recovery cycles changes only slowly with progressive cycling. The 

increase in the initial recovered strain response with progressive 

cycling is interpretjed as the growth of !J I<",)f it is assume-d .j:hat 

damage initiated in the first cycle is negligible then from 

equation (14) (section 4.1) : 
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Thus the monitored values of~(r.:)and E"iJ.) and the values 

estimated from Figures 5.16-5.24 provide calculated values of 
tI 

iJ. '?!.d"lo). These are plotted as a function of maximum cyclic 

creep strain EcN(fc.) in Figures 5.25, 5.26 and 5.27 for the 

stress amplitudes of 30, 35 and 40 MN/m2 respectively. 

5.5. The Effect of n-Hexane Immersion 

90' of the specimen gauge length was immersed in- n-Hexane 

by means of a copper tube attachment as shown in Figure 5.28. The 

specimen was in contact with the solvent for 1 hour before the 

application of stress. The 200 C creep response at various stress 

levels is shown in Figure 5.29. The creep response of UPVC 

immersed in ''''::-.-Hexane is initially identical to that generated 

in air. A very rapid acceleration of creep rate is observed after 

a period that increases with decreasing tensile stress, and at a 

strain that decreases with decreasing stress. This severe dis-

continuity is also evident in the lOO-second isochronous plot shown 

in Figure 5.30. According to Bergen (34) this sudden increase in 

tensile compliance is due to craze initiation and growth. This 

was confirmed by replacing the copper tube by a glass tube. Visual 

detection of craze initiation coincided with the discontinuity. 
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Fig . 5.28 Extensometer attachment for creep 
in liquid environments . 
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Further creep and recovery tests on UPVC immersed in 

n-'Hexane were performed at stress levels and creep periods selected 

to investigate the value Of'~5(~1n the region' of the transition in 

creep rate. tJ2.J,;Z.o) exhibited a transition from near zero values to 

positive values which coincided with the transition to rapid creep 

rates and crazing. This is shown graphically in Figure 5.31. 

Although this zero-positive transition was stable,the 

above the transition proved to be very erratic and large negative 

values were often obtained. 

Casual inspection of the specimens revealed that deeply 

craze damaged skins generally were connected with large negative 

values of 4Q(~20). This was followed by a more exact measurement 

of craze depth. The edge of the specimen was polished and viewed 

through a travelling microscope. Both craze 'fronts' were regular 

and parallel to the sides of the specimen. Ten readings of craze 

depth were taken, five from each side within the gauge length. 

This provided the values of mean craze depth: specimen thickness 

ratio given in Table 5 :4'. The relationship between 61< (2;» and 
((1, 

this ratio shown in Figure 5.32 reveals a transition from positive 

to negative values of L1/2 (10 )when the ratio exceeds 0.5. Thus two 
c,t 

transitions can be observed: 

1 f::.Q (.20) ) 
Cr< 

O~(+) 

2 

Where A~ and A are defined in section 4.1. 
c 
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r 
I-' 

'" I-' 
r 

Stress Level Creep Period lIRCR (20) Craze Depth Mean Craze Depth 

MN/m2 (secs. ) (%) (mm) (mgti 
Side 1 . Side 2 d 

25 5x102 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 

20 104 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 

30 102 +0.03 0.38 0.36 0.37 

30 2.5x102 +0.096 0.796 0.81 0.803 

25 4.5x103 +0.120 1. 22 1.22 1. 22 

25 5.5x104 +0.174 1.52 1.52 1. 52 

20 4x105 +0.162 1.80 1.84 1.82 

30 5x102 +0.114 1.90 1.90 1.90 

25 104 +0.108 1.75 1. 73 1. 74 

30 6x103 -0.08 2.04 2.04 2.04 

30 4.5x102 -0.093 3.08 3.00 3.04 

20 9x105 -0.090 3.32 3.32 3.32 

25 2x104 -0.114 3.31 3.31 3.31 

...... . .2.5. 2x104 .. -0.08 . . . . . 3 .• 33. .3 •. 33 . 3 •. 3.3 . 

Table 5.4 lIRCR (20) for a range of Stress Histories and 

mean craze depth 

specimen thickness 
ratios (~). 

-
Mean Specimen ·d 
Thickness (mm) b b 

3.32 0.0 

3.37 0.0 

3.37 0.11 

3.34 0.24 

3.40 0.36 

3.31 0.46 

3.32 0.55 

3.34 0.51 

3.34 0.52 

3.33 0.62 

3.30 0.92 

3.32 1.00 

3.31 1.00 

...... 3 •. 3.3. 1.00 
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5.6. Additional Test Results on Rubber Modified PPO (Noryl) 

It has been established (152) that rubber modified glassy 

polymers suffer internally initiated craze damage in addition to 

surface crazing. It has never been explicitly stated that internal 

and sur(ace crazing are initiated simultaneously,or whether external 

crazing precedes internal crazing. It would· however be reasonable 

to assume that, because crazing is initiated at the boundary 

between the soft fnclusions and the har.d matrix, that the delay 

between surface and internal crazing is short. It is therefore 

of interest to check the validity of the core stress model by 

measuring to RJ.20) for a rubber modified ,polymer. 

A rubber modified polyphenylene Oxide (NORYL, General 

Electric Company Incorporated) was tested for creep and recovery 

at creep stresses of 25, 27.5 and 30 MN/m2 at 20oC. The creep 

period was varied to cover a range of maximum creep strain ~(-r). 

~ac[20) was measured in the manner previously described,and 

is plotted against ~(T) in Figure. 5.33 • 
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6 Discussion of Results 

The discussion will be developed, and sectionalised in 

accordance with the 'flow diagram' shown in Figure 6.1. This 

diagram includes the main elements for discussion, these being 

identified as (sections) 6.1 - 6.6. Three sections 6.1, 6.3, 

and 6.?, discuss the correlation between the established 

phenomenology of glas~y polymers, (eg. craze initiation and growth, 

yield, fracture, and fatigue) and data or concepts presented in 

this thesis. The concepts are discussed in sections 6.2, 6.4, and 

6.6. An abbreviated form of this discussion and indeed of other 
. ,. - . 

parts of the thesis is included in reference (153). I 

6.1. The Damage Parameter and its Transitions 

The damage parameter 6R is a strain based function 

which,according to the core stress model, (section 4.10 will exhibit 

two gross features. The first feature is a transition from zero 

to positive· values, which if the model is valid., should coincide 

with the initiation of surface micro-damage. The second feature, 

according to the model, should be a 'sharp' reduction in tJ!... as 

the undamaged core area approaches zero. As the micro-damage is 

in the form of crazes the 'growth' of.6R during the period between 

the first and second transitions (features) should be qualitatively 

similar to the (known) growth characteristics of crazes. 
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9.1.1.- The First Transition 

It is evident from Figures 5.6 and 5.7 that for creep 

times below a critical time (induction period) , 

is near zero and negative,with typical values of between 0 and 

-0.009%. Negative values of ~Q.(20)are in agreement with the 
CIt -

predicted response of a classical-linear viscoelastic solid (29), 

this being 

where [e(T) is the creep strain at the end of the creep period 

T. It can therefore be stated with some justification that 

the strain response to a gate input of stress is linearly super-

posible. Thus as regards interaction, it is responding as a 

linear viscoelastic material during the induction period. 

The induction period for the first transition increases 

with decreasing tensile stress and decreasing temperature. -

This is qualitatively similar to the effect of these variables on the 

induction period for craze initiation (27) (30) (l02). 

From Figures 5.8 and 5.9 it is apparent that the critical 

tensile strain for the first 4 "c~20} transition decreases with 

decreasing tensile creep stress. Again this is qualitatively 

similar to the effect of this variable on the critical tensile 

strain for craze initiation. Figure 6.2 combines the stress, 

strain and time co-ordinates of the first A R(Q.(20} transition. 
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Included in Figure 6.2 is the stress, strain, and time co-ordinates 
" . 

for craze initiation in UPVC as detected visually by Menges 

et al (116). The correlat~on between the two curves is good 

considering that the grades of UPVC are different. 

The existence of the first transition in the strain 

function .1 R (20), its mode (near zero to positive) and the 
ell 

stress and temperature dependence of the critical tensile strain~ 

and induction period of the transition closely resembles and 

coincides with the known phenomenology of craze initiation. This 

therefore supports the hypothesis that the transition to positive 

LlR (20) is a direct effect of craze initiation. Furthermore 
c.1t. 

the first transition in LlR is so localised that it would not be 
Cl/. 

satisfactorily accounted for by the application of continuum 

mechanics. 

The critical s~ for the first transition of AI< (20) 
CII-

coincides with that of 
N 

Li a. ~'" (20) under equivalent stress or 

stress amplitude conditions. This is shown in Figures 5.25, 5.26 

and 5.27. It has previously been reported (30) that the critical 

strain for craze initiation under static and dynamic loading 

(applied static stress = dynamic stress amplitude) are identical. 

The coincidence of the L1R and 4R. ntransitions is thus further 
CII. ,,1.. 

evidence in support of the core stress model. In addition,of 

course,the coincidence promotes the concept of a strain based 

design criterion. 
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6.1.2. The Growth of At< (20) 
C/I. 

The rate of growth of LlR (20) increases with the level of 
CIl.. . I· 

applied tensile stress. This is in agreement with the dependence 

of craze growth rate observed by Regal (123) sato (124) and Sauer 

et al "(127). 

Knight (102) in a review of the subject of craze initiation 

and growth identifies three separate phases in the growth of crazes. 

The first phase is one of initial rapid growth rate followed by 

a second phase of slow growth,and finally a tertiary phase of high 

and constant growth rate. At high temperatures or stress levels, or 

in the presence of crazing agents,the primary and secondary phases 

are not readily discernible. The growth characteristics of crazes 

are therefore qualitatively similar to Llf<. (20) as shown in 
Ul. 

Figures 5.6 and 5.7. 

An interesting feature observed during the growth of ~R,~()O)" 
, 

is its apparently singular value at a strain of 1.6% 

(Figure 5.8) and 1.4% (Figure 5.9). At 200 C the value of t:,.f!..c~:lo) 

is 0.1% for a tensile strain of 1.6%; this being independent of the 

stress level (and by implication also of the induction period) • 

At 350 C the feature is observed at LlI2,~20) = 0.08% and 

Efn = 1.4%. If it is assumed that, at stress levels above those 

used to generate the data in Figures 5.8 and 5.9, the singularity 

is still operative then this would predict an infinite growth 

rate for 41ZcJ20) and therefore, by association, an in/finite 

rate of craze growth, at stress levels of rv60 MN/m2 and42.5 MN/m2 
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at temperatures of 200 C and 350 C respectively. An infinite rate 

of craze growth or craze nucleation would imply· macroscopic 

yielding. The tensile yield stress of UPVC at a strain rate of 

50%/minute and at 200 C and 350 C is recorded (154) as 57 and 46 

MN/m2. respectively. 

6.1. 3. The Second Transition 

The second transition was not observed in .the .1I<Cf1.(20) 

function with UPVC tested in an air environment. However the 

second transition is exhibited unambiguously in the data for UPVC 
... 

immersed in n-Hexane. This is shown in Figure 5.32. The transition 

·coincides with the extinction of the undamaged core by the 

advancing craze fronts. This is predicted by the core stress model 

and must be regarded as singly the most convincing evidence for the 

validity of the model. 

The absence of the second transition in 6Q (20) for UPVC 
et. . 

tested in air could be due to the irregular craze front observed in 

these specimens., By comparison the craze·fronts observed in 

N-Hexane immersed specimens were regular. This regula):"ity was noted 

by Crook et al (138) who proposed that the advance of the craze 

front was strongly controlled by the diffusion characteristics of 

the solvent. The diffusion proceeds by case 11 transport (155).· 

The second transition is also clearly present in the 

Ll~~20) function for rubber modified PPO. This is shown in 

Figure 5.33. The maximum positive value of LJ.R.cJ20) is small 

compared with the uPVC data. The core stress model is strict.ly. 
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not applicable to inhomogeneous polymers where internal and surface 

craze initiation is simultaneous. The model does however appear to 

be valid at very low 'levels of damage. This could be because: 

(a) 

(b) 

(c) 

6.2. 

Surface crazi~g just precedes internal crazing. 

The crazes collapse rapidly (.l32). , . 

Although surface crazing and internal crazing is 

initiated simultaneously, at low levels of damage 

small undamaged cores are still present in the 

specimen gauge length. This is shown (2-dimen-

sionally) in Figure 6.3. 

The Relaxed Strain Criterion for Craze Initiation 

The various criteria previously proposed for craze 

initiation in glassy amo~phous polymers have' all failed t:> account' 

satisfactorily for many aspects of the phenomenon. Simple stress 

and strain criteria cannot explain the time-dependence of craze 

initiation. The adoption of these criteria' and their further 
/'"' 

development into design limits (30), even though they have been 

, proved on many occasions not to be singular, is justified only 

because of the lack of comprehensive and, accurate craze initiation 

data. The major objective of the experimental programme reported 

in Chapter 5 was to generate by an objective mechanical method, 

initiation data to a high degree of resolution. Evidence was 

presented in section 6.1 which indicated that there is a direct 

coincidence between the initiation of positive values in the strain 

based functions /:,. f<., !IQ and 
_e J CL 

The 
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service variables that operate at craze initiation cover a range 

that should offer the possibility of delineating a criterion that 

is singular and therefore identifiable as the cause of initiation. 

a..... 
If the data in Figure 6.2 r examined in isolation it 

could ,be concluded that after long induction periods the 'critical 

,strain' for craze initiation is approaching an ,asYmptotic minimum. 

This conclusion has been reached by Menges et al (30), (115), (116), 

(117), (118) who termed this minimum t~ However if Figures 

5.8 and 5.9 are also examined,this conclusion would no longer 

appear to be justified. The critical strain Ec.r for craze 
... - .. -.-

initiation decreases 'linearily with decreasing tensile stress. . - . _. - -.. .-. - .. 

There is no evidence in Figures 5.8 and 5.9 to suggest that on 

further decreasing the tensile stress the value of, C~r would not 

fall below (<to ('" 0 ·85 %)' . The linearity between Ccr and 

~ can be appreciated by reference to Figure 6.4 (200 c) and 

6.5 (350 C). The co-ordinates (Ecr) erN) have been estimated 

from the intercepts (t.~~:w )00) in Figures 5.8 and 5.9. 

Included in Figures 6.4 and 6.5 are the respective values 

of versus estimated by extrapolation of the creep data 

in Figures 5.1 and 5.3. [j;) is the creep strain 1 second after 

the application of tensile stress CI~ By definition: 

Where J(l) is the 1 second creep compliance. At 200 C and 350 C, 

the critical strain for craze initiation [~r ' versus erN 

characteristic is parallel to the Ell) , versus 0" characteristic. 
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Thus: 

Where K is a strain based constant. From Figures 6.4 and 6.5 it can 

be seen that K has a value in the region of 0.1%. From Figures 5.1 

and 5.3 it would appear that the creep curves are approaching an 

asymtote at.short creep times. Therefore it is assumed that: 

'J(I)-J(O) «I< 

and equation [16] can be simplified (conceptually) to: 

J"(O) Il", + k (/11 

can be identified as the initial, elastic, or 

unrelaxed strain component C(O) 

separated into two components £0) 
All strains can be conveniently 

and £ rf2.l ,where [rt:H. is the 

.-
time dependent, inelastic, or relaxed strain component. Thus 

equation [17] becomes : 

EC/t- = 

The experimental values of [Vi'" and ·the estimated , 

[/8J 

values of (E~I)~and E0)are given in Table 6.1 for various stress 

levels at 200 C and 350 c. It is evident that: 

and (2) That the 0.1% relaxed strain'criterion is singular, being 

independent of 0;. ) £er ) time and temperature over the range 

studied. 
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Temp. Stress E1o) Eu- (c t-tA-}.r 
(oC) Urn/m2) (%) (% ) Eor - &.0) (%) 

- -
:= 

25 0.69 0.77 0.08 
30 0.85 0.94 0.09 

20 
35 1.00 1.10 0.10 
40 1.16 1.28 0.12 
45 1.32 1.43 0.11 
SO 1.49 1.60 0.11 

15 0.50 0.59 0.09 

35 
20 0.67 0.80 0.13 
27.5 0.90 1.01 0.11 
35 1.16 1. 26 0.10 

Table 6.1. The critical relaxed strain'(C~I)lcr for. various stress 
levels at 20 and 300 C. 
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The implication iS,therefore,that crazing is initiated 

when the relaxed tensile strain component equals or exceeds 0.1%. , 

Although the service variables of stress and temperature combine 

to j(ffect the total tensile strain and induction time for craze 

initiation these variables do not apparently affect the singularity 

of the critical relaxed strain. 

The minimum total tensile strain for craze initiation in 

UPVC is therefore proposed not to be I"V 0.85% as suggested by 

Menges et al (30) "but 0.1%. This condition is satisfied when: 
~- " 

"(3)" The induction time for crazing approaches infinity 

and the stress approaches zero. 

or (4) The temperature is such that all strains generated 

are fully relaxed within the considered time scale 

t. This occurs when J(t) approaches zero. 

6.3 The Relaxed Tensile Strain Criterion and Solvent Crazing 

The substantial reduction in crazing stress and strain by 

immersion in organic solvents (discussed in section 3.2.3) is con-

sidered to be the basis of the most severe test for any craze 

initiation criterion. 

Solvent crazing has been studied using stress relaxation 

(135). (136). (137). (138i. and tensile creep (34). (156). Bergen 
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(34) con~l~ded from his data (see Figure 2.5) that solvent crazing 

is initiated at a critical level of tensile strain,which is 

independent of stress level. This conclusion has considerably 

strengthened the critical strain hypothesis of Menges et al. How-

ever,independent examination of Bergen's data does not support 
.' 

this conclusion because a significant decrease in critical strain 

with decreasing stress level can be discerned. The opinion that 

Bergen's conclusion was unjustified has also been expressed 

recently by McCammond and Ward (156). They repeated Bergen's 

experiments on the creep of ABS and UPVC is isopropanol and observed 

a linear relationship between craze initiation strain (as detected 

by the transition to high creep rates) and tensile stress. Critical 
0., .... 

stress/strain data on ABS ~ given in Table 6.2 

Ec.r(%) ITN MIIl.""z 
0.275 7.0 

0.33 8.75 

0.36 10.5 

Table 6.2. The critical strain Ecr at various stress 

l~vels erN for craze initiation in ABS immersed in isopropanol. 

McCammond and Ward (156) 

ru-t-
Although the data in Table 6.2 ~ insufficient for curve 

fitting it is of interest to note that the 'best straight line' 

through these points is: 

E = 0.1/5 + 0.022.80;. 
er 

This implies a critical relaxed strain of 0.115%. 
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, 
The craze initiation in UPVC immersed in N-Hexane as shown 

in Figure 5.29 supports the relaxed strain criterion. The stress/ 

strain co-ordinates for solvent crazing are shown in Figure 6.6. 

Again it is evident that the critical strain for craze initiation 

is linearly related to the creep stress. Also the predicted mini-

mum critical strain at near zero levels of stress is in the region 

of 0.14% 

Solvent crazing under conditions of stress rel~~ation is 

by far the more common test method. Conventionally, a strip of pol~~er 

with a rectangular cross-section is bent over a rigid frame. The 

tensile skin strain ESl?o-) ·is known and determined only by the geometry 

of the test apparatus and the specimen dimensions. The specimen is 

immersed in the solvent and the position of the craze front Xo 

after a time 1:1/. defines the critical strain for craze initiation 

Cs (:(0 tit). Alternatively the specimen can be pre-soaked in the 
J "r 

solvent (to achieve equilibrium solvent/polymer mixtures) prior to 

the imposition of flexural deformation. This has the advantage of 

eliminating additional stresses due to solvent induced sl1elling. 

The solvent crazing strain data published by Kambour . 

(136), Kambour and Bernier (135), and Crook, Earl, Johns, and 

'Loneragon (138) have been discussed previously in section 3.2.3 • 
.uL ~ 

ThU data ~ of particular interest because the degree of solvent 

plasticization was quantified in terms of the effective Tg of the 

polymer/solvent mixture. With reference to Figures 3.3 and 3.4 

and Table 3.3, two features are identified: 
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(1) When the solvent/polymer mixture and test temperature 

T,.. is such that (Ij -TT ) <:;: 0, the critical 

strain for solvent crazing is a minimum and independent 

of the value of (T!j - TT') : The minimum tensile strains 

in Kambour's (136) measurements were invariably ~ 0.1%. 

Crook et al reported values between 0.05% and 0.4%. 

(2) When (/;3- TT) >0 Kambour's data (Figure 3.3) reveal" 

an increasing critical strain with increaSing(i3-TT"). 
The critical strains reported by Crook et al however, are 

independent of (T~ -TT') in this range. 

Both features can be predicted satisfactorily by the 

relaxed strain hypothesis. Equation [18J can be presented in terms 

of compliance loss. According tio the relaxed strain hypothesis, 

crazing in UPVC is initiated when: 

ON ( J~) - J(o» >. 0.0°1 ;.-

Where 0-", is the tensile stress and J(l) and J(o) the tensile 

creep compliances as measured t and 0 seconds after the application 

of stress. Equation [19J can be generalised to: 

[le] 

where (Efti )c.r is the characteristic critical relaxed strain for craze 

initiation. For a bent strip test with an applied tensile skin strain 

Cs , equation [20J can modified for the stress relaxation mode. This 
-I 

assumes that E(!:)::. J(f.) : 

Es (I - Elt) \ ~ (£~It- [21J 
f1.0) ) 
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I • 

where ~(o) and E~) are the instantaneous and time dependent 

relaxation moduli. It would be reasonable to assume that at 

temperatures above T~ and for finite' test periods (;1<.: 

f ( I:-~)« E(o) 

Therefore the relaxed strain hypothesis via equation (21) would 

predict that for Tj ';> T~ the critical total strain for craze -,' ' 

ini tiation is : 

This is in agreement with the published data (135), (136), and 

(138). The difference in the minimum value of (CS)cr observed by 

Crook et al (138) (see Table 3.3) for different solvents could 

be due to the effect of swelling'on the stress/strain distribution. 

Indeed the, authors suggested that, because of the correlation 

between solvent molecule size and (E. )v.-?the solvent swelling was 

responsible for this variation. Kambour's (135) (136) data revealed 

a value of (E'51_ for ~>T~ which invariably was in the range 0.1-

0.2%. Kambour pre-equilibriated the solvent/polymer mixture prior 

to bending and therefore minimised the effect of swelling. 

When the test temperature is. below ,the Tg of the polymer 

solvent mixture (T;) > TT) , then the relaxed strain hypothesis 

would indicate the importance of the test period b~ Bernier and 

Kambour (135) used a constant test period of 61t = 3 hours. 

If the polymer is assumed to be a linear Viscoelastic 

material in terms of its stress relaxation behaviour, then the 
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Maxwell (157) 'spring and dashpot' model would predict that: 

[22J 

Where It is the temperature dependent relaxation time. Combining 

equations [21] and [22] gives: 

or at the limit: 

As ~ increases with decreasing temperature, equation ~3] predicts 

that when t/Z· = constant, the critical strain for craze initiation 

(E5)c,- will increase with decreasing t~mperature. This is qualitatively 

in agreement with experimental observations (136) (see Figure 3;3). 

Crook et al (138) did not adopt a constant test period. 

The crazing strain (Es)(.,r was measured at a time t(Z such that there 

was no apparent reduction in the crazing strain (no perceptible 

movement of the craze front) over a further period of 3 Ctz • 'l'hus 

if the strain resolution of their equipment is 11 ,then the test 

period is such that: 

.. 
[1- ~p (-~_~~t 

-~--.- -

. ' 

. . 
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Therefore according to the relaxed strain hypothesis, 

via equation (23), the critical strain for craze initiation should 

be independent of the test temperature or r; when (13 -IT) > 0 , 

and when the test period brZ is chosen according to equation (24). 

This is in good agreement with the solvent crazing data (Figure 

3.4),. published by Crook et al (U8). The discontinuity at TS"TT 
£ 

shown in Figure 3.4, should be an art;'(fact of the experimental 

technique only. That is, its magnitude should be a constant 

function of /:::,. • For a hypothetical test where the resolution is 

infinite (A" 0) the discontinuity, according to the relaxed strain 

hypothesis, would vanish and the critical strain for craze initiation 

would equal(E~)crat all test temperatures and degrees of solvent 

plasticization (including the condition of zero plasticization) . 

The implications of .the relaxed strain hypothesis as 

regards standard test methods for assessing solvent.crazing are 

considerable. Various stress relaxation techniques are in use 

which do not specify adequately the test puration or if they do,. 

this is far' too short a period for the behaviour to be correctly 

quantified. For instance, Vincent and Raha (137) (see Table 3.2) 

used a test duration of only 1 hour to generate their comprehensive 

data on solvent stress cracking and crazing. The published critical 

strains are therefore probably higher than would apply at reasonable 

service lifetimes. Indeed the craze initiation strain of UPVC 

immersed in wate~.reported by Vincent et al to be 1.9%,is twice the 

value reported by Menges et al (30) for long test periods. 
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6.4 A Molecular Interpretation of the Relaxed Strain Hypothesis 

Free volume in an amorphous polymer is a concept, it is not 

a quantity that can be measured. Various attempts have been made to 

measure free volume indirectly and to define it quantitatively (16) 

(158) (159). These have resulted in large differences which give the 

impression that such attempts are invariably inappropriate. The 

concept as such is comparatively undeveloped and insufficiently 

defined to ac,count for many aspects of the yield phenomena. For 

instance it is often debated that cold flow of polymers below ~ is 

connected with stress induced generation of free volume. It is 

argued (14) (160) (161) that under the action of hydrostatic tensile 

stress components,the volume of the polymer is increased, leading 

to an increase in free volume and a depression in '3_ When the 

free volume increase is sufficient to depress T~ to the test 

temperature~cold flow occurs •. It is generally assumed (14) (45) (156) 

that the increase in volume of the polymer is due entirely to the 

increase in free volume - which implies that the occupied volume 

is unaffected by the imposition of stress and strain. Under uniaxial 

tensile strai~ E this approach assumes that the increase in free 

volume t. ~ is approximately: 

[2'5] 

, 
where V is the volume of the unstressed polymer and )J is the 

lateral contraction ratio. Although this approach is compatible 

with the observations of an increase in Tg (2) and yield stress (46) , 
with hydrostatic pressure it is incompatible with the observations that 

yield occurs in shear and compression below Tg,where according to 

equation (25) ,the free volume content is unchanged or reduced. 
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If, as has been proposed previously (57), macroscopic 

yielding and craze initiation involve similar molecular (segmental) 

processes, then the relaxed strain hypothesis would indicate a 

severe modification of equation [25] and refinement of the free 

volume concept. The elastic volume increase does not influence the 

initiation of crazes and therefore possibly does not influence the 

yield process. Therefore, as the free volume is best defined to 

accommodate known phenomenology, equation (25) could become: 

= vc' - '2 V"') E k-l 
[26] 

where V;u and Et-« are the relaxed lateral contraction ratio 

and relaxed tensile strain respectively. 6.Vf is the effective 

increase in free volume in terms of its influence on yielding and 

crazing. 

Equation [26] implies that elastic dilation is due 

entirely to an increase' 'in the effective occupied volume. This is 

not altogether unreasonable. The elastic volume increase must derive 

from an extension of,or rotation of,segmental bonds which increases 

the occupied volume of the molecules. The molecular conformation 

of the polymer under elastic dilatational strain is only negligibly 

affected because conformational changes require co-operative 

molecular movement and above all,they require time. Thus it might 

be imagined that under an elastic tensile strain the molecular , 

dimensions and the dimensions of individual packets of free volume 

are distorted by the same amount. 'l'hlls for elastic strains, the 

percentage increase in physical free volume is the same as the 

percentage increase in occupied volume. The effective free volume 



change, which rationally must take account of the exchangeability 

of occupied and unoccupied r,egions, could therefore be zero. 

Evidence to support the relaxed strain approach to 

macroscopic and microscopic yielding is available through the 

work of Dibenedetto and Trachte- (13). They concluded that the 

tensile yield strength of various glassy polymers as'a function 

of temperature was determined by the free volume induced by 

'viscous' dilatational strain. The definition of viscous strain 

was similar to that used here for a relaxed strain. In addition 

Robertson et al (55), who measured the increase in the elastic, 

time dependent, and plastic strain components observed 'th~t the' 

time dependent strain component was the primary influence at the 

yield point. One attraction of the relaxed strain criterion, as 

r,egards macroscopic yielding, is that free volume within the 

polymer can be envisaged to increase even when the polymer volinne,remains 

constant (shear),or even decreases (uniaxial compression). Of 

course it would be necessary to predict that under uniaxial 

compressive stress the free volume increased whilst the total 

volume exhibits a nett decrease. In conjunction with the relaxed 

strain hypothesis this would be possible physically if: 

.. 
(.1) The lateral expansion ratio under elastic 

uniaxial compressive strain is less than 0.5 

(giving, according to equation (25), a nett 
,. 

decrease in volume because Y? O. ~ ) . 
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and (2) The lateral expansion ratio V ... 1 under relaxed 

uniaxial compressive strain is greater than 0.5 (giving 

according to equation (26), an increase in free volume) • 

Alksne, Ainbinder, and Slon.imskii (162) observed that the density 

of UPVC increased when the uniaxial compressive strain was increasing 

(constant strain rate test) and predominantly elastic. However at 

. higher strains and longer times ,when it is assumed that the relaxed 

strain component predominates,the density decreased. It is con-

ceivable therefore that although there is a net decrease in the volume 

of the polymer, the free volume is increased because the relaxed 

dilatational strain «1-2 ,) ) £ ) is positive (11 70.5 ). JI,u ...t Vw 

Brady and Yeh (163) have recently proposed that yielding 

under tensile and uniaxial compressive stress (and presumably also 

in shear) is controlled by a common process. This is the generation 

of localised dilatational yielded zones. These yielded zones are 

similar to those observed by· Bi'ier and wellinghoff (100) in polystyrene 

and by Klement and Giel (164) in polycarbonate,Baer et al commented 

that the site density of the yielded zones, being lower in polystyrene 

than in polycarbonate,was in agreement with the predictions of Yeh's 

(150) fringed micellar grain model of the glassy amorphous state. 

The fringed micellar grain model is a concept of the 

molecular structure which is based on experimental evidence of 

molecular order in glassy polymers (164) (165). The model differs 

from others in that it concentrates not on the regions of alignedl 

segments (grain), but on the disordered (inter-grain) regions 

interspersed between them. According to Yeh, these regions contain 
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excess free volume and therefore can be expected to act as localised 

yield nu=leation sites. Yeh calculated the free volume content of. 

the disordered regions for various glassy polymers and found a good 

correlation between excess free volume and the 'ductility' of the 

polymer. The comment made by Baer et al. (100), as to the density of 

micro-yield sites in ductile and brittle polymers, and the obser-

vation that these sites diffused and 'C?~41~sced'to give crazes, 
. '. 

supports the view that craze initiation is controlled by the inter-

grain amorphous regions. 

It is proposed here that the relaxed dilatational strain 

generates additional free volume within the inter-grain regions. 

When the free volume concentration of the inter-grain region reaches 

the level that is characteristic of the unstressed polymer in 

thermal equilibrium at Tg, dilatational yielding is initiated. The 

localised yielded zones diffuse and coelesce. to form crazes, and/or 

shear bands (macroscopic yielding). This concept requires that the 

inter-grain regions have a characteristic maximum free volume 

concentration which is less than that of the unstressed polymer at 

Tg. Furthermore, the concept requires that this maximum concentration 

is not affected (in UPVC) by changes in temperature in the range 
• 

20-3SoC, because the relaxed strain and hence the additional free 

. volume for craze init~ation is independent of temperature within 

this range. This is incompatible with classical concepts of the 

glassy amorphous state, but it is not incompatible with the con-

clusions (see Appendix IV) of the UPVC annealing programme .:._ .'I'hese 

conclusions are that in UPVC: 
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(1) Classical free volume contraction, by homogenous diffusion' 

only operates at temperatures above .4Soc 

below T~. 

(2) 'Below T2. free volume contraction proceeds'by the 

nucleation and growth of ordered regions containing only 

small amounts of free volume. 

(3) 112 can be regarded as the 'crystallite melt. temperature' 

or the rate independent thermodynamic transition 

temperature predicted by Gibbs' a~d pi Marzi6 (1,:/9) below 

which the polymer has an equilibrium configurational 

entropy of zero. 

Thus on cooling from above Tg to room temperature the free 

... 
volume in UPVC contracts homogeneously until the free volume concentration 

is such that the polymer 'feels' that it is in equilibrilL'll with T2' 

After this the free volume contraction pro'ceeds by the nucleation and 

growth of ordered regions (grains) without further change in the free 

volume concentration of the inter-grain regions. This sequence is 

demonstrated diagramatically in Figure 6.7. This'process may be aided 

by a third region between the inter-grain and grain regions which 

has an .intermediate level of molecular order (as in the fringed 

micellar model ( , 50 ». ThUS, provided the polymer is held for a 

sufficient time below T2 (ie 4SoC for UPVC), the maximum free volume 

concentration in the inter-grain regions will be independent of time 

and temperature below T2' This is compatible with the experimental 

procedures and conditions adopted in the measurement of .6. R, because 

the UPVC sheet was stored for 2 years at 200 c prior to testing and 
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POTENTV-I.L CRAZE SITE /1,,"'__-
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HOMOGENEOUS 
FREE VOLUME 
DISTRIBJTION 

~ T2 
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< T2 
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AND LOW FREE 
VOLUME 

LON G TERM <T <
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THERMAL 
EQUILIBRIUM 

WITH T2 

Fig. 6.7 Proposed sequence of free volume diffusion on cooling 
UPVC from Tg ~ Ambient. 
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the test temperature did not exceed 450 C. 

In conclusion therefore the free volume concentration 

distribution through the polymer below T2 could be as, shown 

diagramatically in Figure 6.B. The regions of maximum free volume 

are potential sites for craze initiation. 

6.5 Fatigue and the Relaxed Strain 'Criterion 

The approach to the dynamic fatigue phenomenon adopted 

in sections 5.3 and 5.4 ignores actual failure and concentrates on 

the detailed interaction between successive periods of creep and 

recovery. It was anticipated that this approach would reveal a pre-

failure fatigue criterion. 

It has'been established that for glassy amorphous polymers 

repeated ~nt~r;:;'pt'io'n of the, applied, stre~s reduces the 'isotherm~l 

fatigue lifetime' whilst for semi-crystalline polymers the lifetime 

is extended (90). Thus for glassy polymers the static fatigue 

lifetime at any stress level or amplitude generally exceeds the 

dynamic fatigue lifetime (86). For this reason glassy polymers are 

avoided in service applications involving cyclic loading. This 

h l ' t' 'on of rubber restriction is also becoming recognised in t e app 1.ca 1. 

modified glassy polymers which are 'tough' as regards resistance 

to sin:le impacts but are susceptible to failure under cyclic 

(multiple impact) load histories (133). It is perhaps relevant to 

emphasise here that rubber toughening does not increase craze 

resistance but rather the reverse. 
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The purpose of the experimental procedure as reported 

in section 5.3 was to ascertain the effect of the interruption of 

stress on the damage factor .0.Kc~1o) It is observed from 

Figures 5.11 and 5.12 that for iong rest periods b\2i.2D\s considerably 
cc 

reduced compared with 6RJ2c,). This implies that craze healing 

occurs under zero stress, which is to be expected on the basis of 

known phen~m~'nology (93) (131). The rate of craze healing increases 

with temperatur~which is also to be expected. However the effect 

of short rest periods is apparently to increase the damage factor. 

Obviously craze growth during the short period under zero stress is 

improbable but craze 'growth during the first 20 seconds of the 

second creep period is compatible with the known kinetics of crack 

growth (89). It is also compatible with Vincent's (88) interpretation 

(see section 3.3.2.) of the effect of plastic zone recovery on the 

stress concentration in advance of,:a crack' (and implicitly the inftrinsic 

stress concentration factor of a craze). The partial collapse of 

crazes during the rest period increases the stress concentration at the 

craze boundaries during the transient phase of stress re-application. 
, 

This mechanism applies after any rest period but is only predominant 

over the beneficial effects of craze healing, when the rest period 

is short - or in terms of cyclic fatigue, when the frequency is 

relatively high. On this evidence therefore it could be proposed that 

the interruption of stress accelerates the growth of crazes and that 

this is the reason for the reduction in fatigue lifetime under inter-

mittent stressing as ,compared with the lifetime under uninterrupted 

stress. It is implied therefore that craze initiation and growth are 

responsible for the fatigue failure of glassy amorphous polymers, 
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In section 5.4 the interest in a single rest period 

graduated to an interest in the interaction of a large number of 

accumulated creep and recovery cycles. It is apparent from 

Figures 5.25, 5.26, and 5.27 that the critical tensile strain for 

craze initiation (transition to positive values of ~R ) under 
RI<. 

cyclic loading is identical to that for static loading. Further-

more the stress amplitude dependency of the critical strain is also 

identical. It is therefore proposed that the rela),ed tensile strain 

criterion for craze initiation applies equally to dynamic and static 

load histories. 

The grow.th of strain amplitude under cyclic stressing 

(Figures 5.13, 5.14, and 5.15) does not exhibit any obvious discontinuity 

at the strain level for craze initiation. For sufficiently rapid craze 

growth such a discontinuity would be expected. However the cyclic stress 

histories with high ~:~R values and low 7R do exhibit a creep rate 

that is higher than the creep rate under static stress. 

An analysis (Figures 5.16-5.24) of individual cycles reveals 

that <;, major source of the additional strain is derived from the 

progressive increase in the elastic strain component. Which in turn, 

via the core stress model, suggests that the source of additional 

strain, is not viscoelastic (or thermally induced) but is the growth 

of craze damage. The phenomenon is similar to that observed by Benham 

and Hutchinson (19) for UPVC under cyclic loading. They termed the 

phenomenon ~yclic strain softening' and although no mechanism was 

found to explain it, they did establish that the cause was not thermal 

instability. Fortunately, Benham et al employed tenSion/compression 
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in addition to the tension only cycling adopted here. Under tension/ 

compression cycling the strain softening is very severe and its initiation 

is readily located by comparing the strain responses to static and cyclic 

loading. The discontinuity in fact is similar to the sudden acceleration 

of creep rate caused by solvent crazing (see Figure 5.29). The following 

observations are made concerning the initiation of cyclic strain 

softening in UPVC (19). 

i) The induction time for initiation decreases with increasing 

stress amplitude-. 

( ii) 

'-

(Hi) 

The critical tensile strain for initiation increases with 

stress amplitude, these being 1.6, 1.3 and 1.1% for stress 

amplitudes of 42, 35, and 28 MN/m2 respectively at 0.05 Hoc. • 

For cycling with a fixed strain amplitude of 1.25% cyclic 

softening is initiated after a reduction of the:modulus' 

by approximately 9%. 

The following observations are made concerning the severity of cyclic 

strain softening: 

iv) The rate of strain softening increases with frequency and 

stress amplitude. 

v) Rapid softening is not observed when the compressive stress 

amplitude is zero, ie for tension cycling only. 
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The induction time and critical strain for the initiation . 

of cyclic strain softening are influenced to a similar degree by stress 

level as is the case with the initiation of crazes. Interpolation of 

the data in Table 6.1 or Figure 6.4 give critical strains for the 

initiation of crazing of 1.3%. 1.1% and 0.9% for static stress levels 

of 42, 35, and 2B MN/m2 respectively. Although these are lower than 

the critical strains for the initiation of cyclic strain softening, 

it is reasonable to suppose that if craze growth is the cause of 

cyclic softening then craze initiation will :precede the detection 

of softening. 

The observation (iii) of cyclic strain softening under 

conditions of imposed strain amplitude can be used to check the 

validity of the 0.1% relaxed strain criterion. Equation IflJ would 

predict that for a strain amplitude of 1.25% crazing would be 

initiated when: 

O.h 

ie. after an B%· reduction of the modulgs' due to stress relaxation. 

This is sufficiently close to the 9% reduction required for the 

initiation of cyclic strain softening to suggest that both phenomena 

are controlled by the relaxed strain criterion, and indeed that 

craze growth and softeniilg are directly linked by cause and effect. 

The rate of strain softening increases with frequency and 

stress amplitude. The rate of craze growth would also increase 

with stress and decreasing rest period (increasing frequency) . 

-
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It is known that crazes recover more rapidly under axial 

compression than under zero stress (131). Thus according to Vincent 

(88) the stress concentration factor at the craze boundary will be 

.higherduring the change from compression to tension than would be 

the case for tension cycling only. The craze growth under tension/ 

compression cycling would therefore be expected ~o exceed the growth 

under tension only cycling. Thus, the comparative severity of 
, . 

cyclic strain softening under reversed tension/compression cycling (V) 

can be explained, if the phenomenon is associated with craze growth. 

It is suggested therefore that cyclic strain softening, which may be 

considered as the onset of dynamic fatigue in UPVC, is caused by 

craze initiation and growth. Furthermore it is recognised that 

prior to the initiation of crazes the material behaviour is stable 

and predictable, whilst the cyclic strain softening stage is unstable 

(non-isothermal, changing material reference state) and therefore 

cannot be relied upon to contribute significantly to the service 

lifetime. 

The flexural fatigue failure of UPVC has been studied under 

controlled load and deformation amplitude by Gotham (86). Fully 

reversed square wave flexing was used and therefore the outer fibres 

(skin) were subjected to equal periods of compression and tension. 

The following characteristics are observed: 

( vi) The fatigue lifetimes for strain amplitudes of 1.0%, 

0.8%, 0.6%, and 0.4% are 3 x 103s , 7 x 103s , 4 x 104S 

and 106S at 0.5 Hz and 20oC. 
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(vii) The static and dynamic fatigue characteristics as shown 

in Figure 2.12, coincide at high stress levels or 

amplitudes. At lower stress levels and longer fatigue 

lifetimes the characteristics diverge with dynamic 

fatigue failure occuring earlier. At the lowest stress 

amplitude investigated (14 MN/m2) the failure strain, as 

estimated from the isometric stress .v. time characteristics, 

is 0.55%. 

(viii) Dynamic Fatigue failure after extended lifetimes, ie 

under low stress or strain amplitude)is by crack propagation. 

The strain amplitude, fatigue lifetime data given in (vi) 

above y" presented graphically in Figure 6.·9·. It would be reasonable 

to suggest that if a safe strain amplitude exists that this will be 

in the region of 0.1% to 0.25%. This compares with the predicted safe 

strain amplitude of 0.1% according to the relaxed criterion for craze 

initiation. The connection between craze initiation and fatigue 

failure is further reinforced by the observation that after long 

(practical) service lifetlmes,the dynamic fatigue failure and craze 

initiation characteristics tend to superpose. For instance the 

craze initiation strain at 14 MN/m2 as estimated from Figure 6.4 is 

0.52%, which compares favourably with the apparent failure strain of . 
0.55% under cyclic stress amplitudes of 14 MN/m2• 

The correlation between craze initiation, cyclic strain 

softening, and dynamic fatigue failure, suggests that the critical 

condition for fatigue failure, whether this is in the ductile 

(softening) or brittle (crack propagation) mode is the 

initiation of crazes. 
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6.6 An Engineering Design Criterion 

The major objective of engineering design is to avoid 

failure economically. If this objective is to be achieved it is 

imperative that the cause of failure is known otherwise the design 

process will be arbitrary. The cause of failure in glassy amorphous 

polymers is known to be associated with stress and strain histo~~, 

time, temperature, chemical environment, etc., but has never been 

isolated and identified. It is perhaps surprising, as failure 

is not an exclusive response to either stress or strain,that these 

variables continue to be used as criteria in the design of load 

bearing plastics components. The adoption of these criteria must be, 

at_least partially due to the influence of traditional design practice. 

Thus rather than investigate the fundamental cause of failure in 

plastics, traditional design criteria have been accepted and gradually 

modified in an attempt to account for the established failure behaviour. 

For instance in BS 4994 (/G~ ), total stress or strain criteria are 

adopted and modified by the use of specific 'safety factors' to 

account for the effect of time, temperature, chemical environment and 

material variability. This approach ignores the interaction between 

the specific variables. Obviously, the approach could evolve to 

account for variable interaction but the result would be so far 

removed from traditional design practice, so artificial, and so 

dependent on fully simulated materials test data that an alternative 

design criterion would appear attractive. 

In anticipation of the limitations of total stress and strain 
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design criteria, the objective of this thesis has been to investigate and 

identify the fundamental cause of service failure in UPVC. The 

emphasis on service failure is made because it is recognised that there 

is a difference between the service and 'laboratory' performance of 

UPVC, and indeed of other amorphous and crystalline polymers. 

Paradoxically, in the laboratory UPVC tends to fail in the ductile 

mode, but in service,brittle failures predominatel. The reaso·ns for 

this must derive from the lack of simulation of serv~ce·conditions in 

the laboratory. For instance: 

example (1) The test duration is generally much shorter than the 

intended service lifetime. 

example (2) Following from this, the "mechanical stimulation" in 

a laboratory test is generally more severe than is 

experienced in service. 

example (3) In service the material is subjected to perturbations 

which, because of control, do not occur under test. 

Examples of this are thermally induced stresses or 

strains due to temperature fluctuation, chance impact 

loads, and surface contamination. 

example (4) Uniaxial (tensile) stresses are commonly employed in 

laboratory tests, but in service the stress distribution 

and component geometry are such ~lat multi-axial stress 

systems (e.g bi-axial tension) are commonplace. 

Examples (1), (2) and (4) above were identified in section 2.b.l. 

as having a significant effect on the so-called ductile-brittle 
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transition. Example (3) is introduced as a fundamental difference 

between test and service conditions and also to accommodate the> 

observed difference between static and dynamic fatigue failure. 

Laboratory static fatigue tests avoid perturbation and ductile 

failure is common even when the test duration is long and the 

applied stress is small (If, 7 ). At the same stress amplitude, 

dynamic fati':iue failure is brittle (8'1C ). Examples (1), (2) 

and (4) cannot account for this, but if the stress history in a 

dynamic fatigue test is considered as continual perturbation 

then>the generalisation in example (3) above is applicable. In 

general therefore, materials tests with constraints on costs and 

time cannot simulate service performance even to the extent of > 

simulating the failure mode. This severely limits the evaluation 

of any design criterion based on failure alone. The approach adopted 

here, therefore, is to consider the act of failure as the end result 

of the failure process. The initiation of the failure process and 

the fundamental cause of initiation constitutes the rational, non

arbitrary design criterion. 

Craze initiation would appear to be related to the failure 

process in glassy amorphous polymers. Evidence to support this 

connection include: 

(a) Brittle failure is inevitably preceded by craze initiation 

( 73). The inherent flaw for brittle failure has been 

identified as a craze ( ~J ). 
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(b) Mechanical instability often coincides with craze 

initiation. For ex~ple solvent induced softening 

(see section 3.4 ) and cyclic strain softening 

(see section 2.2.3.). . 

(c) The phenomenology of craze initiation and growth can 

explain the embrittlement of the polymer in service. 

For instance, with reference to examples (1)-(4) 

above: 

'. 

(1) and (2) At low stresses/strains ann therefore long 

service ~ifetimes, the craze site density is low. This 

increases the probability of brittle failure at the 

expense of ductile failure because the stress concentration 

in advance of individual crazes is increased with low site 

density (129). Those· amorphous polymers which exhibit charact-

eristically high craze site densities tend to be more 

ductile (lCC) ('S-.o). 

(3) Craze initiation is not sensitive to perturbations of 

the applied stress or. strain, but craze growth is. This 

could explain why dynamic fatigue failure tends to be 

brittle and premature compared with static fatigue. failure. 

(4) Craze initiation and growth is a dilatational process 

and for this reason biaxial and triaxial tension due to 

applied stresses and/or stress concentrations may be more 
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severe as regards embrittlement than the uniaxial 

tensile stress condition. Thus UPVC can be made to 

fail by crack propagation by notching the specimen 

( /bB ). 

Craze initiation and growth could therefore be responsible 
, 

for premature brittle. failure in service. The sensitivity of craze 

growth to perturbation suggests that this process is cornparat"ively 

unstable. Crack growth, cyclic fatigue softening, and solvent 

craze softening can all be recognised as mechanical instabilities. 

It is suggested here therefore that craze initiation coincides with 

the transition from mechanical stability to instability. The duration 

of the unstable period by its nature cannot be predicted with any 

confidence and therefore cannot be relied upon to extend the service 
< 

lifetime. The induction time for crazing can be considered therefore 

as the safe service lifetime. 

On the evidence presented in this thesis, the induction 

period for craze initiation in UPVC coincides with that required to 

generate a relaxed tensile strain of 0.1%. This value would appear 

to be independent of temperature, stress level, stress or strain 

history, and chemical environment. The 0.1% relaxed strain design 

criterion has the following advantages over total stress or to.tal 

strain criteria: 

(i) It is not arbitrary. 

(ii) It automatically includes a margin of safety which is 

based on rational considerations of stability whilst 

safety factors when designing on total stress or st~ain 

criteria must be modified for each specific application. 
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(iii~ 

M 
Uhlike failure data, which ~often erratic (possibly because 

i't include;' the unstable phas.e), the generation of a critical level 

of relaxed strain is an established continuum mechanical process. 

Unlike failure data therefore the conditions which combine to generate 

relaxed strain can be predicted with some confidence. For instance .• 

extrapolation from acceptable laboratory test periods to typical service 

lifetimes are more justified. 

The basic information for designing against brittle failure 

is creep data and an estimate of the critical relaxed strain 

The latter can be estimated using the t:. R technique adopted here and 

described in section 4.1, however this was devised as a research tool 

rather than as 'a standard materials test. It is admittedly very involved 

and requires strain measurements of very high resolution. Solvent 

crazing tests as developed by Kambour et al (135) (136) would appear 

to be a satisfactory and expedient method of estimating ( [.It) 0 t 
foWC... crl. . 

Obviously it would be necessary to ensure that the solvent plasticizing 

effect was sufficient to reduce the .Tg of the polymer to bel.ow the test 

temperature. The initiation of cyclic softening under conditions of 

reversed tension/compression cycling (19) is an alternative method of 

estimating ( tAn) 0t 
I-'C.l(... crl. . 

In combination with tensile creep data at various temperatures, 

the singular critical relaxed strain can be used to construct a critical 

surface which defines the stress, temperature and time combinations 

required to generate (Eo",,) 0 t and which essentially separates the 
f"li'A- er 1. . 

stable (safe) and unstable (unsafe) regimes. This is shown diagramatically 

in Figure 6.10. The safe design stress for any specified temperature 

and service lifetime could be pro vided by such a diagram. Alternatively 

a single nomogram might be constructed, this possibility being enhanced 
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by the evidence that, in the safe regime, the polymer is linear 

viscoelastic (30). Indeed, the transition from a linear to non-linear 

behaviour (39) for polycarbonate is apparently triggered by the 

generation of a relaxed strain of 0.35%. This may well coincide with 

craze initiation, the growth of which being responsible for the non

linearity. Linearity of response in the safe regime would be a 

considerable advantage in applying the relaxed strain criterion to 

design situation involving complex stress histories and stress 

distributions. , 

For design applications where solvent plasticization is 

involved, the relaxed strain' 'design criteria remainf. valid but only 

if the degree of solvent plasticization (i.e. the Tg depression) can 

. be predicted. Data of the type shown diagramatically in Figure' 6.'10. 

could then be employed directly. Alt;rnatively the creep character

istics of the polymer under conditions of solvent saturation could 

be used to modify the critical surface shown in Figure 6.10. It 

, 

would be necessary to ensure that solvent penetration was complete prior 

,to creep testing, which implies the use of thin specimens. 

For design applications involving intermittent stressing 

the growth of creep strain and hence the growth of relaxed strain in 

the safe regime is less than would be the case under static loading(18) 

(where static stress equals stress amplitude). Thus for any combination 

of stress and temperature the time required to generate a critical level 

of relaxed strain is greater under intermittent than under static stress. 

This is true even if the time is calculated on the basis of total time 
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under load. Empirical superposition techniques (18) could be used 

to predict creep under intermittent loading and hence to modify the 

data in 6.10. Alternatively if the material is reasonably linear, 

superposition theory can be applied. However it must be emphasised 

that under intermittent loading and for solvent attack, the in-built 

safety factor inherent in ,the relaxed strain design criterion is much 

reduced as compared with situations involving static stress and a 

passive chemical environment. This is because the unstable (90st

crazing) p~riod is dramatically shortened by dynamic stressing and 

solvent attack. Under these conditions the relaxed strain criterion 

may change from a conservative pre-failure criterion to an actual 

failure criterion. 



7 Conclusions and Suggested Further Work 

7.1 Conclusions 

1. The core stress model introduced in section 4.1 provided two main 

predictions relating to the effects of surface initiated crazing on the 

creep and recovery characteristics of a viscoelastic body. These are 

itemised as: 

(a) For craze initiation under constant tensile load the creep rate 

would increase. 

(b) On the removal of load the presence of surface crazing, if this is 

not severe, would lead to an increase in the elastic (llnrelaxed). 

component of the recovered strain and some retardation of the inelastic 

(relaxed) recovery process. For severe craze damage the elastic 

recovered strain component would be decreased and the in elastic recovery 

process considerably retarded. Severe damage is considered to have been 

incurred when the cross-section of the specimen is completely covered by 

craze damage 1. e .. the area of undamaged core is zero. 

2. The predicted increase of the elastic recovery response with. craze 

initiation is of particular interest as a potential mechanical (non

visual) method of detecting craze initiation and assessing craze growth 

because: 

(a) The elastic response is energetic and thus less sensi.tive to 

instrument friction than is the inelastic creep and recovery process. 
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~) An experimental procedure can be devised whereby the effects'of 

inter-specimen variability and temperature fluctuation can be minimised. 

In addition the procedure in effect leads to a 'magnification' of the 

craze induced elastic recovery perturbation. The core stress model in 

conjunction with classical linear viscoelasticity theory predicts that 

the strain based function 61Zc.ft (~) will exhibit a transition from 

near zero negative values to positive values on the initiation of 

crazing Where: 

The procedure thus involves the measurement of and for a 

gate input of stress ,together with the final creep strain 

3. ~QcJ24) was determined for UPVC for a range of stress histories 

~tress level and creep time) and final creep strain E. (,) at two 
c:. 

temperatures, it was observed that: 

~) With visible crazing :;.-0 

(c) The critical time (.the induction periodl- for the ( 0 ~ -t) 6. ec.~"k) 
transition increased with decreasing stress level and temperature. 

(d) The critical tensile strain for the transition increased with. 

increasing stress level and decreasing temperatures. 

(e) The critical stress, strain and time for the transition decreased 

with immersion of UPVC in a plasticizing solvent. 

~) The critical combinations of service variables which combine to 

generate the to.. e~ transition are qualitatively identical and 

quantitatively similar to those combinations which. are known to induce 

craze initiation. 
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4. The second transition (+ ~ -) in the !::.~) function was 

observed in UPVC under conditions of severe solvent stress crazing. 

This transition coincided with the extinction of the undamaged core by 

the advancing craze fronts. This is in agreement with the predictions 

of the core stress model. 

5. It is proposed therefore that the. generation of positive values of 

~~ in glassy polymers is not a reflection of non-linear continuum 
. CR. 

behaviour but rather a symptom of craze initiation and growth. If this 

interpretation is correct then it follows that a major source of the 

non-linearity exhibited by these polymers is a discontinuity which 

cannot therefore be formalized adequately by the application of continuum 

mechanics alone. Additional evidence to support this interpretation can 

be deduced from the failure of the continuum mechanics approach in 

predicting the deformation response of polymers in the non-linear region 

particularly when this involves incremental stress reductions. It has 

also been shown independently that prior to craze initiation the 

behaviour of glassy amorphous polymers tends to be linear viscoelastic. 

6. An analysis of the stress, strain, time and temperature conditions 

which combine to initiate the (0 ~ 4- ) L'lQc~ transition, and by 

implication'to initiate crazing,revealed that for UPVC the initiation 

coincided with the generation of 0.1% level of relaxed (inelastic). 

tensile strain. This relaxed strain criterion was shown to be 

independent of stress level, time, strain, and temperature oyer the 

ranges studied. 
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7. The 0.1% relaxed strain criterion was shown to be valid under 

conditions of solvent stress crazing. Application of the criterion 

to previously published solvent crazing data, collected in the 

stress relaxation mode, revealed that the relaxed strain hypothesis 

may be valid for all glassy polymers. The criterion, which for the 

relaxation mode can be formally defined as: 

where (Es)'-1" is the apparent crazing strain 

E is the relaxation modulus 

t R is the test period 

and (~)~s the critical relaxed strain for craze initiation, 

emphasises the influence of the test period tR on the value of critical 

(total) strain. If the test period is short (as is commonly the case) 

the value of (Cs 1 .. will be optimistically high and quite inadequate 

in predicting product performance. Basically the critical crazing 

strain (Es)"',tor an infinite service lifetime is always (E~)4' whether 

solvent is present or not. The effect of the solvent, or indeed an 

increase in test temperature, is to accelerate the 

and thereby decrease ( CS)<-r at any finite value of 

service lifetime .. 

, 
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8. The 0.1% relaxed strain criterion was· found to be valid under conditions 

of intermittent tensile loading. A correlation between craze initiation, 

the 0.1% relaxed strain criterion, and cyclic strain softening was observed. 

The initiation of the dynamic fatigue failure process in the absence of 

any other evidence could well be intimately connected with the initiation 

of craze damage. Cyclic strain softening and the increase in creep rate 

with solvent attack may both be regarded as mechanical instabilities which 

precede failure. 

9. The singularity of the relaxed strain criterion suggests that craze 

initiation is triggered by continuum (molecular) relaxation processes. 

Surprisingly the elastic stress, strain and strain energy have no direct 

influence on the craze initiation process although they do indirectly 

affect the induction period by their effect on the rate of accumulation 

of relaxed deformation. 

The independence of the. crazing process to elastic deformation 

is inconsistent with the traditional concepts of stress induced free 

volume. The increase in free volume as a result of uniaxial tensile 

strain has been assumed to be equal to the total (inelastic + elastic) 

volume expansion of the material. It is reasonable, however, to suppose 

that the volume increase associated with elastic dilatation increases 

the occupied volume in pre~erence to. the free volume. 

If this is correct then the classical free volume yield model 

could be modified to predict dilatational yielding at a critical level 

of relaxed strain induced free volume. It follows therefore that if 

yielding is in response to relaxed defonnation then localised pre-craze 
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yielding could be initiated at a critical level of relaxed dilatational 

strain. Under uniaxial tensile stress this would lead to an apparent 

critical relaxed tensile strain for craze initiation. 

(10) The independence and singularity of the critical relaxed strain 

criterion with temperature indicates that the localised free volume 

has a characteristic maximum. This is not inconsistent with the fringed 

micellar grain model and the concept of the zero configurational entropy 

of the glassy state. A molecular model is proposed which explains the 
.<t, 

mechanism of the formation of free volume maxima wi th ~ uniform free 

volume content . 

11. The relaxed strain criterion for craze initiation is a IC.ational 

design ·criterion if crazing is the primary cause of brittle failure 

in service. The long term ductile brittle transition under static load 

and its acceleration under conditions of intermittent loading can be 

accounted for in terms of craze initiation and growth. The effect of 

molecular orientation and solvent attack on service failures can also 

be rationalised in terms of craze nucleation and growth. It is 

proposed therefore that by limiting the relaxed strain in service to 

below a critical level 'this will reduce or eliminate the probability of. 

brittle failure. 

7.2 Suggestions for further work 

·It is appreciated that this thesis includes several propositions 

that are contenti,ous,particularly where these invite a revision of long 

established concepts. However it is hoped that even the most conservative 

research worker in this and related fields will in future be persuaded by 

the evidence presented here to separate the elastic and inelastic deform-

ation and to test the relaxed strain hypothesis. This simple separation, 

and awareness of the potential importance of relaxed strain, has recently 
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proved valuable in the analysis of tensile yield behaviour (13) (55). 

In addition to this 'ad hoc' activity, the following specific research 

,topics are suggested: 

, 
1. Solvent'Crazing 

The critical crazing strain of glassy polymers under conditions 

of pre-equilibriated solvent plasticization, with particular emphasis 

on the effect of test duration, is a convenient and suitably severe 

test method for checking the relaxed strain hypothesis and for providing 

an estimate of the critical relaxed strain. 

2. Molecular Orientation and Craze Initiation 

Although molecular orientation cannot be precisely quantified? 

it can be reproduced. It is known qualitatively that parallel to the 

direction of orientation the craze resistance is increased and the 

creep compliance is decreased. Tensile creep studies in parallel with 

craze initiation tests would reveal whether the relaxed strain criterion 

is applicable to oriented materials. 

It is also of interest to investigate the effect of annealing 

oriented materials on craze resistance. Conceptually the annealing 

process transforms elastic processed-in strain to inelastic relaxed 

strain and may therefore lead to a reduction of craze resistance. It 

is known for example that annealing polycarbonate reduces the brittle 

strength '(151). 

3. Fundamental yield studies 

The macroscopic yield and crazing processes may have a COmmon origin 

in the initiation of microscopic yielded zones. These zones can be 

detected using electron microscopy with the specimen in a straining jig. 
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It is of considerable interest to study the nucleation and diffusion 

characteristics of these zones to establish: 

(a) The nucleation criterion - is this based on relaxed strain? 

(b) And the criteria (nucleation density, diffusion rates, zone inter~ction 

mechanics etc) which determine.the mode of yielding i.e. normal (crazing) 

or shear. 

4. Thermodynamics·of the·Glassy State 

The stress dependence of Tg has been studied previously but without 

reference to deformation and time. A separation of the effects of elastic 

and inelastic dilatational strain (increase and decrease) would reveal 

whether the modified free volume model (relaxed strain sensitive)' is valid. 

5. Craze Initiation·underMultiaxial·Stress 

" With unaxial tensile testing only, it is not possible to delineate 
k 

the effects of tensile and dilatational deformation. The criterion for 

craze initiation in UPVC could therefore be either:dilatational or tensile 

relaxed strain. A study of craze initiation under biaxial tension would 

reveal the generalized criterion. 
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# -, APPENDIX J 
• 

PATENT SPECIFICATION (11) 1388108 
(21) Application No. 61834/70 (22) Filed 30 Dec. 1970 
'(23) Complete Specification filed 29 March 1972 _ 
(44) Complete Specification published 19 March 1975 
(SI) INT CL' GOIn 5/30 11/16 
(52) Index at acceptance 

GIA 205 207 211 212 21X 21Y 247 248 269 307 357 358 
369 401 407 409 426 428 42X 42Y 436 438 43X 
43Y 447 448 457 458 461 463 464 46Y 473 482 
489 548 549 558 559' 578 579 582 589 58Y 675 
702 70X 70Y 750 780 

GIS 10 IF .l 
(72) Inventor DAVID CHARLES WRIGHT 

(54) IMPRO-VEMENTS IN AND RELATING TO 
EXTENSOMETERS 

(71) We, RUBBER AND PLASTICS 
RESEARCH ASSOCIATION OF GREAT 
BRITAIN, a British Company, of Shawbury, 
Shrewsbury, Shropshire, do hereby declare 

5 the invention, for which wc pray that patent 
may be granted to us, and the method. by 

-. - which it is to be performed, to be particularly 
described in lIJld by the following 
statement: -

10 The present invention relates to exten~o-
meters, that is, to instruments for measuring 
strains in specimens of a material under test. 

An object of ihe present invention is to 
provide an apparatus for determining the 

15 deformation properties of - rigid materials, 
such as thermoplastics materials,. and 
cspecialIy the deformation properties of solid 
materials having non~lincar visco-elastic 
properties. _ 

20 According to the present invention, - an 
extcnsometer comprises two pairs of elongate_. 
bars which are adapted .to be symmetrically 
mounted on either side respectively of a 
specimen under test, each bar in a pair in~ 

25 c1uding a first portion, the first portions of 
the bars in the pair being mutually parallel 
and co-planar, a second portion which lies 
parallel to and laterally spaced from the first 
portion of the other bar in that pair, said 

30 second portions of the bars in the pair also 
being mutually parallel and co-planar, and 
an intermediate cross-over portion connecting 
said first and second portions of the bar, the 
first and second portions of all four bars 

35 being co-planar, a respective roller bearing 
located between and spacing apart said first 
and second portions of the bars in each pair, 
a respective pointer means located adjacent 
the free end of each of said first portions of 

40 sald bars for engaging the specimen whereby 
the two pointer means on the bars in each 
pair define therebetween a respective gauge 
length on the specimen, a clamping means 
adapted to hold together said two pairs of 

[Price JJp) 

bars with the specimen. therebetween 'while 
allowing only rcIative longitudinal displace
ment between the two bars in each pair,. at . 
least onc pair of _ diffraction gratings carried 
by rcspective bars of at least one of said 
pairs of bars with their grating lines mutually 
inclined, an optical system which includes a 
light source arranged ,{or dirccting a beam 
of light through said gratings whereby to 
generate a Moire fringe pattern, and a photo
electric light detector arranged to receive at 
least a part of said fringe pattern, the arrange
ment being such that tbe positions of the 
light source and .light detector means are 
independent of displacement of the bars due 
to specimen strain. 

By this arrangement, when a specimen is 
engaged by the Fointers aru the gauge length 
is m~reased or decreased due to the subjec
tion of the specimen to a tensile or com
pressive load r.espectively, the fringes in said 
pattern arc displaced by an amount propor
tional to the change in the gauge length. The 
photoelectric light detector, preferably a 
photodiode, is thus successively subjected to 
a plurality of light and dark bands whicb 
results in a plurality of electrical pulses pro
portional in number to the change in the 
gauge length. These pulses can be recorded 
automatically, for example on a cbart 
recorder or event timer. 

The invention will be further described, 
by way of example, \Yith reference to the 
drawings accompanying the Provisional 
Specification. in which:-

Figure 1 is an end elevation of part of 
one embodiment of an cxtcnsometer con

. structed in accordance with the present in
vention, mounted on a specimen under tcst; 

Figure 2 is a side elevation of the extenso
meter of Figure I; and to the accompanying 
Figure 3 which is a diagrammatic side eleva
tion of an extensometer in accQrdan~ with 
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I . I \"1,,',-', • Innd "1111 he fnmr;miltcd to the 6S the im'cnt,,'n ilh,:-tl<'tling \ It! opttn\ ~y~I .. 'm '- .. 
, bi'l'dllll'lI, t~ ;:1,' ;:)":;~:;~! .. :~:. The vCrlicLtI !;pacing between the upper 

...... ,. ··xt··\h\.'lll ... ·t .... r ()f Figures 1 and 2 COIU- and lower pointers provides a gauge length. 
;':i;<'~ ;\\',; ;,airs of parallel bars ma,' lOb, In fact, there arc effectively two "gauge 

5 l:a. l~l>, the bars lOa, lOb having respective lengths", onc between the pointers 24 and 70 
,,,,mr;!l steppcd portions 14 and the bars 12a, 21t on onc side of the specimen and another 
I:b having. respective central stepped between the pointers 26 and 30 on the other 
portions 16. In addition, the bars 12a, 12b side of the specimen. It will be observed that 
arc also provided with respective, laterally any change in the first menti?ned gaull.e 

10 offset portions 18, 20 which include the length will result in a change In the logl- 75 
steppe)! portions 16, As can be seen most tudinal spacing of the two bars lOa, 12a and 
clearly in Figure 2, the portions 18, 20 ~re any change in the. second gauge .length 'YIll 
offset in differcn, directions so that the portIOn result in a change III the longltudmal spacmg 
18 lies in a pbne rearwardly of 'the bars of the two bars lOb, 12b. Clearly, when the 

15 lOa lOb and the portion 20 lies in a plane specimen is subjected to' a simple tensile 80 
in f'ront of the bars lOa, lOb. In this manner,. load, the changes in the two gauge lengths 
the cnd portions of all four bars lOa, lOb, will be substantially the same. 
IZa, IZb can lie in a single plane although Such changes in the gauge length arc 
the bars in each pair (lOa, 12a, lOb, lZb) are detected by means of an optical system 

2q crossed at their central regions so that, at utilising the moire fringe effect. When two 85 
onc end of each pair, the bars lOa, lOb lie identical transmission or diffraction gratings, 
outside the bars 12a, 12b, but at, the other each having alternate opaque and transparent 
cnd of the pairs, the positions arc r<;'ICrsed. elements of equal width, are plac~d ~ace to 

A respective miniature roller bearing 22 face with their rulings relattvely Inchned at 
25 is located between each pair of adjacent cnd a small angle and viewed against a bright 90 

portions of the bars lOa, lOb, 12a, 12b so background, a pattern of interference fringes 
that the bars in each pair arc capable of of varying light intensity is observed. These 
relative longitudinal displacement.' Each fringes arc known as moire fringes .. If two 
miniature roUer bearing is fianged by spring such diffraction gratings are constramed to 

30. loaded washers 23 at each end of that bear- .move rdative to each other in a direction 95 
ing so that the bars arc constrai~ed to move perpendicular yet coplanar with the rulings, 
in a single plane by preventmg relatIve then the moire fringes WIll appear ,to move 
rotation thereof. Each of the bars lOa, lOb" , in a direction perpendicular to their length. 
12a and 12b carries an inwardly directed The apparent movement of the moire frin!,es 

35 Doi~ter at that one of its cnd portions which is proportional to the movement of the grattng lOO 
lies inwardly of an cnd portion of an adjacent and can be used to measure this latter move-
onc of the bars. Thus, the upper ends of the ment. 
bars lZa, 12b as viewed in Figure I, carry In the extensometer of Figures 1 and 2, 
pointers 24, 26 and the lower ends' of the associated with the pair of bars lOa, 12., is 

40.,. bars lOa, lOb carry pointers 28, 30. The bars a pair of gratings 44a, 46a, and assoc!ated 105 
lOa lOb, 12a, 12b are mounted on a verti- with the pair of bars lOb, 12b, IS a patr of 
callY disposed specimen 32 under test with gratings 44b, 46b. The gratlllgs ,44a , and, ___ _ 
the specimen engaged by the pointers 24, 26, 44b arc rigidly fixed to the bars lZa,. 12b 
28 and 30. The bars are held in this position respectively and serve as refe~ence gra~mgs. 

45. by means of two pairs of clamping arrange- The gratings 46a, 46b servlllg as mdex 110' 
ments located adjacent the upper and lower gratings, arc carried by respective supports 
ends of the bars respectively. Each clamping 50a SOb which arc rotatably mounted on the 
arrangement comprises a pair of generally bar~ lOa, lOb, whereby the gratings 46a, 46b 
rhomboidal spring strips 34 attached to the are rotatable in their own planes. The relatIve 

50, outer ones of the bars lOa, lOb, 12a 12b and alignment of the pairs of gr,atings 44a, 46a 115 
interconnected at their projecting ends by and 44b, 46b can thus be set so that the lmes 
means of tie-bars 36. A knurled knob 38 is on the rotatable grating in each pair are at 
provided on one screw-threaded end of each a sinall angle to those of the fixed grating in 
tie-bar 36 to enable 'the spring force holding that pair. 

55 the bars together to be adjusted, the spring Attached to each of the bars lOa, JOb by 120 
strips being shaped and located such that supports 52 is a respective mirror 54, only 
the lines of action of the rollers and the one of which is shown in Figure 2, the mirrors 
pointers at the two ends of the bars arc sub- 54 being pivotably carried by the supports 
stantially coincident. 52 so that their angular position relative to _ 

60 The specimen 32 is provided with the gratings can be adjusted. Also attached 125 
apertures 40, 42 at its two ends \;hereby onc to each of the bars lOa, lOb· is a respective 
cnd of the specimen 32 can -be attached to reflective prism 56 arranged to direct a light 
a rigidly fixed mem~er-while the other end beam applied thereto, in a vertically upward 

, C~().a·'movable member through direction from a respective light source (not 

----
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sbown), through the gratings and onto the 
mirrors 54. A respective photo-elcctric light 
detector comprising :m arrangement of photo
diodes (not shown) is located beneath each 

S of the mirrors 54 at the bottom of a vertical 
tube so as to be capable of receiving at least 
a part of the reflected light beam from its 
associated mirror. Each photodiode arrange
ment is connected to an amplifyirry circuit 

10 and thence to a recording device such as a 
dlart rccor:cicr, an event timer, or. a digital 
counter. 

The operation of the optical system can be 
understood more clearly by reference to 

15 Figure 3 which shows diagrammatically the 
arrangement of onc half the extensometer of 
Figures 1 and 2. Thus, Figure 3 shows the 
bars lOb, l2b having the index and reference 
gratings 44b, 46b mounted thereon respec-

20 tively. The bor lOb also carries a mirror 54 
and a reflective prism 56. A light beam, 
indicated by the dotted line 60 is generated 
by a light source 62 and directed onto the 
prism 56 via a collimating lens 64 and further 

25 reflective prism 66, referenced to a fixed 
supporting structure. 70. The gratings' 44b, 
46b are mounted so that they are separated 
by a gap D of about 0.003 inches. 

When the light beam passes through the 
30 two gratings several distinct bands of fringes 

correspond iog to the zero, 1 st, 2nd, .. , etc. 
order fringe pat'tcrns acc generated and "seen" 
by the mirror. The tube 67 having an ar;ange
ment of photodiodes 67 at the bottom thereof, 

35 is located on the fixed support 70 so as to 
receive the 1st order fringe pattern reflected 
by the mirror 54. This pattern comprises a 
series Qf light and dark bands. It can be seen 
th2t when the bars lOb, ·12b are now moved 

40 longitudin21ly in the directions of the arrows 
. 72, 74 respectively by virtue of an increase 

in the specimen length, and hence in the 
gauge length, the light and dark bands will. 
move in direct relation to the movement of 

45 the bars. 
It is to be noted that the prism 66 is 

referenced to the fixed supporting structure 
70, whilst the prism 56 is referred to the 
moving carriage essentially comprising the 

50 bars lOa, lOb,' 12a, 12b. Provided that the 
_ arrangement of photodiodes 68 is approxi

mately vertically below the mirror 54, the 
axis of the optical system will ah~ays pass 
down 'the [,lbe 67 irrespective 'of movement 

55 of the carriage members due to strain dis
placements. By .. this arrangement, the light. 
source and the photo-elcctric light detector 

~o "not have to be carried by the moving 
carriage members so that the positions of the 

60 light source and light detector are substan
tially independent of specimen strain. This 
has the advantages that the carriage can be 
ligbt and there is no possibility of constraint 
being made pn the movement of the carriage 

by the output !cads of, for example, the 65 
photodiode arrangement 68. Furthermore, 
only small area gratings arc required since 
only relative grating movement in the direc-
tion of strain need be considered. 

Pulses are generated by the light detector 70 
as each light band passes, the pulses being 
either recorded on the chart or counted by 
a counter. The number of pulses recorded 
is directly proportional to the increase in the 
gauge length i.e. to the extension undergone 75 
by the specimen, the constant of propor
tionality being detennined solely by the line 
spacing on the gratings which is the same, 
accurately known amount for each grating. 
Thus, the instrument provides an "absolute" 80 
reading and no calibration is required. 

All the parts of the instrument attached to 
the specimen are preferabl1Q constructed of 
ground flat stock steel so that high machining 
accuracy and dimensional stability can be 85 
attained. By providing an optical system on 
both sides of the specimen, differences in the 
strain experienced by each side of the speci-
men can be detected and an average strain 
calculated. However, only one pair of gratings 90 
may be provided if it is assumed that the 

. aforementioned difference in strain on the 
two sides of the specimen is not significant. 

In one embodiment, the arrangement of 
photodiodes can comprise two photodiodes 95 
c01'1'nected in parallel at the bottom of the 
tube 67 and in opposition. The photodiodes 
arc disposed such that when onc i~ in a light 
field of other is in a dark field. This. has-~·---
the advantage of elimhlating the effect of a 100 
changing background. light level. Further-
marc, the effective contrast is doubled. 

In a further <'tTIbodimen? two or more 
photodiodes are provided in the tube 67 and 
coupled to a logic circuit adapted to indicate 105 
whether the gauge length is increasing or 
decreasing. 

Conveniently the grating pitch is about 
0.004 m.m. 

Although the extensometer described above 110 
is for measuring extensions brought about in 
the specimen by tensile loads. with minor 

. alterations, it could also be used for measuring 
contractions in length brought about by 
applying a compressive load to the specimen. 115 
It can also be used for retraction measure-
ment (recovery) when a tensile load has been 
removed. 

The above described extensometer has the 
advantages that it provides an absolute read- 120 
ing and can be light in weight (e.g. 100 
grams). The long term signal stability is good 
because the output is inherently digital. Large 
displaeements can' be measured without loss 
of insensitivity. If increments of strain are 125 
recorded as a function of time a convenient. 
format is provided for the automatic record-
ing of long term creep and recovery. 
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WHAT WE CLAIM IS:-
1. An extenso meter comprising two pairs 

of elongate bars which arc adapted to be 
symm,ctrically mounted on either side rcspcc-

S rively of a specimen under test, each bar in 
a pair including a first portion, the first 
portions of the bars in the pair being mutually 
parallel and co-planar, a second portion which 
lies parallel to and laterally spaced from the 

10 first portion of the other bar in thar pair, 
said second portions of the bars in the pair 
also boing mutllally parallel and co-planar, 
and ~m intermediate cross-over portion con
necting said first and second portions of the 

15 bar, the first and second portions of all four 
bars being co-planar, a respective roller bear
ing located between and spacing apart said. 
first second portions of the bars in each pair, 
a respective pointer means located adjacent 

20 the free end of each of said first portions of 
said bars for engaging the specimen whereby 
the two pointer means on the bars in each 
pair define therebetween a re$pcctivc gauge 
length on the specimen, a clamping means 

25 adapted to hold together said two pairs of 
bars with the specimen therebetween while 
allowing only relative longitudinal displace
ment between the (WO bars in each pair, at 
least onc pair of difIraction gratings carried 

30 by respective bars of at least onc of said pairs 
of bars with ·their grating lines mutually in
clined, an optical system which includes a 
light source arranged for directing a beam 
of light through said gratings whereby to 

35 generate 3. l\loirc fringe pattern, and a photo
electric light detector arranged to receive at 
least a port of said fringe pattern, the arrange
ment being such tha~ the positions of the 
light source and light 'detector means are in-

40 dependent of displacement of the bars due 
to specimen strain. 

2. An extensometer as claimed in Cairn 
1 in which one of said roller bearings is 
respectively located in the region of each of 

45 said four pointer means and said clamping 
means comprises a pair of spring-loaded 
clamping devices, the elamping forces applied 
by onc of said spring-loaded clanlping devices 
being arranged to pass substantially through 

50 the line for action of two of said pointer means 
and the roller bearings adjacent thereto, and 
the other· of said pair, through the line of 
action of the other two pointer means and 
the r01ler bearings adjaceilt thereto, 

55 respectively. . 
3. An extensometer as claimed in Claim 

2 in which said spring-loaded clamping 

spring strips, onc pair of opposite corners of 
each spring strip being attach~d tothe.second 
portion of a bar of on~ of said palrs :1O~ ~hc 
other pair of oppOS1ts: corners· receIvmg 
respective clamping screws extending from 
corresponding corners of the other spring 
plate in the pair which is attached to the 
second portion of a bar in the other of said 
pairs of bars. 

4. An· extensometer as claimed in any of 
Claims 1 to 3 in which said optiCal system 
further includcs a first prism rigidly ftxed 
to a reference surface, a· second prism 
attached to one of said bars and arranged to 
direct a light beam, received from said light 
source by way of the first prism, through 
said pair of diffraction gratings, said one bar 
also carrying a mirror for directing part of 
the light emanating from the gratings to said 
light detector. . 

5. An extensometer as claimed in Cairn 1, 
2, 3 or 4 which is adapted to be mounted on 
a vertically oriented, elongate specimen with 
the two pointers associated with each pair 
of bars located one above the other to define 
two said gauge lengths on the specimen. 

6. An extensometer as claimed in any of 
Claims 1 to 5 in which the two pairs· of bars 
on opposite sides of the specimen each have 
a pair of diffraction gratings mounted thereon 
whereby the strain on both sides of the speci
men can be monitored. 

7. An extensometer as claimed in . any'" 
Cairns 1 to 6 in which one of the diffraction 
gratings in the, or each, pair of gratings is 
rigidly fixed to its supporting bar, whereas 
the other grating in the pair is angularly 
adjustable relative to its supporting bar and 
about an axis perpendicular to its plane. 

S. An extensometer as claimed in any 
previous claim in which the photo-electric 
light detector is connected to a counter or 
chart recorder whereby the . number of 
electrical pulses generated thereby can be 
recorded. 

9. An extensomcter constructed, arranged 
and adapted to operate substantially as here
inbcforc particularly described with· reference 
to and as illustrated in Figures 1 and 2 of 
the drawings accompanying the Provisional 
Specification and in Figure 3 of the accom
panying drawings. 

W. P. THOMPSON & CO. 
12, Church Street, 
Liverpool, Ll 3AB 

Chartered Patent Agents. 
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SPECIFICATION 

Extensometry 

Strain sensitivity: 

Gauge Length: 

Diffraction Grating Pitch: 

Total weight of extensometer: 

Maximum Measurable Strain: 

Specimen Dimensions: 

Recording Equipment 

Reading Head: 

Output: 

Readout: 

0.0025% 
(Class A sensitivity-BS 4618) 

80mm 

0.004 mm 

100 grms approx. 

10% 

130mm x 5mm x 3.3mm (nominal) 

4-M S 9 A Silicon Photo-diodes feeding 
2· d .c. operational amp I ifiers with 
variable gain, hysteresis and balance. 

10V square pulse per 0.005% strain 
increment. 

Bi-directional digital counter. 

Stabilised Power Supplies are used for the amplifiers and a 6 Volt Power 
supply for the Light Source: 

N.B. If more than one machine is used a date/time event recorder and logic 
unit system may prove economical. Flexibility in this respect is provided to 
satisfy customer's requirements. 

General 

Maximum Specimen Load: 

Lever Arm Ratio: 

AI ignment System Preload: 

Restoring Force at 1 % Strain: 

Hydro-Pneumatic loading actuator. 

Services 

Mains supply: 

Air supply: 

Laboratory Requirements 

1.2 kN 

5: 1 

5N 

5N 

230/250V 50 Hz 

80-100 p.s.i. 

Constant Temperature and Humidity Control. 
Heavy Table .. 

Dimensions of Instrument 

Height: 

Base: 

Weight: 

Code 75 - 4/72 

600mm 

350mm x 350mm 

15 kg. approx. 

Hampden reserve the right to modify this specification in part of 
in whole as new techniques become available. 
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APPENDIX ill 

Operating Instructions for the Hampden Creep Tester. 

General Requirements. 

The most demanding requirement of the setting-up procedure is that 
of optimising the Optical system. The optical sequence is light source, 
lens, large mirror, prism, index grating, reference grating, small mirror 
and photo-diodes. Apart from the reference grating and the lens all the 
optical parts are adjustable by ,rotation. 

As the light is transmitted through the grating pair, this being achieVed 
by adjusting the large mirror, a defraction pattern consisting of a central 
(yellow) image of the source and multiple multi-coloured defraction images 
on either side. With the small mirror elevated and a white screen placed 
about 20 cms. from the extensometer, these defraction images can be readily 
observed, particularly.if the ambient light level is low. 

Normally the best condition is obtained with the filament horizontal 
elthough under certain circumstances individual machines may operate more 
successfully with i'ilament vertical. (Note I The light filament will normaU; 
be in the horizontal position on receiving the tester. The i'ollowing 
instructions are·for setting the tester up with the i'ilament in the 
horizontal position. Vertical position settings are the soma but a much 
narrower pattern will be observed). 

Unless the angle between the grating lines on the index and reference 
gratings is very smal.l, the Moire fringes will not be visible. The main 
target of the setting up process then is to achieve at the photo-diode 
assembly high contrast fringes in the brighter, lower First order defraction 
image. The photo-diodes should straddle the visible red and infra-red 
regions of the image. 

3.2. Detailed Setting Up Procedure. 

Attachment of Extensometer to Specimen. 

Fig. 1 & 2 shows the arrangement of the extensometer with respect to the 
specimen. It is eseential that the extensometer knife edges are opposed 
in pairs symmetrically about the mid-point of the specimen, this can be 
achieved with the help of a jig (which can be purchased on request from 
Hampden Test Equipment) which pre-sets the gauge length (distance between 
knife edges) at 80 mm. Operating instructions for the jig are given in 
Appendix 1. 

The tensioning rods shown in Fig. 1 (4) need only be adjusted if unusually 
wide or narrow specimens are used. (Normal specimen width is .3 mm.). 

Insertion of Specimen into Machine. 

After attaching the roller bearing pairs and spigots to the ends of the 
specimen, the low pair (furthest from the grating pair) is inserted into 
the lower machine based hook, such that the grating pair is i'urthest away 
from the body of the machine (Fig.l.) The upper hook is lowered by 
depressing the cantilever alignment mechanism until specimen can be slotted 
into this hook. The specimen should now have a slight tensile pre-load 
applied to it. If' it has not then move the balance weight on the lever 
arm until a slight tensile load is applied. 
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Adjustment of the Optical System. 

Switch on the mains switch on the electronic console. 
Place white screen about 20 cms. from the extensometer on the photo-diode tunnel 
side. Rotate the'large mirror until a light pa~tern is observed. Obtain the 
brightest and clearest pattern possible. 

To set up the Moire' fringes viewed through the gratings (Fig. 1.9.) use a pin 
and insert in the small pin hole (Fig. ? .12) at the side of the index grating 
yoke (Fig. 1.5.) Bring the gratings to the correct position by moving the 
index grating yoke VERY VERY SLO'~Y and the pattern as shown in Fig. 3 should 
be observed. The correct pattern is 'C'. The sequence A to G below shows the 
patterns obtained by rotating the index grating. 

A B C D E F 

Fig. 3. 

G 

Now make sure the Hydraulic Ram is retracted by switching to UP on the hydraulic 
unit. If the lever arm is gently moved, the Moire' fringes can now be observed 
easily. Now adjust the small mirror. (Fig. 2.6B). (Note the small screw at the 
base of the arm (Fig. 2.6A) may have to be tightened periodically), until a bright 
rainbow pattern is Observed, then adjust to bring it to the ~hoto-diode tunnel 
(Fig. 2.13). Now line up the pattern by the prism (Fig.2.11) until the light is 
central down the photo-diode' tunnel. Move the small mirror very slightly until 
the green and violet pattern sho>1o on the photo-diodes. Turn photo-diode tunnel 
round until the diodes are facing across the pattern (See Fig.4). 

Photo-diode 
Tunnel 

\ 

[]~[}--"."" .. ", 

Fig. 4. 

OPTIMISATION USING ~~ OSCILLOSCOPE. 

First ensure gain controls of both amplifiers are fully clock-wise, and both 
hysteresis controls are fully anti-clockwise. 

Set both gain controls i anti-clockwise. 
,Set both hysteresis controls t clockwise. 
Set both Balance Controls to mid-position. 
An oscilloscope is required with both X and Y amplifiers. 
D.C. coupled. The two monitor I's are connected to the X 

These must both be 
and Y inputs. 

a) Set scope to time base 0 EXT X.X and Y sensitivity c .1 volt/cm. 
Set both the Avant amplifiers to high band pass. 

b) Move lever arm up and down and observe the signal on the scope. 
This will probably be a small circle or ellipse; 

c) Adjust the small mirror and large mirror alternatively, whilst moving the 
lever arm up and down until the maximum signal is obtained. 

s 



., 

OPTIMISATION USING AN OSCILLOSCOPE continued. 

d) Rotate the photo-diode assembly until the signal is a circle or an 
ellipse with major and mirror axis approximately orthogonal with the 
X and Y directions. 

e) Connect the MON 1 of one amplifier to the X plates and the MON 2 of 
the same amplifier to the Y plates. Reduce the Y sensitivity to lOV/cm. 
The BALANCE, GAIN and HYSTERESIS controls must now be used to obtain the 
signSJ. patterns shown in Fig. 5. 
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APPENDIX 2 includes various possible signals. 

e) Connect the Monitor one of one amplifier to the X plates and Monitor 2 
of the same amplifier to the Y plates. Reduce the Y nansitivity to 10 V 
per cm. The' balance, gain and hysteresis cont rol s must no" be used to 
obtain the signal pattern shown in Fig.5. It is. important that the 
hysteresis 'window' is operative between! and i of the amplitude of the 
signal and central with it. Also the noise on the signal must be less 
than half the width of the window. APPENDIX 3. 

\ ~ \\ 
Spot Size 

Fig.5 

Fig.5. Acceptible oscilloscope patterns for Mon I, Mon 2, inputs. 

INCLUDES VARIOUS POSSIBLE SIGNALS • 

(f) Repeat (d) on the second amplifier. 

(g) Set the counter to zerO. Up and do,m movement will give a return 
to zero. Negative counts will signify creep and positive counts recovery 
or visa versa ; this will depend on how the instrumentation has been set-up. 
Establish at this stage the meaning of·+ time and negative readings. 

3. Loading Procedure. 

The restrictor valves in the pneumatic/hydraulic pack vary the rate 
of load removal or application independently with rubber inserted between 
the ram bearing and lever arm the loading period should only take about 
1 second. 

liith the pneumatic switch in the UN-load position put appropriate 
weights on the weight pan. Set counter to zero and load the machine 
with the pneumatic s"itch. Each count is equivalent to a strain of 0.000025. 
After the count rate has slowed sufficiently the low band pass switch 
can be used - this eliminating much of the noise, and also the effect of 
any fast stray transients. Before the removal of load this must ba 
switched back to high bond pass. 

.., .... ;.,-
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Appendix 1 • 

. Extenoometer Jig. 
I 

This jig centralizes the extensometer about the mid-point of the speci~en' 
and also pre-sets the gauge length to 80 mm. If the operation is carried out 
carefully the gratings should remain at the correct angle and reduce the setting 
up time for the optical system. 

Remove the roller bearings and spigots from the used specimen. Close up 
the jig. Insert the specimen and extensometer into the jig. Open the jig and 
remove the specimen. Adjust the extensometer knife edges until in contact with 
the gauge length templates. After measuring the cross-sectional area of the 
unused specimen insert this centrally with respect to the extensometer ~~th the 
aid of the spigots provided and close the jig. After removal some adjustment 
may be required to centralize on the axis of the specimen. 
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A ppendix H. 

Some Monitor l/Monitor 1 Signal patt~rns. 

Lever anD moved uP/down 

) 

Adjust the amplifier balance control 
(on amplifier connected to the Y plates) 

) . 
Ditto •••••••••••••••••••• X plates. 

) Signal to noise ratio too 10 .. 
readjust optical system 

~ignal strength sufficient but 
readjustment of photo-diode 
assembly is required 

O.K. 

O.K. 

---- ---- -- ----
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o Spot b 

Spot c 

fZI Spot d 

~ Spot e 

1m3 Spot t 
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APPENDIX Ill. 

Some Monitor 1/ Monitor 2 Signal Patferns. 

Lever ann moved up/dawn 

10 Move balance until changes in 
level is observed. 

Il. Centralize with the blilance control and 
increase hysteresis or reduce gain 

e. Decrease hysteresis or increase gain 

d. Correct shape but noise level max. hysteresis 
level. Original Monitor /l/Monitor/l 
signal not sufficient. 

e. O.eK • .... 

a 

Spot 

11 
b Spot 

s 

c 

d 
Spot 

e 
Spot 
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APPENDIX IV 

Iymer Physics 

~nomalous Post-Annealing Creep 
tesponse of UPVC and PMMA 
:::. Wright 

MMARY 
f 20 C creep compliance of UPVC is temporarily increased 
Driar annealing at temperatures above -45 C and below Tg. 
s effect increases with decreasing annealing time. Similar 
IBviour is observed with PMMA which suggest that this may 
a general phenomenom shared by polymers in the 'glassy 
orphous state', The temporary, and therefore unstable nature 
~he annealed state is inappropriate tor a test specimen, par
I/arly for tests of long duration. It is suggested that volume 
Ixation in UPVC below 45 C proceeds by short-range 
Jaration into regions of molecular order and disorder, This 
le is rapidly disrupted at temperatures above 45 C. 

'RODUCTION 
Hmal conditioning prior to property evaluation is a 
oured method of minimising batch-batch variability, A 
ltively severe and recent thermal conditioning treatment 
Iposedly erases the influence of the (often unknown) 
vious thermal histori This provides an easily ac-
• sible materials reference state which however, is 
lost certainly arbitrary, The reference state in addition 
y be only a transient one and therefore not stable over 
period of test. An arbitrary unstable reference state is 

Ocularly inappropria te for creep testing, where long test 
ations are common and creep data are aften intended 
use in design calcuta tions, 

\ccording to classical concepts of the' glassy amor
IUS state, a polymer at any temperature below its glass 
"Isition temperature (Ig) undergoes volume relaxation 
nsilication), The rate of this relaxation at temperatures 
below Tg is so small that for normal periods of ob

vation the state is apparently stable, At temperatures 
t approach Tg the rate of volume relaxation will be in
ased resulting in a detectable change in the density and 
perties of the polymer, 
letting (1) investigated the effect on the tensile modulus 
UPVC after annealing for various periods at a tem
ature of (Tg-17 C). The modulus (25 C) at low strain 
es increased substantially with annealing time, At high 
3.in rates the modulus was not significantly affected, 
tz and McKinney (2) employed a similar heat treatment 
UPVC and attributed the observed increase in ~ the pre
ss transition endotherm to an increase in crystallinity, 
rs (3) attributed a similar effect to a decrease in free 
ume, These observations are compatible with classical 
)ectations, Volume relaxation involves an increase in 
lecular order; this decreases molecular mobility' and 
refore increases the long term (Iow strain rate) modulus, 
~ high strain rate modulus is not primarily dependent on 
lecular mobility and is 'therefore not sensitive to an
lling, 
'urner (4) investigated the effect of pre-conditioning 
iod at 60 C on the creep response' of UPVC at 60 C. It 
s reported that the time dependent creep compliance 
::reased .with increasing pre-conditioning period, 
Hefore in this respect the response' is apparently 

lRA ,Members Journal November 1974 
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classical and indicative of volume relaxation in the'direc
tion of equilibrium, 

The procedure adopted here involves room temperature 
creep testing after annealing periods at various tem
peratures, Although annealing as compared with pre
conditioning introduces an additional interaction (the 
cooling cycle) it does offer a distinct advantage, The ef
fect 01 thermal treatment can only be ascertained unam
biguously by comparison with the state or response of the 
untreated material. The creep behaviour with no-annealing 
presents no problem, but the zero pre-conditioning state is 

, unattainable, 
I 

'EXPERIMENT AL 
'The following sequence was adopted: 
(i) Calendered sheets of UPVC (Cobex 018 grade sup
plied by BXL Ltd) were stored for 2 years at 20 C.' 
{ii) Creep specimens of nominal dimensions 3mm x 5mm x 
140mm were prepared, 
(Hi) Creep specimens were stored in ovens at either 
60 C±1 C, 50 C±1 C. or 40 C±1 C.' . 
(iv) After a specified annealing period covering a,r~nge 
between I hour and 2000 hours, specime'ns were removed 
and cooled (to 20 C) under controlled forced air convection 
for 30 minutes. 
(v) The cross-sectional areas of the cooled specimens 
.were measured and the specimens prepared for tensile 
creep testing" . ','. 
(vi) .. 1 hour. 24 hours. or 336 hours after the removal of the 
specimen from its oven (termed the delay t'lme) a tensile 
stres's of 25MN/m was applied and the creep strain recer· 
ded for 104S. 

A similar sequence but with only one annealing tem
p~rature of 60 C, and one delay time of 1 hour was applied 
to PMMA (cast Perspex. ICI Ltd). 

The tensile creep machines used in the study have been 
desc:ribed previously (5), A Moire fringe extensometer, em· 
playing crossed dif,fraction 9ratings with a ruling pitch of 
'4j.Lm provides the means of automatic strain detection, The 
~oire ,fringe image illuminates an assembly of 4 silicon 
photodiodes, ,The photodiode signal is ampUfied and 
shaped to, provide 2 or 4 counter compatible pulses, for 
,~ach 4J.Lm extension or contraction of the 66,S7mm gauge 
length. Thus strain increments of 0.0015% can be totalised 
on a bi-directional counter 'and/or used to trigger a digit'al 
,event recorder which essent,ially records the time co
ordinate for each positive or negative strain increment for 
the duration of the creep test. 

RESULTS 
The family of creep curves shown in Figure 1 are for U'PVC 
with various annealing periods at 50 C with a 1 hour delay 
before testing, T.he creep characteristic with no thermal 
tre.atment is identified by the discontinuous line, Similar 
data .were-'generated .after longer delay times and at dif
ferenLannealing temperatures, The initial creep 'response 
tended to be rather erratic for these annealing treatments. 
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re 5. The time dependent tensile creep compliance l::::.. C of cast 
'A at 20 C v. annealing time at 60 C. The delay time between an
ing and testing is 1 hr. 

lparison with the non-annealed reference state 
lOnse. If this response was not known then the data in 
lres 2 and 3 would appear to be classical. i.e. a 
rease in compliance with increasing annealing time. 
l is qualitatively similar to the trend observed by Turner 
and discussed in the introduction. 
would be logical in the absence of any other evidence 
~eek an explanation for this anomalous behaviour by 
irence to observed morphological differences between 
rc and that of a classical glassy amorphous polymer. 
phological studies have revealed direct evidence of or
,d regions in UPVC (6), (7), (8). These regions might be 
Hded as small crystallites or regions of molecular orien
on with a characteristic cohesive energy and a 
citic melt temperature, or simply as regions of zero con
rational entropy which are stable below a particular 
pera ture. Clearly. both aspects describe the same 
nomenom but at this stage it is considered preferable 
reat each one separately. 
,bst (9) has estimated that the smallest stable unit of 
ecular order in plasticised PVC would be disrupted at 
pera tures above 50 C. Larger ordered units ha ve a 
ler melt temperature but their formation is less 
Jable. Stafford (10) has used the argument that the 
rupted of 'crystallites' is responsible for the 
nomenom of 'reversible stiffening in plasticised PVC'. 
compliance of plasticised PVC increases dramatically 

!r annealing but slowly returns to its original stiffness 
1 time after annealing. In this respect the response to 
ea ling is similar to tha t reported here, but Stafford did 
observe the transition in short period annealing effects 
·5 C. This transition being close to the minimum 'crystal 
l' temperature as calculated by lobst adds con
trably to the case for a thermal disruption model. The 
!ct of thermal history on the creep response of UPVC 
Id be explained by the following sequence: 
Over extended periods (2 years in this case) at 20 C, 

ill crystallites are formed which are stable at this tem-
Uure. The low (or zero) free volume within the 
:ltallite structure is responsible for deformation 
:esses with very long retardation times. Hence the 
:lence of crystallites might be considered as delaying 
strain response and increasing the creep compliance 

If long creep times. 
After short periods of annealing at 50 C or 60 C the 

~tallites suffer rapid thermal disruption leading to an in-
3se in creep compliance particularly after long periods 
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under load. 
(3) After long periods of annealing above 45 C the free 
volume is slowly reduced by the classical process of 
volume relaxation: As this proceeds the creep compliance 
will slowly decrease. 
(4) With increasing delay time after annealing, crystallites 
are slowly reformed with an attendent decrease in com
pliance. 

The second approach is to consider the entropy of the 
system. Gibbs and Di Marzio (11) have proposed that even 
though the observed Tg is a kinetic phenomenom there is 
an underlying thermodynamic transition at a lower tem
perature T 2' If the polymer is cooled infinitely slowly then 
at T2 the configurational entropy of the specimen as a 
whole would be zero. Adam and Gibbs (12) calculated that 
a universal expression for T 2 could be: 

T,-Tg-53C 

According to Adam et al the activation volume in the 
Eyring (13) viscosity equation is identified as the minimum 
cooperatively re-arranging region. The transition 
probability, the mobility, and hence the relaxation or creep 
rate increases as this minimum activation volume 
decreases. Obviously this cooperative entity must contain 
free volume for internal re-arrangement, or more precisely a 
unit value of quanti sed free volume (hole) must be present. 
The volume of the cooperative entity, and hence the rate 
of relaxation and creep might therefore depend significan
tly on the distribution of free volume or the quantised unit 
of free volume. At temperatures below T 2 close packing is 
energetically favourable because the equilibrium con
figurational entropy is zero. This cannot be achieved on a 
macroscopiC scale within a finite time because this in
volves large diffusion distances and a high degree of 
molecular cooperation. 

It is proposed here, however, that expUlsion of free 
volume could be achieved within a finite time at the short
range level. The result of such a process would be small 
regions of aligned molecular segments (crystallites) with 
zero configurational entropy bounded by a region with a 
high free volume content. Pictorially this is similar 1'0 the 
fringed micellar grain model of the 'glassy' state adopted 
by Yeh (14). Therefore it could be envisaged that after a 
finite period of storage at 20 C the quantised unit of free 
volume would increase in size with a resultant increase in 
the minimum volume of molecular cooperation and a 
decrease in creep compliance. On raising the temperature 
above T 2 the ordered regions are rapidly disrupted with a 
resultant decrease in the volume of the cooperative entity 
and increase in compliance. 

Both the energy and entropy approach combine strongly 
to support the hypothesis that the volume relaxation 
process below -45 C is quite different from that operating 
above this temperature. Above 45 C, volume relaxation 
proceeds classically by a uniform diffusion of free volume. 
Below -45 C (T 2) the uniform diffusion process is no 
longer energetically favourable and is replaced by a short 
range process which results in the formation of 'small 
islands' of order in a ma trix of disorder. The short range or
dered regions are disrupted rapidly on annealing above 
45 C and it is proposed tha t this is responsible for the 
anomalous creep beha viour reported here for UPVC. 

The existence of two different volume relaxation 
processes could also explain why in some cases (e.g. Ret
ting (1» apparently classical effects are observed a fter an
nealing. The period at room temperature prior to annealing 
determines whether sufficient localised volume relaxation 
has accumulated to give a non-classical response. Thus a 
recently processed polymer may be expected to react dif
ferently to annealing than one stored below T 2 for a long 
period prior to annealing. 
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